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ABSTRACT
Tight, Inducible Gene Expression Using Alternatively Spliced Exons from Plants
by
Tania Livania Gonzalez
Doctor of Philosophy in Molecular and Cell Biology
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Ming Chen Hammond, Chair

Gene expression is regulated at multiple levels, from control of transcription to cotranscriptional processing steps to control of translation and decay. This multi-layered
approach allows for sophisticated gene expression programs to be implemented.
Previously, our lab engineered HyP5SM, a plant-derived alternatively spliced cassette
exon which can be inserted directly and tracelessly into a variety of open reading
frames to inducibly regulate protein expression in dicot plants. HyP5SM takes
advantage of a gene regulation strategy common in nature – alternative splicing
coupled to nonsense-mediated decay – to produce “default off, inducible on” gene
expression. Here, we explored the benefits of combining two levels of regulation, a
conditional promoter and an NMD-targeted cassette exon, and showed that we could
obtain tight, inducible regulation of toxic genes. We demonstrate that addition of
HyP5SM can regulate even the hypersensitive response (HR) phenotype, a defensive
programmed cell death response initiated by disease-resistant plants upon detection of
specific pathogen effector proteins. Effector-triggered immune pathways are important
for disease-specific resistance to plant pathogens. We combine the dexamethasone
inducible promoter and the HyP5SM cassette exon to regulate pathogen effector
proteins. The inducible promoter alone results in leaky effector protein and HR, but
HyP5SM renders the leaky transcript non-productive, thus eliminating leaky protein and
the resulting auto-immune responses. Furthermore, plants inducibly recover both
effector protein expression and the HR phenotype. We have tested this with
Bs2/AvrBs2- and RPP1/ATR1Δ51-dependent hypersensitive response pathways in
Nicotiana benthamiana and Nicotiana tabacum, respectively. We also show that
Arabidopsis thaliana plants transgenic for these resistance/effector gene pairs are
viable, healthy, and can complete their full life cycle (seed-to-seed) without inducing
leaky HR phenotype from the pathogen effector transgene, unless the HR immune
phenotype is specifically induced with dexamethasone. We also present progress
identifying additional factors involved in the alternative splicing regulation of HyP5SM.
The HyP5SM cassette can be generally applied to regulate other genes in dicot plants,
and may be utilized with conditional, constitutive, or native promoters. Finally, we
present progress toward engineering new variants of HyP5SM for gene regulation in
mammalian cells.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
3’ss, 5’ss

3’ splice site, 5’ splice site

3’UTR

3’ untranslated region, the mRNA transcript after the stop codon

5’UTR

5’ untranslated region, the mRNA transcript before the start codon

35S

Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35S promoter, a constitutive plant promoter

6xUAS

6x Upstream Activating Sequence; DNA element bound by Gal4; here
used as an abbreviation to describe the Dex/GVG-inducible promoter

AtL5

L5 ribosomal protein from Arabidopsis thaliana

AtP5SM

P5SM of Arabidopsis thaliana, published in Hammond et al. 2009

ATR1

Pathogen effector from oomycete Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis

ATR1Δ51

N-terminal truncated ATR1, removed exit signal for stability in plant cells

avrBs2

Pathogen effector from bacterium Xanthomonas euvesicatoria

Bs2

Resistance gene from pepper plants resistant, recognizes AvrBs2

Dex

Dexamethasone, glucocorticoid that induces expression from 6xUAS/GVG

EGFP

Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein, a modified form of GFP

EJC

Exon-Junction Complex

Emoy2

Describes allele of ATR1, recognized by the RPP1-WsB allele

GFP

Green Fluorescent Protein

GVG

Chimeric transcription factor Gal4bindin domain-VP16activation domainGlucocorticoid Receptorbinding domain, localized to the nucleus upon Dex
binding, where it promotes gene expression by binding 6xUAS

HyP5SM

Engineered hybrid of AtP5SM and OsP5SM, responsive to OsL5

L5

L5 ribosomal protein, which binds P5SM and promotes P5SM exclusion

NMD

nonsense-mediated decay, a pathway that degrades mRNA with PTCs

OsL5

L5 ribosomal protein from Oryza sativa (rice), promotes OsP5SM and
HyP5SM exon skipping

OsP5SM

P5SM of Oryza sativa (rice), published in Hickey et al. 2012

P5SM

Plant 5S rRNA Mimic, conserved structured RNA in plant TFIIIA genes.
The term “P5SM” is also used as a general term encompassing various
versions of P5SM-containing cassette exons (including flanking introns).

pBinAR

Binary vector used to constitutively express transgenes in plants.
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pTA7001

Binary vector used to express Dex-inducible transgenes in plants.

PTC

Premature Termination Codon, an early stop codon

R protein

Resistance protein, a receptor that specifically recognizes a pathogen
effector and initiates immune responses that result in disease resistance

RPP1

Resistance gene from Arabidopsis thaliana, recognizes ATR1

RSZ32

Splice factor, SR protein

RSZ33

Splice factor, SR protein

RUST

Regulated Unproductive Splicing and Translation

SNP

Single nucleotide polymorphism, a point mutation

SR

Serine/Arginine-rich domain characterizing the SR splice factor family

SRp34b

Splice factor, SR protein

SP-I

Splice product I, in which the entire P5SM cassette is excluded, thus
resulting in a “scarless” coding sequence that may be translated to
protein. Co-expression with L5 promotes this splice product.

SP-II

Splice product II, in which the introns of the P5SM cassette are excluded,
but the P5SM “suicide” exon itself remains. Because the P5SM exon has
a premature termination codon, this splice product is targeted by
nonsense-medicated decay and thus non-productive.

UPF1

Up-Frameshift Protein 1, part of the NMD complex

WsB

Describes allele of RPP1, recognizes the ATR1-Emoy2 allele. In this
manuscript, no other alleles of RPP1 or ATR1 are used.
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CHAPTER 1:
An Introduction to Alternative
Splicing and Gene Regulation
1.1: Splicing in Various Systems (Plants, Animals, Yeast, Even
Prokaryotes!)
Discovery of Splicing
In 1961, Francis Crick and his collaborators published a paper presenting
evidence for their hypothesis that the genetic code for proteins was composed of
triplicate bases that coded for individual amino acids (1). By 1965, the three-base
codons had been tied to amino acids and the “RNA code” could be used to translate
from RNA sequence to protein sequence (2). However, in the 1970s, increasing
information about gene and protein sequences led to the observations that sometimes
the protein-coding regions of genes and genomes (“exons”) were disrupted by stretches
of nucleotides that were not translated into the final protein product (3). These noncoding sequences have been called “intervening sequences,” “intragenic sequences,”
and finally “introns.” In 1980, an experiment by the Abelson group removed an intron
sequence in a yeast transfer RNA suppressor and reported that the artificially spliced
sequence still resulted in functional protein when expressed in yeast (4). These
intervening sequences were found not just in protein-coding sequences, but also in
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) precursors in eukaryotes like the protozoa Tetrahymena
thermophile (5). Furthermore, Thomas Cech’s group found that some of these introns
could self-splice out of their precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) in vitro, leading to the first
evidence that RNA could be catalytic (6). Today, self-splicing introns have been found
even in the 16S rRNA of the giant sulfur bacteria Thiomargarita namibiensis, as well as
in Archaea and eukaryotic organelles (7, 8).
Origin of Introns and the Spliceosome
There are three classes of introns. Group I self-splicing introns and Group II selfsplicing introns have been found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and catalyze their
own splicing in vitro without protein factors, although some need proteins to splice
efficiently (5, 7, 9, 10). The third group of introns are typically called “spliceosomal
introns” and these are only found in eukaryotes, because only eukaryotes have the
necessary protein complex to mediate their splicing (11). This spliceosome complex is
composed of uridylate-rich small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (U snRNPs,
pronounced “you snurps”), non-U snRNPs, and various associated co-factors (12). The
spliceosome finds its RNA target using RNA-RNA interactions and facilitates the two
successive trans-esterification reactions required for RNA splicing (12).
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There are two competing models for the origin of introns, “intron-early” and
“intron-late” (8). The intron-early model postulates that introns interrupted exons in the
very early stages of life, pre-eukaryotes, that these interruptions shaped gene evolution,
and that introns were lost in prokaryotes through active selection of condensed
genomes. The intron-late model postulates that intron appeared in eukaryotes and are
continually being added to protein-coding sequences de novo. With some exceptions,
introns sequences are not strictly conserved (13). However, there are introns positions
that are highly conserved not just within-kingdoms, but also between. A large-scale
genome comparison found that 14% of animal introns and 13% of fungal introns
matched plant intron position, supporting the intron-early model (14). An analysis of
16S rRNA from a population of giant sulfur bacteria found 131 introns in 4 independent
insertion sites, of which 1 site was identical and 3 were near intron insertion sites in
eukaryotic nuclear rRNA and mitochondrial rRNA (7). The researchers noted that giant
sulfur bacteria contain large energy reserves, possibly making replication and
transcription less costly for them, which also appears to support an intron-early model
(7). However, another analysis of introns in 16S rRNAs found variable occupation of
these insertion sites and suggests that regions of the rRNA sequence might be hot
spots for intron insertion, providing an alternative hypothesis that supports the intronlate model (7, 15).
Recognition of Introns and Exons, and Comparisons Between Organisms
There are three key components to introns recognition: a 5’ splice site, a branch
point site, and a 3’ splice site. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, splicing requirements are
very strict: few genes have introns, the intron length does not vary much, introns are
usually located at the far 5’ end of genes, the sequence UACUAAC strictly denotes the
location of the branch point site (bold, underlined), and the splice site consensus
sequences are strict (16). Vertebrates and plant introns are not so dependent on a strict
consensus branch point site, although they do have traits that characterize introns
(Table 1.1). For example, plant introns are characterized by AU-rich sequences, and
dicots have a particularly strong preference for U bases (17, 18). Typically, the AU
content is 15-20% higher in introns than neighboring exons (18). This is generally true
for all flowering plants, although dicot plants have a greater shift in AU composition from
introns to exons (74.3/55.0%), as compared to monocots (58.7/42.7%); this sharp
transition in base preferences is not found for vertebrates (18, 19).
Additionally, the size of introns and exons varies a lot among kingdoms and even
species. S. cerevisiae genes rarely have introns (3%), whereas over 40% of S. pombe
genes contain introns (Table 1.2). Mammals tend to have large very large introns (often
>3 kb) and exons an order of magnitude shorter (~200 nt), whereas S. cerevisiae is
shows just the size relationship. Comparatively, plant introns and exons are more
similar in size to each other (Table 1.2). The relative size differences are directly tied to
the molecular mechanisms of recognition for spliced sequences, which are not the
same among organisms (12). In yeast, almost all information required for proper splicing
of the intron is located in the intronic sequence itself, as opposed to the surrounding
exon sequence (20). Only the immediate exon sequence (~10 bp) is important for splice
site definition, since yeast have strong consensus sequence (21, 22). By contrast,
mammalian cells discriminate exons, not introns, and consequently have maximum size
2

limitations for their exons. An early study that looked at 1600 primate exons not located
at the ends of genes found that only 3.5% were longer than 300 nt, and fewer than 1%
exceeded 400 nt (23). This “exon-definition” mechanism of splicing is thought to occur
by protein-protein interactions between the spliceosome at the 3’ splice site and protein
splice factors at the 5’ splice site of the exon (23). Exons artificially made shorter than
50 nt tend to be skipped in mammalian cells, possibly due to steric hindrance of the
exon-defining complexes (24). Plants have both intron-defining and exon-defining
features. As described previously, there is a clear difference in nucleotide composition
between plant exons and introns. Additionally, plants have a wider range of splice
factors than mammalian cells (25).

TABLE 1.1: Characteristics of introns that splice well in various systems.
5’ Splice Site

Branch site

Homo sapiens
(humans)

A63G79/G100T100

yUnAy, weak consensus.
Frequency of Y increases 30 from intron, reaching 7590% at positions -15 to -5.
Y-rich tracts thought to help
branch site selection.

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
(budding yeast)

AAG/GTAUGU

UACUAAC (Strict!)
Third A is branch point.

Arabidopsis
thaliana
(dicot plant)

A62G79/G100T99.4

AU-rich and U-rich tracts
near 3’ splice site, but no
strict consensus.

Zea mays (monocot
plant)

AG/G100T99

AU-rich tracts near 3’ splice
site.

Organism

3’ Splice Site

Ref

C77A100G100/g

(12, 18,
26)

AY98A100G100/

(12, 27,
28)

C66A100G100

/

Intron ends in AG
always.

(12, 17,
18)
(12, 19)

*Y = A or G; lowercase is used when poor conservation of bases is specifically noted. Subscript numbers
denote percent occurrence when available. Slashes indicate different sides of the exon/intron or
intron/exon junction.

Alternative Splicing and Serine/Arginine-Rich Proteins
Alternative splicing describes a mechanism of gene regulation characterized by
pre-mRNA processed to more than one final mRNA product, not including the unspliced
pre-mRNA. Alternative splicing is an important regulated method to increase protein
diversity (29). Alternative splicing to non-productive products is also a well-known
method of controlling transcript levels (see Section 1.2). In S. cerevisiae, few genes
have introns and those that do tend to be constitutively spliced (Table 1.2). Alternative
splicing is not common in S. cerevisiae, but a few rare examples exist, such as the
PTC7 gene which can splice to two different proteins (30). In contrast, alternative
splicing is a very common in plants and animals, with approximately 61% of introncontaining plant genes regulated by alternative splicing and over 95% of human genes
regulated by alternative splicing (31, 32). Alternative splicing includes variable splice
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site choices, including alternative 5’ splice sites, alternative 3’ splice sites, intron
retention, mutually exclusive exons , and cassette exons (sometimes retained,
sometimes skipped). Alternative splicing events are represented differently in various
organisms (Table 1.3).

TABLE 1.2: Comparison of average splicing characteristics among organisms.
Gene
size
(kb)

Organism

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
Saccharomyces
pombe
Arabidopsis
thaliana
(dicot plant)
Oryza sativa
(rice, monocot plant)

Genes
containing
introns

Introns
per
gene

Exon
size
(nt)

Intron
size
(nt)

Introncontaining
genes that alt.
splice

Ref
(20,
30,
33,
34)

1.3

3%

1

1274

270

Three known:
PTC7,
YML034W,
MTR2

1.4

43-45%

1-2

140

40-93

-

(20,
35)

2.0

>98%

Usually
>1

217

145-167

>61%

(31,
36)

2.7

-

-

201-254

356-413

>30%
(early estimate)

(37–
39)

>95%

19%

Homo sapien
(human)

28

>92%

8.4-9.37

171-200

35605500

Drosophila

1.1

-

3.98

141

564

(20,
32,
38,
40)
(36,
37,
40)

Caenorhabditis
1.6
100
467
(37)
elegans
*Some values were not available or found, indicated by dash line. Introns per gene refers to typical or
average number of introns per intron-containing gene, not per all genes in the genome.

TABLE 1.3: Types of alternative splicing among organisms.

Organism

Intron
retention

Cassette
exons

Arabidopsis
thaliana
41-56%
3-8%
(dicot plant)
Oryza sativa
3311-13.8%
(rice, monocot)
53.5%
Homo sapien
5%
69%
(human)
*Percentages of total splicing events.

Single
Exon
Skipped

Multiple
Exons
Skipped

Alternative
Donor Site
(Alt. 5’ SS)

Alternative
Acceptor
Site
(Alt. 3’ SS)

Ref

-

-

10.2-18%

21.9-38%

(37,
41)

-

-

11.3-22%

15.1-34%

(37,
41)

58%

11%

4

26%

(42)

Alternative splicing provides another level of regulation for organisms to respond
to environmental cues such as temperature, heat, light, and drought stress (43–46).
Weak splice sites may be especially responsive to their environment. For example, an
A. thaliana temperature-sensitive mutant with normal flower development at 16°C, but
aberrant flower development at 28°C, was found to be due to a single base change from
A to U to that weakened the 5’ splice site of an intron in APETALA3 (AP3) from the
consensus AG/GU exon/intron junction to mutant UG/GU (47). The mutant gene
produced two protein products, one functional and one inactive, neither protein affected
by temperature. The mutant plant phenotype was found to be due to differences in
functional protein levels due to changes in splice ratios that were further shifted at
higher temperatures (47).
Splice site selection uses RNA-RNA interactions with spliceosome components,
such as U1 snRNP binding to the consensus 5’ splice site (12). However, in organisms
with weaker consensus splice sites and higher levels of alternative splicing, U1 snRNP
is not always sufficient for 5’ splice site selection (48–50). Eukaryotes have families of
serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins, some of which act as splice factors that promote
recruitment of the spliceosome to pre-mRNA (51, 52). In HeLa cell extract with a βglobin splicing model, human SR protein ASF/SF2 increasingly promoted selection of
the 5’ splice site nearest the 3’ splice site in a dosage-dependent manner (49). In HeLa
cell extract, human SR proteins, SRp30 and SRp40, promoted splicing intron skipping
and an intron+exon skipped splice product of the SV40 early pre-mRNA splicing model,
again in a dosage-dependent manner (50). SR proteins have been found to bind exonic
or intronic splicing enhancer (ESE or ISE) sequences, promoting recruitment of
spliceosome components such as U1 snRNP or the later U4/U6.U5 tri-snRNP complex
(50, 53). Some SR proteins are linked to non-splicing processes. For example, human
SR protein SC35 promotes transcriptional elongation in a sequence-dependent manner
(54). SC35 also promotes intron exclusion of target pre-mRNAs in vitro with HeLa cell
extract (55). This dual function is not a surprise, since splicing is known to happen cotranscriptionally (56, 57). I discuss SR proteins more in Chapters 4 and 5.

1.2: Pairing of Alternative Splicing and Nonsense-Mediated Decay
In this section, I discuss an RNA surveillance pathway that is often coupled to
alternative splicing. This nonsense-mediated decay mechanism is the basis for the
“suicide” quality of the alternatively spliced exon I will discuss in a later section.
Nonsense-Mediated Decay
Not all alternatively spliced transcripts result in alternative protein products.
When eukaryotes produce mRNAs with premature termination codons (PTCs), those
transcripts are selectively degraded by an RNA surveillance pathway called nonsensemediated decay (NMD). NMD is thought to be a quality-control mechanism to prevent
the accumulation of truncated proteins which might have deleterious dominant-negative
or gain-of-function activity (58, 59). NMD also acts as a normal gene regulation
mechanism that controls the abundance of transcripts (60). NMD happens in all studied
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eukaryotes, but there does not appear to be a universal NMD pathway (58, 61). The
core components of the NMD complex itself (UPF1, UFP2, UPF3A/B) appears to be
highly conserved in all eukaryotes, but cofactors vary, and there are differences in how
the NMD complex is recruited to PTCs and differences in the final method of RNA
degradation (58). Because NMD is best studied in mammalian cells and not yet wellunderstood in plants, this section focuses briefly on what is known in mammalian NMD
pathways and discusses known differences in other organisms.
In order for NMD to function, it first requires the ability to distinguish between the
final stop codon and PTCs. NMD target recognition is a topic currently in flux. In
mammals, it was long well-established that NMD distinguishes PTCs relative to the
location of an Exon-Junction Complex (EJC), a protein complex that is deposited 20-24
nt upstream of exon-exon junctions on spliced mRNA and remains bound to the mRNA
when it exists the nucleus (62–65). In mammalian cells, PTCs must be 50-55 nt
upstream of an EJC in order to efficiently promote EJC-enhanced NMD (66).
Transcripts without introns are immune to NMD in mammalian cells (66, 67). Assembly
of the NMD complex requires Up-Frameshift Protein 1 (UPF1), a highly conserved
5’3’ ATP-dependent helicase protein in eukaryotes (60). UPF1 interacts with the EJC,
cap-binding proteins, and elongation release factors of the ribosome, (64, 68).
Ribosome stalling at PTCs allows the NMD complex to form and UPF1 to inhibit
ribosome release, whereas ribosomes near the end of the mRNA interact instead with
poly(A) binding proteins which inhibit NMD (69, 70). NMD requires translation so that a
stalled ribosome is present and NMD-associated factors such as EJC are not displaced
(58). NMD is inhibited by translation inhibitors such as cycloheximide, anisomycin, and
puromycin (71).
Until very recently, NMD was thought to only affect transcripts during the pioneer
round of translation in mammalian cells (58, 68, 72, 73). NMD was specifically thought
to target only transcript bound by cap-binding protein heterodimer CBP80-CBP20,
characteristic of newly synthesized mRNA, and not mature eIF4E-capped mRNA (71,
74). The model behind this was that eIF4E-capped mRNA had already lost the EJC and
other required NMD factors due to displacement by passing ribosomes (71, 75).
However, HeLa cell experiments published in 2013 show that eIF4E-capped mRNAs
with long 3’UTRs are also targeted by NMD (68, 76). There are now thought to be both
EJC-independent and EJC-enhanced NMD pathways in mammalian cells (77).
In S. cerevisiae, a species where only 3% of genes have introns, NMD is not
efficient and mRNAs may be targeted by NMD even after the pioneer round of
translation; in fact, multiple rounds of translation (> 200 rounds) are required to
noticeably reduce the quantity of PTC-bearing transcripts in yeast (78). Most
components of the EJC are absent in S. cerevisiae and S. pombe, so PTCs recognition
does not require EJCs (79). Instead, S. cerevisiae cells distinguish transcripts with
PTCs by recognizing abnormally long 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTRs), characterized
by long distances between the stop codon and the poly(A) tail (80, 81). In S. pombe,
where < 5% of genes contain introns, splicing of introns does promote NMD, but no EJC
is required and the length of the 3’UTR does not have an effect (79).
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In plants, NMD is not as well researched; the exact rules governing NMD target
selection and the essential components for NMD in plants are not yet established (61).
However, there is evidence that both retained introns and long 3’UTRs promote NMD,
most likely by overlapping NMD pathways resembling both yeast and mammalian NMD
(61, 82). Plants contain an EJC-like complex like mammalian cells, but tethering the
EJC proteins to the 3’UTR does not have the same NMD-promoting effect seen for
mRNAs in mammalian cells, so the function is not exactly the same (82, 83).
Overexpression of plant EJC proteins promotes expression of intron-containing genes in
A. thaliana, suggesting a role in gene regulation perhaps similar to the translationenhancing role of EJCs for intronless genes in mammals (84, 85). Tethering UPF1 the
5’UTR of an intronless gene also promotes translation in mammalian cells, whereas
UFP1 promotes NMD instead if at the 3’UTR (85, 86). In plants, UPF1 results in a
strong improvement in NMD efficiency whether tethered to either the 5’ or 3’ UTRs (82).
This difference might be because intronless genes containing PTCs are not immune to
NMD in plants, unlike in mammalian cells (87, 88). In N. benthamiana plants, increasing
length of 3’UTRs in intronless genes is proportional to more efficient NMD (82). As for
NMD targeting intron-containing genes, it was recently shown that plants follow a “50 np
rule” similar to the mammalian rule (66, 83, 89). Expression of constructs with introns
located at different distances downstream from a PTC showed that introns located > 50
nt from the PTC were able to efficiently trigger NMD in N. benthamiana (83).
Finally, transcripts can acquire PTCs in various ways. PTCs can be due to
frameshifts or point mutations that result in PTCs, coding sequences interrupted due to
transposons, programmed DNA rearrangements, and by failure to excise introns or
alternative exons in the final mRNA (58). The coupling of alternative splicing and NMD
is common in organisms with alternative splicing and is thought to be an evolved gene
regulation mechanism (58).
Regulated Unproductive Splicing and Translation (RUST)
Coupling of alternatively splicing and NMD is called Regulated Unproductive
Splicing and Translation (RUST) (90, 91). Alternatively spliced cassette exons that
contain PTCs have been called “suicide exons” and “poison exons” because their
retention in the final splice product generally makes the mRNA a target for NMD.
Defects in NMD are known to have severe effects in eukaryotes, especially eukaryotes
whose genomes are heavily regulated by splicing. UPF1 knockouts are lethal for
mammals, Drosophila, zebrafish, and plants (92–95), but not for Caenorhabditis
elegans or S. cerevisiae albeit they do show growth and metabolic defects (58, 60). In
HeLa cells, NMD can be reduced by RNAi-mediated silencing of UPF1 for short-term
experiments (< 1 week), but over time the reduced levels of UPF1 cause genome
instability, activation of DNA damage response pathways, and cell cycle arrest (96). In
mice, a conditional knockout of UFP2 in the hematopoietic stem cell compartment
(inside bone marrow) led to permanent and irreparable loss of hematopoietic stem cells
and mice died within 10 days (97). These protein knockdowns all cause a wide range of
effects; potentially some phenotypes could be due to functions of the NMD core
components that are not strictly related to PTCs (58). More specifically, many human
diseases have been associated with small nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that create
PTCs (98). For example, 80% of mutations in the cadherin-1 gene, associated with
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hereditary diffuse gastric cancer, were SNPs that created PTCs (98). Rare PTCs
causally associated with diseases are the most common targets for gene therapy (99).
In A. thaliana, approximately 18% of alternative splicing events lead to nonproductive mRNA that is targeted by NMD (100). Reduction of NMD is possible by
maintaining sickly T-DNA-interrupted UPF1 mutants in hemizygous lines, but
homozygous lines are not viable (92). Various T-DNA insertions to disrupt other
components of NMD in plants also usually result in conditionally viable plants with
defects in growth or fertility, but interestingly they have constitutively over-active
immune pathways (92). Later RNA-seq experiments showed that A. thaliana plants use
NMD to regulate turnover of immune receptors with Toll/Interleukin-1 Receptor (TIR)
domains (101). RUST is also common in the regulation of circadian clock genes in A.
thaliana (102).
In eukaryotes with extensive alternative splicing, RUST is a common and
important method of gene regulation. As the previous sections show, changes to the
location of a PTC in transcripts can have big effects on gene regulation. In laboratories,
however, splicing-based gene regulation is not common as a biotechnological tool. In
the following section, I will discuss previous splicing-based methods of artificial gene
regulation and introduce an alternatively spliced “suicide” exon from plants.

1.3: Engineered Splicing Regulation and P5SM
Intron-Based Regulation
The addition of introns to genes of interest allows researchers to reach higher
gene expression levels than what is possible without introns. If plants, addition of introns
can increase transcription levels 5-100 fold, presumably due to the coupling of
transcription and splicing (103, 104). A similar 10-100 fold improvement in mRNA levels
was seen from multiple intron-containing versus intronless transgenes in microinjected
fertilized mouse eggs, although in this case the effect was not reproduced in cultured
cells (105). Introns are also beneficial for vectors used for gene therapy in human
patients; transgene expression is a limiting factor in gene therapy, and the addition of
synthetic introns to trans-splicing adeno-associated viral vectors improves transduction
efficiency by raising the barrier for mRNA accumulation in 293 cells and muscle Dys-3positive cells (106).
On the other hand, addition of introns can solve leaky expression issues when
amplifying plasmids in E. coli for use in mammalian cells. A chicken β-actin promoter
driving Cre recombinase construct for use in HEK293T cells was found to result in
unwanted and toxic leaky expression in E. coli cells (used to amplify the vector), but the
addition of an intron in the Cre gene eliminated leaky expression in E. coli and solved
the toxicity problem without disrupting expression in HEK293T cells (107).
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Chemically-Regulated Splicing with Aptamers
An aptamer is a single-stranded RNA element that becomes structured upon
specific and high-affinity binding a small molecule ligand (108). Riboswitches contain
aptamers and also regulatory elements which alter gene expression upon ligand-binding
(108). The naturally-occurring thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP) riboswitch regulates
alternative splicing of introns in the 5’ ends of three Neurospora crassa (filamentous
fungus) genes (109). Dong-Suk Kim et al. used the theophylline aptamer to make an
inducible-off method of in vitro gene regulation for HeLa nuclear extract (110). They
achieved this by cloning the theophylline aptamer in an intron between the pyrimidine
(Y)-rich tract that marks the intron branch site and the 3’ splice site. Theophylline
inhibited intron-skipping in a dose-dependent manner, with up to 75% splicing inhibition
was seen in a 2 hour assay with 2 mM theophylline (110).
Julia Weigand and Beatrix Suess used a similar idea to develop an aptamerbased and chemically-suppressible method of in vivo gene regulation for S. cerevisiae
(111). They achieved this by cloning the tetracycline aptamer near the 5’ exon/intron
junction of a synthetic intron. Upon addition of tetracycline, the aptamer becomes
structured, obscuring the 5’ splice site and leading to intron retention, which disrupts
gene expression (111). Weigand and Suess were able to modulate the decrease in
expression of their GFP reporter from 2.5- to 4.3-fold by moving the aptamer closer to
the 5’ splice site, and improved GFP reduction 6.2-fold by altering the aptamer structure
until the consensus sequence formed part of the aptamer’s stem (111).
The advantage of these aptamer-based methods is that genes can inducibly and
transiently be turned off with a chemical inducer. This is unlike conditional promoters,
which have generally been designed for gene expression to be inducibly turned on.
Plant 5S rRNA Mimic (P5SM), a Cassette Suicide Exon That Regulates TFIIIA
Cassette exons are alternatively spliced exons which are either entirely retained
or skipped in the final mRNA splice product. Cassette exons are called “suicide” exons
or “poison” exons when they contain a premature-termination codon (PTC) and are
regulated by nonsense-mediated decay (see Section 1.2).
Plant Transcription Factor IIIA (TFIIIA) genes contain a conserved cassette exon
which contains a highly conserved structured RNA with sequence and structure
similarity to 5S ribosomal RNA (112, 113). This mimic, coined Plant 5S rRNA Mimic
(P5SM), is found in the TFIIIA genes of all plants, but not in green algae or non-plants
(113). This is interesting because TFIIIA protein is thought to be a limiting transcription
factor for the recruitment of RNA Polymerase III to 5S rDNA genes in Xenopus oocytes
(114). If TFIIIA is also limiting in plants, it makes sense that low 5S rRNA levels activate
a feedback loop to produce more TFIIIA protein. The mechanism connecting this
feedback loop is L5 ribosomal protein, the binding partner for 5S rRNA which forms a
ribonucleoprotein component of the large subunit of plant ribosomes (112, 115). L5
ribosomal protein preferentially binds 5S rRNA, but will bind P5SM when 5S rRNA
levels are low (112). L5 binding to P5SM promotes exon skipping of the P5SM-containg
suicide exon in TFIIIA pre-mRNA, thereby promoting functional TFIIIA splice product
which results in increased TFIIIA protein levels (112). This regulation strategy of TFIIIA
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protein may be a way of dynamically balancing stoichiometric ratios of paired
downstream molecular partners. Thus, in plants, P5SM in TFIIIA is part of a feedback
look to regulate levels of 5S rRNA and unbound L5 ribosomal protein (112).
While animals do not appear to regulate their 5S rRNA or TFIIIA protein levels in
the same RUST-mediated way as plants, they do regulate other components of the
ribosome using a similarly dynamic suicide exon strategy. C. elegans ribosomal proteins
L3, L7a, L10a, and L12 – as well as human ribosomal proteins L12 and L3 – are autoregulated in negative feedback loops that utilizes nonsense-mediated decay and
alternative splicing (116, 117). Like the highly conserved P5SM element in plants,
alternatively spliced intron 3 in human ribosomal protein L3 gene shows unusually high
degrees of conservation with other animals, with some segments preserving 50% and
up to 90% sequence identity between C. elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and
humans (116).
Animal TFIIIA protein activity is mediated by binding of TFIIIA protein with its 5S
rRNA product, a binding event that also occurs in plants (118, 119). In plants, low levels
of 5S rRNA promote indirectly resulting in a shift of TFIIIA alternative splicing to make
more functional protein. In Xenopus oocytes, 5S rRNA has a more direct effect: high
levels inhibit TFIIIA protein function by competing with its 5S rDNA transcription target,
whereas low levels of 5S rRNA free TFIIIA (118). Supporting this competition model,
mutant TFIIIA proteins with reduced affinity for 5S rRNA result in elevated
transcriptional activity at 5S rDNA genes, resulting in higher levels of 5S rRNA (118).
Engineered Hybrid P5SM
Previous member of the Hammond lab showed that the A. thaliana P5SM
cassette could be moved into other gene contexts and still regulate alternative splicing
in an AtL5 ribosomal protein-dependent manner (120). Furthermore, they engineered a
hybrid sequence between O. sativa (rice) P5SM and A. thaliana P5SM for orthogonal
gene expression in dicot plants (120). This Hybrid P5SM (HyP5SM) responds to
monocot OsP5SM protein, but not dicot AtL5, and is able to regulate transgenes in dicot
N. benthamiana with almost 100-fold induction upon OsL5 co-expression (120). My
colleagues showed that HyP5SM could regulate reporter genes and non-toxic genes
orthogonally (120). In later chapters, as needed, I will discuss the details of the rational
design that led to HyP5SM.
Addressing Problems That Require Splicing-Based Regulation
It is no surprise that constitutive and conditional promoters have been developed
as tools for artificial gene regulation before splicing-based regulation. E. coli and yeast,
organisms used to research many basic pathways, do not use splicing except for rare
examples. Conceptually, it is also more straight-forward to take a promoter and clone a
gene of interest downstream. Chemically inducible promoter are already available for
E.coli, yeast, plants, and mammalian systems (121–124). Researchers are accustomed
to using promoters to regulate genes of interest. Why, then would one want to develop
splicing-based gene regulation?
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For this dissertation work, I present work testing the limits of the HyP5SM suicide
exon as a biotechnological tool for gene regulation by attempting (and succeeding) to
regulate the expression of pathogen effector proteins which trigger hypersensitive
immune responses in plants (Chapters 2 and 3). My work shows that alternative
splicing offers a new level of gene regulation which is readily compatible with existing
promoter-based regulation. A researcher does not need to choose one or the other, but
may instead decide to combine the two methods for improved control of gene
regulation. Chapters 2 and 3 demonstrate this with immune-triggering genes that cause
programmed cell death in plants. The phenotype that these genes trigger cannot be
regulated with inducible promoters alone due to leaky protein expression that
accumulates past the threshold required for immune detection.
In Chapter 4, I present progress toward finding the putative SR protein(s) in
plants which we believe promote P5SM exon definition in plants. In Chapter 5, I present
the results of early attempts to re-engineer a hybrid P5SM suicide exon so that it is
targeted by mammalian SR proteins in HEK293T cells.
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CHAPTER 2:
Evaluating HyP5SM to Regulate
the Hypersensitive Response in
Plants
*Portions of this work were published in the following scientific journal:
Gonzalez, T. L.; Liang Y.; Nguyen B. N.; Staskawicz B. J.; Loqué, D.; Hammond, M. C.
(2015) Nucleic Acids Research, 43, 7152-61.

Abstract
Disease-specific resistance is a highly desirable agricultural trait. Plants achieve this
with effector-triggered immunity (ETI), a pathway activated when plant disease
resistance (R) proteins recognize the presence of pathogen effector proteins delivered
into host cells. The ETI response generally encompasses a defensive “hypersensitive
response” (HR) that involves programmed cell death at the site of pathogen recognition.
While many R protein and effector protein pairs are known to trigger HR, many
components of the ETI signaling pathway remain elusive. Effector genes regulated by
inducible promoters cause background HR due to leaky protein expression, preventing
the generation of relevant transgenic plant lines. By employing the HyP5SM suicide
exon, we have developed a strategy to tightly regulate effector proteins such that HR is
chemically inducible and non-leaky. This alternative splicing-based gene regulation
system was shown to successfully control Bs2/AvrBs2-dependent and RPP1/ATR1Δ51dependent HR in Nicotiana benthamiana and Nicotiana tabacum, respectively.

2.1: Introduction to Plant Disease Resistance and Effector-Triggered
Immunity
Plant disease and health are constant concerns for the agricultural industry and
for worldwide food security. As climate change alters the agricultural landscape and
creates more favorable conditions for plant pathogens, diseases that have been
confined to sub-regions of the world may gain broader geographic footholds (125, 126).
Understanding how plants successfully combat pathogens is crucial to maintaining
healthy agriculture. Plants recognize pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)
such as bacterial flagellin and fungal chitin, and initiate general PAMP-triggered
immunity (PTI) responses (127, 128). However, successful pathogens circumvent this
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primary innate immune system of plants by delivering effector proteins into plant cells to
target and suppress the immune signaling pathway, thus making the plant susceptible
to infection (128).
In the arms race between plants and pathogens, plants have evolved receptor
proteins that distinguish strain- or race-specific pathogen effectors (128–130). Effectortriggered immunity (ETI) is a secondary plant innate immune pathway that is activated
when plants possess the appropriate receptor, or “disease resistance protein” (R
protein), to recognize a specific pathogen effector protein. The ETI response is
associated with a hypersensitive response (HR) that involves localized cell death and
generation of reactive oxygen species, thereby limiting growth of the pathogen.
Although many R protein and effector protein pairs are known to trigger HR and disease
resistance, the signaling events that lead to ETI and how much these pathways differ
from PTI remains unclear; a lot more is known about how the pathways overlap (131–
133).
In order to distinguish specific effector-triggered responses from PAMP-triggered
responses, it would be beneficial to generate transgenic plants with an R gene that can
inducibly express the corresponding pathogen effector protein to initiate the immune
response. In addition, experiments with these types of transgenic plants would enable
monitoring of transcriptional and biochemical differences at specific and short time
points. However, part of the challenge facing ETI research is the limitation imposed by
the HR phenotype. Bacterial, oomycete, and fungal pathogens generally produce
effector proteins in their own cells and then deliver them into the host plant (128, 134–
136). Thus, very low thresholds (137, 138) of pathogen effector protein are required to
trigger HR, which makes generation of transgenic plants for mutant screens and
transcriptome analysis difficult (139).
Herein, we describe employing a suicide exon in order to tightly regulate the
expression of effector proteins, such that the HR is chemically inducible but background
HR is fully suppressed (Figure 2.1, 2.2). Previously, we have shown that insertion of the
HyP5SM splicing cassette (Figure 2.3a) into any gene of interest results in retention of
a suicide exon by default, which triggers nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) of the nonproductive spliced product (112, 120). Alternatively, co-expression with OsL5 protein
results in skipping of the suicide exon (120). In this study, we establish that HyP5SM
circumvents the problem of leaky transcription from a Dex-inducible promoter by
effectively blocking protein expression. Whereas background levels of the effector
AvrBs2 from the bacterial spot disease pathogen Xanthomonas euvesicatoria (140),
previously called Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria (141), triggers visible HR in
plants harboring the R gene Bs2 (142), the immune response is suppressed by insertion
of the HyP5SM splicing cassette into the avrBs2 gene. Furthermore, we show that
skipping of the suicide exon can be triggered by Dex induction of OsL5 expression,
which leads to recovery of the HR phenotype by chemical activation of both the
promoter and alternative splicing. We demonstrate that this dual regulation strategy is
generalizable by showing that similar results are obtained for ATR1, an effector from the
downy mildew pathogen Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (previously Peronospora
parasitica), which triggers HR in tobacco plants harboring the R gene RPP1 (143–145).
In Chapter 3, we show that stably transformed plants harboring the resistance gene
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and the dual regulated effector are viable, healthy, can be propagated through multiple
generations, and can inducibly initiate the HR phenotype.

2.2: Results
HyP5SM is functional in bacterial effector AvrBs2 and eliminates detectable leaky
protein expression that leads to background hypersensitive response
AvrBs2 is a type III secreted effector protein highly conserved and required for
virulence in strains of the bacterial spot disease pathogen X. euvesicatoria (140). The
Bs2 disease resistance gene from Capsicum chacoense (pepper) is functional in
Solanum lycopersicum (tomato) and increases the yield of marketable tomatoes by 2.5fold in field tests (142, 146). Unfortunately for studying this effector-R gene pair, we
have found that leaky transcription from the Dex-inducible 6xUAS promoter (123)
results in background expression of AvrBs2 protein, which activates HR in N.
benthamiana plants co-transformed with Bs2 (Figure 2.1a). Accordingly, even without
Dex treatment, avrBs2 transcripts are detectable by RT-PCR (Figure 2.3b) and HAtagged AvrBs2 protein is observed by western blot (Figure 2.4a). Thus, HR has
prevented the generation of stable transgenic plants that inducibly express AvrBs2 in
the presence of Bs2 (unpublished, D. Dahlbeck and B. J. Staskawicz).
In order to address this problem, we inserted the HyP5SM splicing cassette into
the avrBs2 coding sequence (Figure 2.5). It was previously shown that the splicing
cassette minimally requires insertion after an AG dinucleotide which forms part of the
extended 5’ splice site sequence (120). Cassette insertion between codons encoding
Glu and Val (E/V; GAG/GTA) as well as Glu and Pro (E/P; GAG/CCA) had been well
tolerated in the context of Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP), which reveals
that the extended 3’ splice site could deviate substantially from the consensus
sequence (120). However, in the context of the avrBs2 coding sequence, splicing
cassette function appears more sensitive to the extended 3’ splice site context.
Specifically, placing the splicing cassette between codons encoding E308 and V309
resulted in maintenance of splicing fidelity and regulation (Figure 2.3c, 2.5), whereas
mis-splicing was observed for insertion between codons encoding E123 and P124
(Figure 2.6). Thus, we continued with the E/V insertion site for avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA and
all text references relate to this construct unless otherwise stated.
RT-PCR analysis of avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA show that in the absence of the specific
splicing factor OsL5, which is ribosomal protein L5 from the monocot Oryza sativa (rice)
that binds the P5SM RNA element (120), the suicide exon is retained in the spliced
product (SP-II) (Figure 2.3c). As expected, endogenous L5 protein does not result in
observable background activation of the splicing cassette, as the HyP5SM cassette was
engineered to be unresponsive to L5 from dicots such as N. benthamiana and A.
thaliana (120). In contrast, constitutive co-expression of OsL5 promotes skipping of the
suicide exon and leads to a shorter spliced product (SP-I, Figure 2.3). These results
were confirmed by sequence analysis of the spliced products and are observed
regardless of whether the gene construct is expressed via a constitutive (35S, a
cauliflower mosaic virus promoter) or Dex-inducible (6xUAS) promoter. We did not
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observe any of the splicing isoforms previously associated with aberrant splicing of the
cassette in weak sequence contexts (120), however this analysis does not rigorously
exclude all possible mis-splicing events.
Notably, the HyP5SM splicing cassette does not reduce leaky transcription from
the Dex-inducible promoter, as transcripts are clearly observed by RT-PCR in the
absence of Dex (Figure 2.3c). However, HyP5SM adds a second layer of regulation
such that induction of alternative splicing is required for protein expression. Thus, we
have nominally constructed a two-input regulatory system in which the chemical inducer
Dex and the splicing factor OsL5 are required for full activation of gene expression
(Figure 2.1b, 2.2). However, the observation that HR can be triggered with only one
input (Figure 2.4b, 2.7) suggests that both transcription and exon skipping are leaky to
some extent. The sensitivity of HR signaling is such that cell death is visible even when
no protein is detected by a standard western blot (Figure 2.4a, lane 8). Additional
experiments confirm that some exon skipping occurs upon Dex induction even without
OsL5, presumably because the transcription is activated in excess of the levels of the
endogenous splice factor that promotes exon retention (Figure 2.8). More importantly,
the absence of both Dex and OsL5 eliminates HR (Figure 2.4b). Only mild chlorosis is
observed on that leaf half, similar to results obtained for leaf infiltration with
Agrobacterium harboring no AvrBs2 effector (Figure 2.9).
Tight regulation of the HR phenotype by dual chemical induction of transcription
and exon skipping
Although omission of the splicing factor effectively suppresses protein expression
from the HyP5SM-containing avrBs2 construct, we considered that transgenic plant
experiments would instead require an inducible copy of OsL5. However, as the
inducible promoter employed would likely be leaky, it was an open question whether
background expression of OsL5 would trigger sufficient AvrBs2 protein expression to
cause HR. To test this, we performed the subsequent experiments with OsL5 under the
control of 6xUAS. In this case, the two-input regulatory system is constructed such that
the same chemical inducer Dex serves as both the input for activation of transcription
and exon skipping (Figure 2.2d).
Promisingly, background expression of OsL5 in the absence of Dex does not
trigger HR when the two-input avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA construct is employed, in contrast to
the avrBs2-HA construct, which does not contain the splicing cassette (Figure 2.10a).
Chemical induction of avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA and OsL5 still produces the robust HR
phenotype, although the onset of visible HR is delayed (< 16 hours) relative to the
avrBs2-HA construct. Presumably this delay is due to leaky build-up of effector protein
in the latter case, before the N. benthamiana leaves are Dex-induced (typically 16-18
hpi). Consistent with this interpretation, a time course analysis shows no detectable
AvrBs2 protein expression until 16 h after Dex induction for the two-input system,
whereas protein expression was detected as soon as 4 h after Dex induction for the
one-input system (Figure 2.11a, b). Induction of high levels of AvrBs2 protein occurs at
the same time as expression of OsL5 protein in the two-input system (Figure 2.11c).
Correspondingly, RT-PCR and western blot analyses support that chemical
induction of OsL5 promotes exon skipping to make SP-I the major splice product, which
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leads to high AvrBs2 expression (Figure 2.10b, c). Interestingly, in the absence of Dex
induction, it appears that leaky expression of OsL5 can generate a small amount of
AvrBs2 protein from the HyP5SM-containing construct, but the signal is much lower
than observed for leaky expression of the avrBs2-HA construct (Figure 2.10c). We
showed that this effect is probably due to leaky expression of OsL5, because no AvrBs2
protein is observed when co-expressed with empty pTA7001 vector, which carries
another copy of GVG transcription factor (Figure 2.11d). Nevertheless, the results
suggested that this combined promoter- and splicing-based regulation will be sufficiently
tight to generate viable transgenic plants to study immune responses.
HyP5SM is also functional in oomycete effector ATR1Δ51
Pathogen effectors are recognized by different classes of resistance proteins.
The most characterized classes are CC-NB-LRR and TIR-NB-LRR, with a conserved
nucleotide binding (NB) site and a leucine rich repeat (LRR) domain for auto-inhibition
(147) and effector specificity (148). The N-terminal domain is known to be an important
determinant for the downstream signaling pathway, with NDR1 being required for CCNB-LRR protein signaling and the EDS1/PAD4/SAG1 complex being required for TIRNB-LRR protein signaling (148–151).
AvrBs2 is recognized by Bs2, which has an uncharacterized N-terminal domain,
but is homologous to the Rx gene (CC-NB-LRR) from potato (142, 152, 153). On the
other hand, the ATR1 effector from the oomycete H. arabidopsidis, agent of downy
mildew in A. thaliana, is recognized by the A. thaliana RPP1 resistance protein, which is
in the TIR-NB-LRR class. For efficient expression in plants, we utilized a construct,
ATR1Δ51, that has been truncated to remove the N-terminal eukaryotic secretion
sequence and predicted translocation region (145). Co-expression of ATR1Δ51 and
RPP1 produces weak HR in N. benthamiana and strong HR in N. tabacum (Figure 2.9),
so we utilized the latter for our HR experiments.
In order to demonstrate that the HyP5SM splicing cassette can be applied to
regulate a different effector protein in both Nicotiana species, we inserted the HyP5SM
splicing cassette into the ATR1Δ51 coding sequence. We made two versions that
placed the splicing cassette between Glu and Ala codons (E/A sites) after codons
encoding E128 or E168 (Figure 2.5). Both constructs maintained splicing fidelity and
regulation (Figure 2.12a, 2.13). We continued with the E168/A169 insertion site for
ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG and all text references relate to this construct unless
otherwise stated. Furthermore, regulation of protein expression by Dex induction and
co-expression of OsL5 was observed by western blot against anti-FLAG (Figure 2.12b,
c). In this case, no protein was detectable in the absence of Dex, showing that the oneinput system is less leaky in this case than for AvrBs2 in N. benthamiana.
However, background HR in the absence of Dex treatment of N. tabacum is still
observed for the one-input system upon co-expression of RPP1 and inducible ATR1Δ51
(Figure 2.12d). Onset of visible HR due to leaky expression is delayed (6-9 dpi) relative
to constitutive or induced expression of ATR1Δ51 (2.5-4 dpi). As expected, the dual
regulatory system using 6xUAS::ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG and 6xUAS::OsL5
eliminates the problem with background HR. Only mild chlorosis similar to that observed
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for empty vector, which expresses the GVG transcription factor, is observed up to 13 dpi
(Figure 2.12d, 2.13). Furthermore, induction of HR with 30 µM Dex occurred on a
similar timescale and strength for constitutive, one-input, and two-input systems (Figure
2.13).
Taken together, these data show that our system can be used to tightly regulate
both highly leaky and less leaky effector proteins. Importantly, background ATR1Δ51
levels still exceed the threshold for triggering HR, which appears to be below the
detection limit for western blots. In addition, we show that HyP5SM functions robustly in
N. tabacum.

2.3: Discussion
To our knowledge, this study is the first time that regulation of transcription and
exon skipping has been combined to make an artificial two-input regulatory system for
use in plants. We show that the dual system is more tightly regulated (i.e. has lower
background) than the promoter-only system, as evidenced by suppression of leaky HR
(Figure 2.1a), an immune response sensitive to lower levels of protein expression than
a western blot. Importantly, our study demonstrates the general principle that layering
regulatory elements reduces the leakiness of gene expression, even when each
regulatory element remains leaky. Background transcription from the 6xUAS promoter
presumably occurs because some GVG transcription factor enters the nucleus even
without binding dexamethasone (Dex). Background skipping of the HyP5SM suicide
exon could result from limiting levels of the exon-defining splice factor that is proposed
to bind HyP5SM RNA (112, 120) and/or from leaky expression of Dex-inducible OsL5.
The dual regulatory system reduces leaky gene expression by requiring both
transcription and exon skipping for protein production (Figure 2.1b).
By the same principle, maximum gene expression becomes dependent on both
regulatory elements. Since full activation of exon skipping is dependent on the OsL5
protein, which in this case is also expressed using a Dex-inducible promoter, there is a
delay in full induction of protein expression as compared to the leaky construct (Figure
2.11). In part, this effect is due to the leaky construct having a head-start in protein
accumulation before Dex induction, relative to the non-leaky construct. Leaves are
typically treated with Dex 16-18 h after infiltration and the observed delay is less than 16
h (Figures 2.7, 2.11), consistent with this conclusion. In addition, a threshold of OsL5
protein levels in the nucleus must be reached before splicing switches to the exonskipped product as the major splice product, which likely reflects the equilibrium
constants for competitive binding to HyP5SM in the cell. Since alternative splicing
requires OsL5 binding to each precursor mRNA and the levels of OsL5 are probably
limiting when activation of avrBs2 transcription begins, this step may limit or slow buildup of AvrBs2 protein levels. This point is illustrated by comparing western blots when
OsL5 is driven by the constitutive 35S promoter versus the Dex-inducible 6xUAS
promoter. When co-expressed with 35S::OsL5, AvrBs2 protein levels appear
comparable 8 h after Dex induction with or without HyP5SM regulation (Figure 2.4a),
whereas AvrBs2 protein from the two-input system is not yet seen at that time when
using 6xUAS::OsL5 (Figure 2.11). Possible solutions to this issue include performing
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Dex induction twice with optimized timing, or a using different inducible promoter to
control OsL5 while the gene of interest is still under the Dex inducible system.
Although protein accumulation is more gradual with HyP5SM, chemical induction
of the HR phenotype appears to be only slightly delayed (12 hours) for Bs2/AvrBs2dependent HR (Figure 2.7) and not noticeably delayed for RPP1/ATR1Δ51-dependent
HR (Figure 2.13). These results suggest that protein accumulation quickly surpasses
the threshold required to induce HR. Indeed, we have shown that without OsL5 protein,
Dex induction still promotes sufficient protein expression from avrBs2-HyP5SM to
trigger HR (Figures 2.4b, 2.7, 2.11). The option to omit OsL5 simplifies the HyP5SM
regulation system; researchers may clone the HyP5SM cassette into their gene of
interest and utilize pre-existing plasmids with desired promoters, without needing to
clone in an additional gene or co-infiltrate with an additional plasmid. However, we
recommend that the stability and expression level of the protein of interest be
considered before omitting OsL5. For example, we found that AvrBs2 protein
accumulated to high levels and was easily visualized on a western blot, whereas
ATR1Δ51 protein levels were consistently lower. Because of this, stable plant lines were
generated using OsL5 with the RPP1/ATR1Δ51 system (see Chapter 3).
Because omission or inclusion of OsL5 affects maximum proteins levels of the
HyP5SM-regulated gene (Figure 2.11), HyP5SM regulation is tunable to specific needs.
For plant biology studies, it is often desirable to match endogenous levels of gene
expression. Chemically inducible promoters can drastically overshoot native expression
levels and are difficult to tune. Overexpression can lead to artifacts like loss of
biologically-relevant regulation (154). For example, overexpression of Dex-inducible
Pseudomonas syringae AvrPphB effector protein in transgenic A. thaliana resulted in
acylation-independent HR in an otherwise acylation-dependent HR pathway (154). In
contrast, the dual regulation system leads to moderate induction and even levels of
protein expression that lasts at least 72 h after Dex treatment (Figure 2.11). In the
future, we are interested in applying this dual regulation to achieve inducible, native
levels of transgene expression in plants.
Another key advantage of our system is that it enables two independent
promoters to be “stacked” in parallel to regulate a single gene, or possibly multiple
genes. While here we showed the stacking of two identical promoters, this need not be
the case. For example, plant biotechnology applications may involve targeting proteins
to specific tissues or cellular compartments, or limiting protein expression to certain
developmental stages. This may be achieved by expressing the HyP5SM-regulated
gene of interest with a tissue- or stage-specific promoter along with an inducible OsL5
gene. Another successful approach to promoter stacking has been described, in which
tissue-specific and chemically inducible expression of a gene of interest was effected by
stacking two transcription factors/activators. Ethanol induction of GUS expression
(alcA::GUS) is effected by the AlcR transcription factor under the control of a UAS
promoter (UAS::alcR), which in turn is recognized by the mGAL4-VP16 transactivator,
whose expression was localized to the endosperm in an Arabidopsis line from the
Haseloff enhancer trap library (155). However, this latter approach is limited in scope to
combining chemical induction and tissue specificity, whereas our strategy is generally
applicable to combining any type of promoters. In fact, a third layer of regulation may be
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achieved using our system by changing the promoter driving GVG from the constitutive
35S promoter to make a similar tissue-specific Dex-inducible system.
In conclusion, we have established that the strategy of combining promoter and
suicide exon elements leads to tight regulation of pathogen effector proteins and
prevents background triggering of even very sensitive phenotypes such as HR. We also
showed for the first time that the HyP5SM splicing cassette functions in N. tabacum as
well as N. benthamiana, and we expect that it will function in other dicot plants as well.
A similar suicide exon may be engineered for monocot plants in a similar manner as has
been described for the current HyP5SM (120) used here. Notably, unlike other inducible
expression systems for plants, both the HyP5SM and OsL5 sequences are entirely
derived from plants (120). If combined with native plant promoters, a fully plant-derived
dual regulation system may be constructed. Finally, the dual regulation system we
describe is generally applicable to genes that initiate severe or undesired phenotypes
upon leaky expression, and provides a straightforward and promising way to generate
many previously unattainable transgenic plants.
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2.4: Figures

FIGURE 2.1. Dual transcription and splicing regulation eliminates leaky hypersensitive response.
(a) N. benthamiana leaf with three spots transiently co-transformed with Agrobacterium tumefaciens to
introduce SuperPromoter::Bs2-HA resistance gene and either i. constitutive (35S) avrBs2-HA, ii. Dexinducible (6xUAS) avrBs2-HA, or iii. Dex-inducible avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA. The leaf was not treated with
Dex and OsL5 is not co-expressed. (b) Scheme representing how a two input system that combines
promoter and suicide exon elements to control transcription and alternative splicing, respectively, results
in tighter regulation of phenotype compared to a one input system (promoter alone).
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FIGURE 2.2. Schematics of gene regulation with Dex induction. (a) N. benthamiana leaves spot
infiltrations to compare i. pMD1 avrBs2-HA, ii. pTA7001 avrBs2-HA, and iii. pTA7001 avrBs2-HyP5SMHA. All spots were co-infiltrated with p1776 Bs2-HA. The bottom leaf was also co-infiltrated with pTA7001
OsL5-6xHis on both sides. Leaves sprayed with Dex. (b) Model of induced expression. (c), (d) Models
showing how the two input regulation system (c) prevents leaky AvrBs2-HA protein and (d) can inducible
promote AvrBs2-HA expression.
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FIGURE 2.3. HyP5SM functions in bacterial effector gene avrBs2-HA, but does not eliminate leaky
transcription. (a) Model of HyP5SM splicing regulation by OsL5 displacement of an endogenous splice
factor (SF) that promotes exon retention by default. A premature termination codon (asterisk) is present in
the HyP5SM suicide exon. (b) RT-PCR detection of avrBs2-HA transcripts from transiently transformed N.
benthamiana leaves with and without Dex induction of transcription at 16 hours post-infiltration (hpi), with
tissue collected at 2 dpi. (c) RT-PCR detection of spliced products for avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA with or without
OsL5 induction of exon skipping, from tissue collected 2 dpi. Results are shown for the construct
expressed either using 35S or 6xUAS promoters without Dex induction. After 35 cycles of PCR
amplification, the 35S samples appear to be saturated, so levels should not be compared to the 6xUAS
samples. No RT is shown as a negative control and avrBs2-HA from a different experiment is shown as a
positive control for SP-I. Grey boxes indicate samples taken from different infiltrated halves of the same
leaf.
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FIGURE 2.4. The two-input regulatory system overcomes both leaky transcription and exon
skipping to tightly control protein expression and HR phenotype. (a) Anti-HA western blot to detect
protein expression from avrBs2-HA or avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA constructs induced or mock induced at 18 hpi,
with tissue collected at 26 hpi. Shown at the bottom is Ponceau S staining of the nitrocellulose membrane
to visualize the large subunit of RuBisCo as a loading control. (b) Induction of the HR phenotype from the
effector construct avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA requires co-transformation with Bs2-HA and either cotransformation with OsL5, treatment with 30 μM Dex, or both. Neither chlorosis nor HR is visible in the
absence of both inputs. Lanes 4 and 9 are empty.
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FIGURE 2.5. Gene constructs used for transient transformations of Nicotiana plants in this study.
(a) Splicing effector and control constructs. (b) Resistance gene constructs. (c) Constructs for the
bacterial effector AvrBs2 experiments. (d) Constructs for the eukaryotic pathogen effector ATR1Δ51
experiments. The N-terminal 51 amino acid truncation removes an eukaryotic exit signal.(156) The
numbers above the constructs refer to amino acid codon positions. The dexamethasone inducible
pTA7001 vector also includes 35S::GVG, a transcription factor that binds the 6xUAS promoter.(123) The
p1776 vector has a strong constitutive chimeric octopine and manopine synthase promoter later renamed
the “SuperPromoter” (157, 158).
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FIGURE 2.6. The E/P insertion site for avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA does not splice efficiently. RT-PCR for
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/P insertion site) and avrBs2-HA (“No Hy”) samples from N. benthamiana. Coexpression of 35S::OsL5 was expected to produce the SP-I splice product (HyP5SM skipped), but
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/P) exhibits poor HyP5SM exon skipping. Major intron-retained splice products
were sequenced and identified as pre-mRNA and SP-VI (SP-II + 3’ intron). Gray boxes indicate that
samples come from different halves of the same leaf. M = 2-log DNA ladder.
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FIGURE 2.7. N. benthamiana transgenic for Bs2 shows HR development from 6xUAS::avrBs2HyP5SM-HA over time, without OsL5. Leaves of N. benthamiana stably expressing Bs2 were
transiently infiltrated with either pTA7001 avrBs2-HA or pTA7001 avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA. They were either
Dex induced or not induced at 18 hpi. Photos were taken (a) 8 h, (b) 20 h, (c) 30 h, and (d) 4 d later. With
HyP5SM regulation, Dex-induced HR appears delayed 12 hours (a, b).
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FIGURE 2.8. RT-PCR showing SP-I from avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA visible in the absence of OsL5. RTPCR from N. benthamiana samples co-infiltrated with pTA7001 avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA and pTA7001 empty
vector, in a parallel experiment accompanying the RT-PCR in Figure 4b. Samples were collected,
processed, and run on an agarose gel alongside samples for Figure 4b. This image is cropped from the
full gel.
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FIGURE 2.9. Resistance gene and effector gene controls for the hypersensitive response. N.
benthamiana leaves were spot infiltrated or spot co-infiltrated with the indicated constructs using a
needle-less syringe, with three spots on each leaf half. Total Agrobacterium (a-c) OD600 = 0.75 or (d-e)
OD600 = 0.9. (a) Bs2-HA alone sometimes produces visible minor chlorosis (pale green color), but not the
hypersensitive response. (b) avrBs2 constructs do not initiate a hypersensitive response in the absence
of the resistance gene Bs2. (c) The Dex-induced pTA7001 OsL5 or OsL5-6xHis vectors alone do not
result in a hypersensitive response. The red dot seen on all leaves near the stem was used to mark
infiltrated leaves during the experiment. (d, e) Control infiltrations for ATR1 and RPP1. DsRed2 is added
to keep OD600 consistent. RPP1/ATR1Δ51-dependent HR is much stronger in (e) N. tabacum than (d) N.
benthamiana.
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FIGURE 2.10. Comparison of single and dual regulation by chemical induction. (a) Representative
wild-type N. benthamiana leaves were spot infiltrated to compare the extent of HR phenotype from (i, ii)
pTA7001 avrBs2-HA (only regulated by the Dex-inducible promoter) or (iii, iv) pTA7001 avrBs2-HyP5SMHA (also includes splicing regulation), with or without 30 μM Dex treatment. Leaf spots were also coinfiltrated with pTA7001 OsL5-6xHis and p1776 Bs2-HA. (b) Top: RT-PCR detection of avrBs2-HyP5SMHA transcripts from transiently transformed N. benthamiana leaves at different time points post induction
with Dex. Controls shown are no RNA or no RT enzyme in cDNA synthesis reaction, and RT-PCR from
wild-type tissue. Bottom: RT-PCR detection of OsL5 transcripts. (c) Top: Anti-HA western blot to detect
protein expression from avrBs2-HA or avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA constructs induced or mock induced with Dex.
Leaf tissue were also co-infiltrated with pTA7001 OsL5-6xHis, except for the wild-type control. Middle:
Anti-OsL5 western blot. Bottom: Ponceau S stain of the large subunit of RuBisCo as loading control.
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FIGURE 2.11. Western blot time course of AvrBs2-HA and OsL5-6xHis protein expression from
dual and single regulated constructs. Western blot from N. benthamiana tissue transiently
transformed, then induced with 30 µM Dex at 17 hpi. Tissue was collected at (a, b, c) the indicated times
or (d) 24 h after treatment. (a, d) 5 μL or (b, c) 15 μL of crude proteins were run on 4-12% NuPAGE Bis-
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Tris gels with 1X MOPS buffer, then transferred to nitrocellulose. (a, b) Anti-HA blot shows AvrBs2-HA
protein development from induced (a) pTA7001 avrBs2-HA alone or (b) pTA7001 avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA
co-infiltrated either with pTA7001 empty vector or pTA7001 OsL5-6xHis. (c) Anti-OsL5-6xHis blot shows
development of OsL5-6xHis protein (35.7 kDa) at slightly higher molecular weight than a non-specific
band which may potentially be endogenous NbL5 protein (estimated 34.6 kDa). (d) Anti-HA western blot
(top) and anti-OsL5-6xHis western blot (middle) comparing the extent of protein expression from oneinput and two-input regulation systems. N. benthamiana leaves were co-infiltrated in 1:1 mixes with the
indicated pTA7001 avrBs2 constructs, plus either buffer, pTA7001 empty vector, pTA7001 OsL5, or
pTA7001 OsL5-6xHis. The “buffer” control displays the leakiness of pTA7001 without the confounding
variable of an additional copy of the GVG transcription factor in pTA7001, while also maintaining equal
final OD600 of all avrBs2 constructs. Lanes 3, 6, 11 are empty. Ponceau S stain of RuBisCo large subunit
is shown as a loading control below each western blot. M = NEB #P7711 marker. WT = wild-type N.
benthamiana.
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FIGURE 2.12. HyP5SM tightly regulates the hypersensitive response induced by the oomycete
effector gene ATR1Δ51-FLAG in N. tabacum. (a) RT-PCR detection of transcripts from ATR1Δ51FLAG (“No Hy”) or ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (“E168”) transiently transformed in N. benthamiana leaves.
The constructs were expressed under the control of 6xUAS, with and without Dex induction, and with and
without OsL5 co-expression. (b, c) Anti-FLAG western blot using N. benthamiana tissue from the same
experiment in (a). The RuBisCo large subunit visualized by Ponceau S staining of the nitrocellulose
membrane serves as a loading control. (d) Comparison of the HR phenotype in Nicotiana tabacum for
constitutive (i), Dex-inducible promoter (ii), and Dex-inducible promoter and splicing factor (iii) regulated
ATR1Δ51-FLAG. Empty vector (iv) serves as a negative control. Left panel shows the extent of leaky HR
without Dex induction and right panel shows induction of HR with 30 µM Dex.
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FIGURE 2.13. RT-PCR analysis of ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG constructs and HR time course. (a) RTPCR on 1.5% agarose gel of 6xUAS::ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (with HyP5SM inserted after E128 or
E168 codons) and 6xUAS::ATR1Δ51-FLAG (“No Hy”). “No RT” is no reverse transcriptase control for
genomic DNA contamination. RNA was extracted from N. benthamiana tissue from the same experiment
described in Figure 5a. (b) Time course showing development of the hypersensitive response phenotype
in transiently transformed N. tabacum leaves. The images follow two leaf halves through time. Because
Dex is cell permeable, the two leaf halves are from different leaves. The leaky hypersensitive response
from 6xUAS::ATR1Δ51-FLAG is delayed, but apparent around 6 dpi.
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FIGURE 2.14. Insertion of the HyP5SM cassette into avrBs2-HA. (a) Chose an insertion site after an
AG dinucleotide (120). The 5’ intron provides the GT dinucleotide to complete the minimal AG/GT 5’
splice site. (b) HyP5SM is introduced into the gene of interest using 3-piece-ligation PCR. The three
template pieces and final product are shown. Introns are in blue. Exons are in yellow and gray. The 3xHA
tag is white. (c) 1% agarose gel showing the 3-piece-ligation products. “HF buffer” and “GC buffer” refer to
the buffers for Phusion HF DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs). HyP5SM contains a premature
termination codon (asterisk).
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2.5: Materials and Methods
Oligonucleotides and DNA Constructs
Sequences for all synthetic primers used for performing PCR and RT-PCR
experiments are described in Table A1. The HyP5SM splicing cassette sequence was
inserted into constructs by overlap extension PCR as discussed in Supplemental
Methods (Figure 2.14) and a previous publication (120). For avrBs2 constructs, silent
mutations to the proximal codons were introduced to conform to the extended splice site
consensus, and are indicated in Table A1. Effector constructs were cloned into the
pBinAR vector (KanR) (159) for constitutive expression using the CaMV 35S promoter
and into the pTA7001 vector (KanR) (123) for Dex-inducible expression using the
6xUAS promoter. The avrBs2-HA gene was cloned from pMD1 avrBs2-HA (160) and
ATR1Δ51-FLAG (Emoy2 allele) was cloned out of pENTR/D-TOPO ATR1Δ51-FLAG
(145). The Staskawicz lab provided the pTA7001 empty vector (originally from Aoyama
and Chua) (123), the pEG202 35S::ATR1Δ51-FLAG vector (145), and the R gene
vectors, p1776 Bs2-HA and pEG301 pRPP1::RPP1-3xHA (WsB allele) (145). The Bs2HA gene was driven by a constitutive chimeric octopine and manopine synthase
promoter (“SuperPromoter”) (158, 161) in the p1776 vector (KanR) (157). The
SuperPromoter results in higher expression than the 35S promoter (161). The HyP5SM
cassette, pBinAR OsL5, and control pBinAR firefly luciferase (LUC) are from the original
HyP5SM paper (120). OsL5 and OsL5-6xHis were amplified from pBinAR OsL5 and
inserted into pTA7001 by restriction digest cloning.
Agrobacterium-mediated Transient Leaf Transformations
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV2260 (RifR, CarbR) was used for all
plasmids in the AvrBs2 experiments except for p1776 Bs2-HA. A. tumefaciens strain
GV3101 (RifR, GentR) was used for p1776 Bs2-HA, the multi-gene pTKan vectors, and
all plasmids in the ATR1Δ51 experiments. Nicotiana benthamiana plants were grown 3
weeks in a greenhouse (Oxford Tract Greenhouse Facility), then transferred to an open
growth cart under constant light and ambient temperatures (24-27°C) for approximately
1 week before experiments. Nicotiana tabacum var Turk plants were grown in a growth
chamber under 16/8 hour day/night cycles, then transferred to the open growth cart 2
days before experiments.
Agrobacterium was grown in LB Miller broth with appropriate antibiotics (all 50
μg/mL) at 28°C. Agrobacterium was grown in 5 mL starter cultures overnight, then
added to 30 mL selection media and grown for another 20-24 h. All liquid cultures were
shaken at 225 rpm. Cells were collected with 10 min 4700 rpm. Cells were washed (10
mM MES, 10 mM MgCl2, pH 5.6), then collected again. Cells were resuspended with
induction buffer (wash buffer + 150 µM acetosyringone) and incubated for 2-3 h. Cell
density was normalized with induction buffer to OD600 = 0.5 or 0.75. Normalized Agro
solutions were mixed 1:1 or 1:1:1, for a final OD600 = 0.25 of each construct. R gene
was included in HR experiments and omitted for RT-PCR and western blot experiments
to avoid HR. Plant leaves were infiltrated with Agrobacterium solutions using a 1 mL
needle-less syringe.
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Dexamethasone Induction and Tissue Collection
Dexamethasone (Sigma, CAS 50-02-2) was dissolved in ethanol to make a 30
mM stock solution. Nicotiana plants were induced with 30 µM dexamethasone (+0.1%
ethanol, in Agro wash buffer) at 15-20 hpi, kept in the dark with restricted air circulation
for 2-4 h, then returned to regular growth conditions with constant light. For N.
benthamiana, injecting with a needle-less syringe or thoroughly spraying the leaves
were both effective induction methods in our hands, but spraying was preferred
because it caused less tissue damage. For N. tabacum, only induction by needle-less
syringe was tested.
At 8-72 hours post-dexamethasone induction (hpd), 2-4 leaf discs were collected
using the end of a 1 mL pipette tip (approximately 15-30 mg tissue), snap frozen in
liquid nitrogen, and stored at -80°C until ready for processing. RNA or crude proteins
were extracted from tissue samples pulverized with stainless steel beads and
TissueLyser II (Retsch) for 25 Hz for 15-30 seconds in pre-cooled adapters.
RT-PCR
RNA was extracted from pulverized tissue using GeneMATRIX Universal RNA
Purification Kit (CHIMERx) with RL buffer. RNA was treated with RQ1 DNase
(Promega), then 400-1000 ng of RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using iScript Select
cDNA Synthesis kit (BioRad) or SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Splicing was assessed using PCR with Taq polymerase (New England
Biolabs) and primers designed ~100 bp outside the splice sites such that the size of
amplified SP-I would be approximately 200 bp. Primers are described in Table A1.
Protein Extraction, Western Blots, and Ponceau S Stains
Total protein was extracted from pulverized tissue using 200-300 µL of Laemmli
(162) Buffer (0.24 M Tris-Cl pH 6.8, 6% SDS, 30% glycerol, 16% β-mercaptoethanol,
0.006% bromophenol blue, 10 M urea) as previously described (145). Extract was run
on denaturing 10% or 4-12% Bis-Tris NuPAGE gels with MOPS buffer (Invitrogen), then
transferred to nitrocellulose membrane using a tank transfer at 300 mA for 1.5 h (for
AvrBs2-HA) or 1 h (for ATR1Δ51-FLAG). Membranes were stained for total protein with
Ponceau S (0.5% Ponceau S, 1% acetic acid), and the large subunit of RuBisCo
(approx. 55 kDa) is shown below western blots as a loading control. Membranes were
blocked overnight with 5% milk in TBST buffer (20 mM Tris-Cl, 0.5 M NaCl, 0.05%
Tween-20, pH 7.5). AvrBs2-HA protein was detected using 1:1000 of rat Anti-HA HRPconjugated antibody (Roche, 3F10). ATR1Δ51-FLAG was detected using 1:2000 of
mouse Anti-FLAG M2 HRP-conjugated antibody (Sigma, A8592). Antibodies for OsL56xHis were made by expressing and purifying exotoxinA-OsL5-6xHis, then submitting
this protein to a commercial vendor (Josman, LLC) for generation of OsL5-6xHisspecific antibodies in rabbits. OsL5 protein was detected using rabbit anti-OsL5-6xHis
1:40,000 and goat anti-rabbit HRP-conjugated 1:5000 (BioRad, 170-6515). SuperSignal
West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (ThermoFisher Scientific) and film paper
developed in a dark room were used to visualize the location of the HRP enzyme.
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2.6: Additional Methods: Cloning the HyP5SM Cassette Into a Gene of
Interest
Step 1: Choose an insertion site in the sequence of the gene of interest.
Three sequence elements are essential for proper splicing: the 5’ splice site, the
branch site, and the 3’ splice site (163). The branch sites are internal components of
introns and thus not subject to change when choosing a site for HyP5SM cassette
insertion into the gene of interest. The splice sites, on the other hand, are formed by
sequence at the junctions of exons and introns. The HyP5SM cassette is comprised of
an intron-exon-intron sequence. The gene of interest will form exons on either end of
the HyP5SM cassette, thus generating two de novo exon/intron and intron/exon
junctions; for simplicity, the exon sequences of the new junctions are described here as
the 5’ splice site and 3’ splice site, respectively, since the intron sequence does not
change. Because splicing-based gene regulation is not yet a common biotechnological
tool, choosing an insertion site may seem daunting to new users. However, a key
feature of the HyP5SM cassette is that the sequence requirements are very minimal.
This has simplified implementing HyP5SM in new contexts. This section highlights
essential requirements for the 5’ splice site and discusses non-essential, but helpful tips
for the 3’ splice site.
The most conserved splice site is the 5’ splice site (12). The HyP5SM cassette must
be cloned after an AG dinucleotide in the gene of interest in order to form a functional 5’
splice site (120). The following silent mutations may be used if cloning the cassette in
frame. Fortunately, dicot plants do not have strong codon preferences for these amino
acids (164).
Glutamate (E):
Glutamine (Q):
Lysine (K):

GAA  GAG
CAA  CAG
AAA  AAG

In our hands, we have found that HyP5SM is functional when out-of-frame as well
(unpublished). If silent mutations are unwanted, the HyP5SM cassette may be cloned
after an AG dinucleotide in any frame. The HyP5SM exon has premature termination
codons in all three reading frames, so it can function as a suicide exon in any frame.
The 3’ splice site is variable. The 3’ splice site closest to the consensus sequence is
GU, but many other sites will work as well. The engineered HyP5SM cassette contains
introns from the endogenous A. thaliana P5SM cassette, which has a 3’ splice site of
AGA (112). In Hickey et al. 2012 Figure 2, mutational analysis of the endogenous 3’
splice site for AtP5SM showed proper splicing even with a proline codon CCA which
resembles the consensus sequence very poorly (120). However, when CCA was used
as the 3’ splice site for avrBs2-HyP5SM (E/P insertion site), it resulted in improper
splicing (Figure 2.6), and so the use of CCN as a 3’ splice site is discouraged for future
user. Based on the consensus sequence for 3’ splice sites in dicot plants (12), the
following 3 nucleotide pattern is expected to function well: (G|A)(T|A|G)(A|T|G|C). The
nucleotides are listed from most-to-least common for each position, albeit the
consensus for each consecutive position becomes weaker. This suggested working
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consensus includes both the ideal GTN, as well as the endogenous AtP5SM AGA 3’
splice sites.
For best results, clone 2-3 versions of the gene of interest with HyP5SM in different
insertion sites and check the splicing of each construct with RT-PCR. Gel extract and
sequence the splice products to verify that the HyP5SM cassette is splicing as
expected. Choose the best insertion site empirically.
Example with avrBs2:
E/V (GAA/GTG  GAG/GTA) – Silent mutations introduce the essential AG
dinucleotide for the 5’ splice site and make the 3’ splice site closer to the HyP5SM
endogenous 3’ splice site (AGA). The second silent mutation may not have been
necessary because this insertion site is close to the minimal consensus 3’ splice site
for plants (GTN) (12).

Step 2: Make the three templates for 3-piece-ligation PCR (also called extension PCR).
Make three separate dsDNA templates with a high fidelity polymerase.
Piece 1:
[NNN][XhoI site][ATG---avrBs2 first part---GAG][GT--5’intron overhang--

Template:

avrBs2-HA

Primers:

The avrBs2 forward cloning primer (TLG45). The reverse primer
(TLG44) anneals to avrBs2 at the chosen insertion site and adds an
overhang. This same sequence overhang can be used for cloning
HyP5SM into other genes.

Piece 2:
[GT---5’intron---AG][HyP5SM exon][GT---3’intron---AG]

Template:

Any gene with the full HyP5SM cassette already cloned into it. In
this case, we used EGFP-HyP5SM (120).

Primers:

Primers DNA37 (forward) and DNA38 (reverse).

Piece 3:
---3’intron overhang---AG][GTA---avrBs2 second part---][HA][XbaI][NNNN]

Template:

avrBs2-HA

Primers:

The forward primer (TLG43) anneals to avrBs2 at the insertion site
and adds an overhang. The avrBs2 reverse primer (TLG46) adds
an XbaI site.

Gel extract each product from an agarose gel. Calculate the molar concentration of
the PCR products.
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Step 3: Perform 3-piece-ligation PCR with a high fidelity polymerase.
Templates:

The three PCR products in a 1:1:1 molar ratio. For avrBs2HyP5SM-HA (E/V) cloning, the final concentration of each template
was approximately 0.15 nM.

Primers:

The avrBs2-HA forward and reverse cloning primers (TLG45,
TLG46). The overhangs in the templates also act as primers.

Step 4: The desired full-length product was gel purified, inserted into a cloning vector
(Invitrogen pCR2.1 TOPO), and sequenced to confirm that the junctions were correct
and that there were no frame shifts. The sequence perfect product was then cloned into
a binary vector for plant expression.
See Figure 2.14 for an illustrated diagram and the 3-piece-ligation PCR products that
generated avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/V).
Note: For large genes (>3 kb) that are difficult to PCR, Gibson assembly may be a
useful alternative cloning method.
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CHAPTER 3:
Generating Viable Transgenic
Plants with Inducible
Hypersensitive Response
*Portions of this work were published in the following scientific journal:
Gonzalez, T. L.; Liang Y.; Nguyen B. N.; Staskawicz B. J.; Loqué, D.; Hammond, M. C.
(2015) Nucleic Acids Research, 43, 7152-61.

Abstract
In Chapter 2, the addition of the HyP5SM suicide exon was shown to more
stringently regulate effector-triggered hypersensitive responses in transiently
transformed Nicotiana plants. Without HyP5SM, the Dex-inducible promoter resulted in
too much leaky background expression of AvrBs2 and ATR1Δ51 effector proteins. The
resulting hypersensitive response phenotype was undesirably constitutive. With
HyP5SM, inducible regulation was recovered. We predicted that HyP5SM would allow
us to generate transgenic plants with inducible hypersensitive response. In Chapter 3,
we show the generation of viable and healthy transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plants
that inducibly initiate RPP1/ATR1Δ51-triggered HR. Beyond enabling studies on the ETI
pathway, our regulatory strategy is generally applicable to reduce or eliminate undesired
background expression of transgenes.

3.1: Contemporary Methods to Make Transgenic Plants With
Inducible HR
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, combining the dexamethasone (Dex) inducible
promoter and the HyP5SM “suicide” cassette can stringently control the expression of
pathogen effectors avrBs2 and ATR1Δ51 such that no visible hypersensitive response
(HR) appears in leaves transiently co-expressing the corresponding resistance gene.
Moreover, effector protein expression and the HR phenotype can be inducibly
recovered. Without HyP5SM, leaky effector protein activates the resistance gene and
plant tissue undergoes programmed cell death, a circumstance that has prevented the
generation of disease resistant plants transgenic for various effectors. These plants are
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desirable for experiments that cannot be completed with transiently transformed tissue:
for example, forward genetic screens to find important components of HR pathways,
analysis of early-stage proteomic/transcriptional changes that occur when a specific
effector is expressed (as opposed to whole pathogen inoculation, which triggers many
more pathways), and analysis of these same proteomic/transcriptional changes under
different environmental conditions or at different developmental stages.
A highly desired quality of an R/effector-transgenic plant is the ability to inducible
immune responses without the need of pathogen infection assays, Agrobacteriummediated transient transformations, viral vector-mediated transient transformations, or
other gene-delivery methods that activate PAMP-triggered immunity. Ve1/Ave1transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana is an example of a viable R/effector-transgenic plant
that cannot initiate immune responses. Ve1 is a tomato gene which recognizes
Verticillium dahliae fungal effector Ave1, triggers an HR phenotype in tomato and N.
tabacum, and confers resistance against Verticillium wilt (165). Ve1 is unable to trigger
a hypersensitive response in A. thaliana plants even though other Ve1-mediated
disease resistance responses to V. dahliae do occur (166). However, the Ve1/Ave1expressing A. thaliana plants were not able to mount a defense against a ΔAve1 mutant
of V. dahlia, suggesting that the plants require a pathogen-provided version of the Ave1
effector. This, then, suggests that the Ave1 transgene in the plant is not activating the
immune system and may explain why the Ve1/Ave1 A. thaliana plants lack an
autoimmune hypersensitive response. Ve1 resistance protein is membrane-bound,
contains extracellular leucine-rich repeats (eLRRs) and has no clear motifs for
intracellular signaling (166). It is possible that the lack of HR may be because Ve1/Ave1
recognition occurs outside the cell. Although this plant line is transgenic for an
R/effector gene pair, it still requires inoculation with a pathogen to initiate immune
responses, and thus it is not a candidate to study transcriptional changes from a single
immune trigger. In our literature search, we were careful to note that not all transgenic
plants with inducible effector proteins were able to mount an inducible HR phenotype.
To our knowledge, the dexamethasone (Dex)-inducible plasmids developed by
Aoyama and Chua, pTA7001 and pTA7002 (123), are the major method that has been
able to generate continuing transgenic lines expressing both R/effector gene pairs
required to induce HR. McNellis et al. (1998) were able to generate transgenic A.
thaliana plants to study the RPS2/AvrRpt2-dependent ETI pathway by regulating the
effector AvrRpt2 with a Dex-inducible promoter (123, 167). The RPM1 resistance gene
has also successfully tolerated inducible regulation of its recognized effectors, including
Dex-inducible avrB or avrRpm1, or estradiol-inducible avrRpm1 (137, 168). A. thaliana
expressing both the RPS5 resistance gene and Dex-inducible avrPphB is also viable
(154). Unfortunately, promoter regulation is not enough to generate transgenic plants for
all R/effector pairs. In our experience, healthy and viable N. benthamiana plants
expressing Bs2/AvrBs2 or A. thaliana plants expressing RPP1/ATR1 have not been
able to be generated. Anecdotally, additional examples have been encountered by other
researchers, but these negative results are difficult to publish. Beyond applications in
immunology research, leaky protein expression from inducible promoters is a common
limitation in transgenic plant generation (169).
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Another strategy to germinate transgenic plants when R/effector co-expression
otherwise leads to lethality is to take advantage of the HR phenotype’s temperature
sensitivity. In tomato, this is accomplished by crossing resistant plants harboring only
the R gene with susceptible plants harboring only the effector gene, and then
germinating the F1 seeds at elevated temperatures (32-33°C) to suppress HR (139,
170). Lowering the temperature then induces HR, but this method is not suitable for all
R/effector pairs (139, 170, 171), sometimes alters rather than suppresses the HR
phenotype (171), and may result in pleiotropic effects such as changes in hormone
levels (172). Also, it has only been used for very young plants and cannot generate
continuing transgenic lines (139, 170). Without transgenic plants viable to adulthood,
the only way to design a mutant screen would be to continually cross the two parent
lines, mutagenize the dormant seeds, then exploiting the temperature sensitivity of HR.
However, this is not practical due to the low yield and labor involved in plant crossings;
an effective selection screen requires an abundance of seeds.
We propose that employing the HyP5SM cassette in combination with a
conditional promoter is an improved method for making R/effector-transgenic plants. In
Chapter 2, this dual regulation strategy successfully controlled HR in transiently
transformed leaf tissue by reducing background effector protein levels. However, when
plants were co-expressed with Dex-inducible OsL5-6xHis and dual regulated effector,
low-level leaky protein expression was still observed by western blot (Figure 2.10c,
2.11d). One concern for generating stable transgenic plants is that this low-level
leakiness, although much less than leaky expression from the Dex-inducible promoter
alone, could still cause lethality if the effector protein is able to accumulate to HRtriggering levels. In this chapter, we demonstrate that we can generate viable and
healthy transgenic A. thaliana plants that can be chemically induced to initiate the
hypersensitive response. Thus, HyP5SM regulation is shown to be a reliable plant
biotechnological tool to regulate difficult-to-control genes in even stable transgenic
plants.

3.2: Results
Generation and testing of multi-gene constructs
In order to demonstrate that our system enables generation of viable transgenic
plants, we constructed a multi-gene pTKan vector containing Dex-inducible OsL5-6xHis,
Dex-inducible ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG, 35S::GVG (the Dex-responsive transcription
factor from pTA7001), and pNOS::DsRed2 reporter gene in the T-DNA insertion
cassette (C59, Figure 3.1). We elected to focus on the RPP1/ATR1-dependent HR
pathway because the RPP1 gene comes from an A. thaliana plant resistant to downy
mildew, and so a transgenic plant will allow us to study a biologically-relevant pathway.
Transient transformation experiments with the C59 pTKan vector in N. tabacum showed
that it can promoted HR after Dex induction (Figure 3.2a), although the phenotype was
weaker than the HR seen from co-infiltrating pTA7001 ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG,
pTA7001 OsL5, and pEG301 RPP1-3xHA vectors (Figure 2.12d). The multi-gene
pTKan vector contains only one copy of the GVG transcription factor, whereas previous
experiments included multiple copies of GVG due to inclusion of separate pTA7001
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vectors. Thus, the weaker HR phenotype may be due to titration of the GVG
transcription factor or insufficient induction of OsL5 protein. Moreover, due to the large
T-DNA size of the C59 pTKan vector, full-length T-DNA transfer efficiency might be
lower than for the three co-infiltrated vectors. We tested these hypotheses by coinfiltrating pTKan C59 with either pTA7001 empty vector or pTA7001 OsL5 since GVG
transcription factor and OsL5 are located in the beginning and middle of the T-DNA of
C59 respectively. Adding extra copies of either GVG transcription factor or OsL5
promoted stronger HR, suggesting that they are limiting factors (Figure 3.2b).
HyP5SM enables generation of stable Arabidopsis plant lines that inducibly
activate the hypersensitive response
To transform plants with C59, we performed floral dips of A. thaliana line 3860
containing RPP1-3xHA (WsB allele) acquired from B. J. Staskawicz (173) and of A.
thaliana Col-0 ecotype, which does not respond to the Emoy2 allele of ATR1 used here
because it does not harbor the RPP1 WsB allele. Transgenic seedlings were grown on
selection plates and transplanted to soil after 10 days. Plants looked healthy and
displayed no obvious growth defects compared to wild-type (Figures 3.3, 3.4).
Furthermore, Dex induction of three independent second-generation lines resulted in an
RPP1/ATR1-dependent hypersensitive response characterized by initial chlorosis,
browning, tissue collapse, and eventual drying of induced leaves (Figures 3.3, 3.4).
Injection of individual leaves with 15 μM Dex or spraying the whole plant with 30 μM
Dex both resulted in HR (Figures 3.3, 3.4). Leaf tissue reproducibly underwent induced
HR. We did not observe HR in floral tissue and shoot apical meristem tissue in any of
the independent transgenic lines (not shown).
In order to facilitate research on bacterial spot disease resistance in tomato and
pepper plants, we designed similar multi-gene pTKan vectors for the Bs2/AvrBs2 pair.
As before, all vectors contain Dex-inducible OsL5-6xHis, pNOS::DsRed2, and
35S::GVG (Figure 3.1). Two vectors were constructed with the addition of 35S::Bs2FLAG resistance gene, pTKan C92 contains Dex-inducible avrBs2-HA and pTKan C93
contains Dex-inducible avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (Figure 3.1). In experiments paralleling
Figure 4a and S4, the C92 vector lacking HyP5SM-regulation showed constitutive HR
phenotype in N. benthamiana despite absence of Dex, whereas dual regulated avrBs2HyP5SM-HA showed both clean background and Dex-induced development of HR
(Figure 3.5). Unlike with pTKan C59, the HR phenotype from the multi-gene plasmid did
not appear to be weaker than seen previously. The induced HR from C92 and C93
appeared to be of similar strength as well, but no quantification was attempted. Two
control vectors were constructed: pTKan C226 lacks Bs2, and pTKan C228 contains
EGFP-HyP5SM in place of avrBs2 (Figure 3.1). As expected, neither vector promotes
HR on its own, but complementation by co-expressing either avrBs2 or Bs2 as needed
results in visible Bs2/AvrBs2-dependent HR (Figure 3.5). Due to time constraints,
transgenic N. benthamiana was not attempted; however, these multi-gene vectors may
be used in the future to make transgenic Solanaceae plants to study agriculturally
relevant disease resistance.
Meanwhile, we were able to transform A. thaliana Col-0 with C93, C226, and
C228. Like the RPP1/ATR1 plants, these plants were viable and healthy as well. Dex
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induction resulted in a Bs2/AvrBs2-dependent phenotype that was distinct from HR,
observed as gradual darkening of the leaves to a purple color (Figure 3.6). The X.
euvesicatoria pathogen (source of avrBs2) does not infect A. thaliana and the Bs2 gene
is not known to function in A. thaliana, so we are unclear if this is a true or biologically
relevant immune response. Nevertheless, these results together demonstrate that the
dual regulation system works well in stable transgenic lines.

3.3: Discussion
Impressively, our two-input system enables the generation of viable, healthy,
transgenic plants harboring both effector and R genes. We have made independent
stable transgenic A. thaliana lines carrying dual regulated ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM in the
presence of RPP1 and Dex-inducible OsL5. We have shown that the HR phenotype is
suppressed by default, yet can be chemically induced (Figures 3.3, 3.4). These
transgenic plants will allow us to study RPP1 disease resistance under different
environmental conditions, at different stages of plant development, in different tissues,
and at short time scales. Significantly, these plants are viable during their whole lifetime
and produce fertile progeny. Continuing transgenic lines across multiple generations
makes possible a forward genetics screen. Mutagenized homozygous seedlings may be
Dex-induced and screened for absence of the expected HR phenotype, revealing
potential dominant mutations disrupting the hypersensitive response pathway. Although
the pTKan C59 vector resulted in a weaker HR when transiently expressed in N.
tabacum plants, the HR phenotype was reliably reproducible in stable transgenic A.
thaliana plant leaves sprayed with Dex.
We hypothesize that this tissue-specific absence of HR in floral or shoot apical
meristem tissue could be due to differential expression of a promoter, perhaps the Dexinducible promoter or the native RPP1 promoter which drives RPP1 in our transgenic
plants. No expression profile was found for RPP1 in literature or available databases,
and articles with Dex-inducible plants have not focused on floral or shoot apical
meristem tissue. The 35S promoter driving Dex-responsive GVG may also be
responsible; although 35S is considered a constitutive promoter, it is reported to have
variable strength in different tissue across species, and it has been observed previously
that transgenic A. thaliana lines expressing 35S-driven genes in leaves may not always
express them in flower tissue (174, 175). Because HyP5SM/OsL5 splicing regulation is
engineered from sequences important for ribosome formation, they are unlikely to be
the issue (112, 120). Furthermore, a key benefit of the HyP5SM regulation system is
that the promoters may be exchanged for projects where the 35S or Dex-inducible
promoters are undesired.
In closing, the hypersensitive response of effector-triggered immunity is an
excellent phenotype to demonstrate the strong down-regulation of transgene basal
expression that we can achieve with the HyP5SM cassette. The minimal sequence
requirements and broad applicability of the HyP5SM cassette to any gene means that
transgenic plant research will no longer be limited to studying the signaling pathways of
R genes that can tolerate leaky effector protein expression. Anecdotally, leaky
expression is a problem not only for genes that trigger immune responses, but also for
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genes that trigger other amplified signal transduction pathways such as hormone
signaling pathways, and for cell-wall disrupting enzymes important for sugar extraction
and biofuels research. The HyP5SM cassette represents a new biotechnological tool
that can be used in conjunction with various promoters, making a versatile gene
regulation system.

3.4: Figures

FIGURE 3.1. The multi-gene pTKan constructs used for transgenic Arabidopsis. See supplemental
methods for cloning description. Abbreviations include pNOS = nopaline synthase promoter, p35S =
Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35S promoter, pUAS = p6xUAS promoter (induced by GVG transcription factor
in presence of dexamethasone), 6xH = 6xHis tag, E168 = ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (with the splicing
cassette inserted after codon E168), pMAS = manopine synthase promoter, Hy = HyP5SM cassette.
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FIGURE 3.2. Transient expression of the multi-gene plasmid pTKan C59 shows hypersensitive
response and protein. (a) Infiltrations to test “C59”, the multi-gene construct pTKan C59 (which lacks
RPP1, but contains Dex-inducible ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG and OsL5-6xHis). All sections were coinfiltrated with pEG301 RPP1-3xHA in a 1:1 mix. The mock-induced leaf shows no hypersensitive
response from pTKan C59. With Dex, the hypersensitive response is induced. (b) To investigate why the
total hypersensitive response seems to be weaker from pTKan C59, N. tabacum was co-infiltrated with
1:1:1 mixes of RPP1, the indicated ATR1 or empty construct, and either pTA7001 OsL5 or additional
pTA7001 empty vector (which, although empty after the Dex-inducible promoter, still contains 35S::GVG
transcription factor). (c) N. benthamiana was transiently transformed with pTKan C59 and Dex-induced to
promote protein expression. Western blots show expression of ATR1Δ51-FLAG (top: anti-FLAG) and
OsL5-6xHis protein (bottom: anti-OsL5-6xHis) from four biological replicates. Below each western blot is a
Ponceau S stain of RuBisCo.
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FIGURE 3.3. Transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plant lines that contain both the resistance gene and
the dual regulated effector gene are viable, and the hypersensitive response is chemically
inducible.
-HyP5SM) and
OsL5, the R gene (RPP1), or all three genes, without and with Dex induction. (b) Rosettes of line 25
plants without and with Dex induction.
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FIGURE 3.4. Induced HR in transgenic A. thaliana plants expressing RPP1 and Dex-inducible
ATR1Δ51 protein. Plants are as described in Figure 6. (a) Injecting individual leaves of a bolting and
early flowering plant with 15 μM Dex (see arrows) and growing in humid conditions on long days resulted
in accelerated senescence of the induced leaves relative to the rest of the plant, but slower cell death
relative to transient transformations (weeks instead of days). (b) Spraying late rosette-stage plants with
30 μM Dex and moving the plants to open growth carts on constant light resulted in faster cell death.
These additional images of lines R7 (multiple rosettes in one pot) and R21 (single rosettes) accompany
Figure 6b. (c) RT-PCR analysis of different plant lines. Col-0 WT contains no transgenes, Col-0 ATR1
contains pTKan C59 but no RPP1, WT* is 3860+RPP1 background line for R7, R25, and R21, which
contain pTKan C59. The higher band observed for RPP1 is an intron-retaining spliced product. PremRNA, SP-I, and SP-II are observed for ATR-HyP5SM-FLAG. A nested PCR was performed on the PCR
product from full-length OsL5, resulting in stronger signal.
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FIGURE 3.5. Functional testing of multi-gene pTKan Bs2/avrBs2 plasmids. The multi-gene pTKan
plasmids were tested for their ability to promote Bs2/avrBs2-dependent HR using either Dex-induction
and/or complementation. (a) Plasmids pTKan C92 and C93 contain genes for some version of Bs2 and
avrBs2. Only pTKan C93 (with splicing-regulated avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA) shows OFF/ON regulation of the
hypersensitive response. (b) pTKan C226 is like pTKan C93, but without Bs2. Complementation shows
that its copy of avrBs2 is functional. (c) Similarly, pTKan C228 is like pTKan C93, except that it contains
EGFP-HyP5SM in place of avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA. Complementation shows that its copy of Bs2 is
functional. The pTKan C93, C226, and C228 plasmids were used to make transgenic A. thaliana plants.
Note: All pTKan plasmids here also contain pNOS::DsRed2 and 35S::GVG transcription factor gene (for
Dex-induction of the 6xUAS promoter).
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FIGURE 3.6. Transgenic A. thaliana plants show a Bs2/AvrBs2-dependent phenotype. (a)
Transgenic plants expressing some combination of 6xUAS::avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA or 6xUAS::EGFPHyP5SM (negative control), 6xUAS::OsL5-6xHis, and p35S::Bs2-3xFLAG. Three second generation
independent lines are shown for the plants containing both the avrBs2 and the Bs2 genes (made with
pTKan C93 in Col-0). Dex induction stimulates Bs2/AvrBs2-dependent leaf darkening to a purple color.
(b) Rosette images showing the progression of the phenotype, 2 weeks after treatment. (c) RT-PCR
analysis of different plant lines. Col-0 WT contains no transgenes and is the background line for R8, R11,
and R31, which contain pTKan C93 (Bs2, AvrBs2-HyP5SM-HA, OsL5). RNA was extracted from leaf
tissue collected from the same plants before and 1 day after 30 μM Dex spray. Pre-mRNA, SP-I, and SPII are observed for AvrBs2-HyP5SM-HA. A nested PCR was performed on the PCR product from fulllength OsL5, resulting in stronger signal.

3.5: Materials and Methods
Cloning the Multi-Gene pTKan Plasmids for Faster Generation of Transgenic
Arabidopsis thaliana Plants
Step 1: Construction of the pTKan expression vector.
The p35S promoter was amplified by PCR from pRT100 (176) and cloned into
pCRblunt (Invitrogen) to generate pBlunt-p35S. pTKan-p35S-GW binary vector was
generated by digesting p35S promoter from pBlunt-p35S with XhoI/AvrII, and then
inserted between XhoI/AvrII restriction sites of pTKan-GW-R1R2 vector (177). The
pNOS-DsRed2-tNOS sequence was synthesized and fused into ApaI site of pTKanGW-R1R2 vector by in-fusion cloning (In-Fusion® HD, Clontech) to generate pTKanpNOS-DsRed2-tNOS-p35S-GW-R1R2 which was subsequently digested with AvrII
restriction enzyme to fuse with GVG-tRbcsE9 and p6xUAS fragments. The in-fusion
product is the expression vector pTKan-pNOS-DsRed2-tNOS-p35S-GVG-tRbcsE9p6xUAS-GW-R1R2.
Step 2: Construction of the entry vectors
To generate Gateway entry clones, attB or attBr-flanked PCR products were
cloned into pDONR 221 vectors with corresponding attP or attPr sites (MultiSite
Gateway®Pro, Invitrogen) by BP recombination reaction. In this way, OsL5-6xHis was
cloned into pDONR221 P1-P4 vector; eGFP-HyP5SM, ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (E168
insertion site), and avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA were cloned into pDONR221 P3-P2 vector,
respectively; tG7-p6xUAS was cloned into pDONR221 P4r-P3r vector. pDORN221-tG7AmpR-pUAS R4-R3 and pDONR221-tG7- p35S-Bs2-3xFlag-tNOS-AmpR-pUAS R4-R3
constructs were generated by in-fusion cloning (In-Fusion® HD, Clontech). Briefly,
AmpR alone or AmpR together with p35S-Bs2-3xFlag-tNOS was inserted in between
tG7 and p6xUAS at HindIII site of the pDONR221 tG7-p6xUAS R4-R3 vector in single
in-fusion cloning reactions. The PCR template of p35S-Bs2-3xFlag-tNOS was provided
by pMD1 Bs2-3xFLAG from the Staskawicz lab. The insertion of AmpR helps to
stabilize the existence of two p6xUAS promoters in the final expression constructs.
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Step 3: Construction of the multi-gene plasmids
In a MultiSite Gateway reaction (MultiSite Gateway®Pro, Invitrogen), genes or
fragments of interest in pDONR221 P1-P4 vector, pDONR221 P4r-P3r vector and
pDONR221 P3-P2 vector were connected and incorporated into GW R1-R2 expression
vector in a sequential manner. MultiSite Gateway reaction was carried out with the
expression vector pTKan-pNOS-DsRed2-tNOS-p35S-GVG-tRbcsE9-p6xUAS-GWR1R2 and various entry vectors from Step 1 and Step 2. Entry vector combinations for
the final expression constructs were listed in the following table. LR Clonase™ II Plus
enzyme mix and equal molar of each component construct were used in the MultiSite
Gateway reaction according to the manufacturer’s manual.
The pTKan vector selectable markers for E. coli are spectinomycin resistance
(SpecR), and if applicable, ampicillin resistance (AmpR). In our hands, we found that
Agrobacterium could utilize the pMAS-driven KanR gene for plant selection, but SpecR
may be used for Agrobacterium selection as well.

TABLE 3.5.1: Pieces used to generate the multi-gene pTKan vectors.
Final
construct

DNA element 1

DNA element 2

DNA element 3

C59

pDONR221-OsL56xHis L1L4

pDONR221-tG7-AmpR-pUAS R4R3

pDONR221-ATR1Δ51HyP5SM-FLAG L3L2

C92

pDONR221-OsL56xHis L1L4

pDONR221-tG7-p35S-Bs2-3xFlagtNOS-AmpR-pUAS R4R3

pDONR221-avrBs2-HA
L3L2

C93

pDONR221-OsL56xHis L1L4

pDONR221-tG7-p35S-Bs2-3xFlagtNOS-AmpR-pUAS R4R3

pDONR221-avrBs2HyP5SM-HA L3L2

C226

pDONR221-OsL56xHis L1L4

pDONR221-tG7-AmpR-pUAS R4R3

pDONR221-avrBs2HyP5SM-HA L3L2

C228

pDONR221-OsL56xHis L1L4

pDONR221-tG7-p35S-Bs2-3xFlagtNOS-AmpR-pUAS R4R3

pDONR221-eGFP-HyP5SM
L3L2

Generation of Transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana Plants
To facilitate the introduction of multiple genes into A. thaliana, pTKan binary
vectors were designed (Table A2, Figure 3.1) and constructed as described in
Supplemental Methods. A. thaliana Col-0 ecotype plants were grown in a growth
chamber on long day conditions (16/8 h day/night cycles) and transformed using the
Agrobacterium-mediated floral dip method (178). Briefly, Agrobacterium tumefaciens
strain GV3101 containing the binary pTKan vectors were cultured in LB Lennox (low
salt) media for 16-24 h at 28°C, 225 rpm, with rifampicin (50 µg/mL), gentamycin (50
µg/mL), and kanamycin (50 µg/mL) selection. Cells were pelleted at 4700 rpm for 15
minutes and resuspended in floral dip buffer (5% sucrose, 10 mM MgCl 2, 10 mM MES
buffer pH 5.6, 0.018% Silwet L-77). The flowering stems of young A. thaliana plants
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were dipped in the Agrobacterium solution for 30-60 seconds. Plants were left to
recover in the dark for 16-24 h, grown on long days to maturity, then dried and the
seeds were collected by sifting.
To select for transgenic plants, the seeds of floral-dipped plants were ethanolsterilized and plated on phytoagar media in a sterile biosafety cabinet. Phytoagar media
was prepared as follows: 2.16 g/L MS, 20 g/L sucrose, 0.35 g/L MES, water added, pH
to 5.7-5.8, and then 7.5 g/L phytoagar added. Media was autoclaved for 30 minutes,
filter-sterilized kanamycin (50 µg/mL) and cefotaxime (200 µg/mL) were added once
media had cooled, then plates were poured and allowed to set inside the sterile cabinet.
Phytoagar plates with seeds were sealed with breathable microfilm, wrapped in foil, and
stored at 4°C for 2-4 days. Plates were unwrapped and transferred to a growth chamber
for germination under long days. Transgenic plants are viable with kanamycin treatment
and were transferred to soil at 10 days, then rosette leaves were scanned for
expression of the DsRed2 reporter gene using a Typhoon laser image scanner (ex/em:
532/580 nm). DsRed2 fluorescence was used to estimate expression of the other
transgenes, thus reducing the initial labor required to analyze and compare independent
lines. Lines expressing higher levels of DsRed2 fluorescence were carried forward.
Subsequently, expression of other transgenes was verified by RT-PCR.
A. thaliana 3860 ecotype plants homozygous for pRPP1::RPP1-WsB3xHA::tRPP1 (Basta resistant, kanamycin sensitive) were acquired from the Staskawicz
group (37), and transformed with pTKan C59 (Figure 3.1) by floral dip. The resulting
transgenic plants are Basta and Kan resistant, and carry copies of the R gene RPP1,
the effector gene ATR51-HyP5SM-Flag (Emoy2 allele, inducible), OsL5-6xHis
(inducible), the transcription factor GVG, and DsRed2. As a control, homozygous Col-0,
which does not recognize the Emoy2 allele of ATR1, was transformed with the pTKan
C59 vector. Data shown for plants carry both effector and R genes are for T2 lines
(either heterozygous or homozygous). Control plants carrying just the effector gene or
the R gene are homozygous lines.
Dex-Induction of Transgenic Plants to Induce HR
Transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plants were induced as in Chapter 2 by needleless syringe with 15 µM dexamethasone or by spraying with 30 μM dexamethasone.
RT-PCR
Generally as in Chapter 2. The only different in tissue collection is that whole
rosette leaves were collected from transgenic A. thaliana plants instead of leaf discs as
for N. benthamiana. The cDNA was synthesized with Super Script III Reverse
Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and oligo(dT) primers. Primers are described in
Table A1.
Protein Extraction, Western Blots, and Ponceau S Stains
Same as in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 4:
Understanding the Mechanism of
P5SM Regulation
Abstract
In Chapter 2, Dex-induced expression from pTA7001 avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA in the
absence of OsL5 co-expression showed increasing amounts of AvrBs2-HA protein. This
result provided further evidence for a possible exon defining factor for P5SM cassettes.
In this chapter, we present progress toward identifying this putative splice factor. The
broader impacts of this goal are two-fold. First, identifying what causes P5SM to be
recognized as an exon will allow us to further engineer P5SM-based biotechnological
tools in plant and possibly non-plant systems. Second, native P5SM is a conserved
structured RNA involved in the production of 5S ribosomal RNA, and thus better
understanding P5SM regulation will give us insight into ribosome biosynthesis
regulation in plants.

4.1: Introduction
The Plant 5S rRNA Mimic (P5SM) Splicing Model
We are interested in understand the alternative splicing mechanism of Plant 5S
rRNA Mimic (P5SM), a highly conserved RNA structure in plants that is part of a suicide
cassette exon in Transcription Factor IIIA (TFIIIA) (112). The P5SM cassette has proven
to be very modular, meaning that the whole sequence can be moved from one gene
context to another (with very minor sequence requirements) and still retain its function.
We are able to shift the splice product ratios using a known RNA-binding protein factor,
L5 ribosomal protein. L5 protein binds 5S rRNA preferentially, but will bind P5SM when
5S rRNA levels are low, thus altering TFIIIA splicing to promote TFIIIA protein
expression, which in turn promotes transcription of 5S rRNA (112). Thus, endogenous
P5SM splicing is part of a feedback loop to maintain adequate stoichiometric ratios of
L5 ribosomal protein and 5S rRNA in plants. The modular property and known
mechanistic details of P5SM have together allowed us to adapt and reengineered P5SM
as a tool for transgene regulation in dicot plants (120, 179).
Verifying or modifying the splicing regulation model for P5SM will give us a better
understanding of how plants control stoichiometric ratios of 5S rRNA and L5 ribosomal
protein. This RNA-protein complex is a structural component required for biogenesis of
the large 60S ribosome subunit (180, 181). Differential regulation of endogenous P5SM
in TFIIIA genes by one or multiple splice factors could be tied to regulation of protein
synthesis in different tissue types or under different environmental stresses. Because
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the L2 loop region of dicot Arabidopsis thaliana P5SM and monocot Oryza sativa (rice)
P5SM is different, expanding our knowledge of P5SM-protein interactions may give
rare insight into how ribosome biosynthesis is differentially regulated among plants. For
biotechnological purposes, better understanding the endogenous P5SM mechanism
may help us engineer new P5SM-based cassettes for orthogonal gene regulation in
different organisms.
Previous experimental work provided circumstantial evidence for a splicing
regulation model wherein exon inclusion or skipping correlates to P5SM binding to an
exon-defining splice factor or L5, respectively (112, 120). The current model of P5SM
splicing regulation proposes that a putative protein factor binds the L2 hairpin loop of
the P5SM RNA structure and promotes exon definition and exon inclusion (112). In
Hickey et al. 2012, this model was the basis for the engineering of the much-improved
Hybrid P5SM (HyP5SM) cassette (120). In an initial attempt to find a P5SM/L5 pair for
orthogonal gene regulation in dicot plants, the rice OsP5SM structured element was
given Arabidopsis thaliana-derived exon flanks (the same sequences flanking the
original AtP5SM structured element) as well as AtP5SM cassette introns. In transiently
transformed dicot Nicotiana benthamiana leaves, EGFP-OsP5SM responded to OsL5
protein by promoting exon skipping to favor the functional splice product, SP-I, but exon
retention was so low that SP-I was the major product even in the absence of OsL5
(120). Thus, OsP5SM was not an adequate “suicide” exon for gene regulation in dicot
plants. From previous mutations of the AtP5SM structure, the L2 hairpin loop of AtP5SM
was known to be important for exon retention, but not required for AtL5 binding (112).
With a simple 4 nucleotide addition by site-specific mutagenesis, the OsP5SM L2
hairpin loop was changed to the purine-rich AtP5SM sequence, and the resulting hybrid
structured element became HyP5SM. In the absence of OsL5, the major splice product
of HyP5SM is the non-productive exon-retaining SP-II mRNA, a target for nonsensemediated decay which gives the cassette its “suicide” cassette nickname (120). We
have predicted the existence of an endogenous splice factor that promotes P5SM exon
retention by binding to the L2 loop since 2009 (112), and all experimental evidence thus
far supports this model (112, 120, 179).
In my publication, Gonzalez et al. 2015 (see Chapter 2), I observed that
excessive transcription levels of a HyP5SM-regulated gene unexpectedly promoted
exon skipping (179). When working with the avrBs2-HyP5SM gene jointly regulated by
the dexamethasone (Dex)-inducible promoter and the HyP5SM cassette exon, I found
that inducing the promoter alone with Dex was able to promote accumulation of modest
levels of AvrBs2 protein even in the absence of OsL5 (Figure 2.11). We hypothesize
that the high Dex-induced transcription levels raised avrBs2-HyP5SM transcript to high
enough concentrations that the putative protein factor that promotes HyP5SM exon
inclusion was titrated away.
Herein, to further validate the regulatory model for P5SM, we begin experiments
to identify the putative splice factor that promotes exon inclusion. We show the results
of a reporter screens which identify RSZ32, RSZ33, RSZp22, SCL33, and RSp31 as
proteins that promote reduced expression of AtP5SM-regulated genes. We show RTPCR results with RSZ32 genomic and coding sequences, and a mutant. Finally, we
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show progress toward a direct test of RNA-protein interactions and discuss future
directions.

4.2: Results and Discussion
Selecting Serine/Arginine-Rich Proteins in Plants
Alternative splicing is known to be regulated by various RNA-binding proteins
such as serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins which promote splice site selection by
recruiting the spliceosome to weaker splice sites, as well as heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoparticle (hnRNP) proteins which are known to repress splicing (20, 182–184).
For any given gene, we can identify the most abundant splice products through RNAseq data or by sequencing bands on an RT-PCR gel (see Chapter 2 for example), but
identifying what specific splice factor interactions are important for splice site selection
is more challenging. Previously, bioinformatics analysis of RNA-seq databases and in
vitro SELEX experiments have been used to find patterns in the RNA consensus
binding sequences for specific splice factors, mostly from mammalian splice factors
(185). Motif searches of the A. thaliana genome find 395 genes predicted to encode
splicing-associated proteins, including 109 potential splice factors, but very few have
been characterized or specifically tied to alternative splicing (183, 186). Thus, the
search was focused on the super family of serine/arginine-rich (SR) proteins,
characterized by an RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) domain and an arginine/serine-rich
(RS) domain (52). A. thaliana has 19 SR proteins (52).
We hypothesized that an exon-defining splice factor was required for binding to
the purine-rich L2 loop, which may serve as an exonic splicing enhancer (ESE)
sequence (187, 188). A targeted approach was taken to analyze the effect of SR
proteins that have previously been implicated in alternative splicing in plants (112, 120).
We selected candidate genes: RSZ32, RSZ33, SRp34b, SRp34/SR1, SR30, RSZp22,
SCL33, and SR45 (52, 183, 189). See Table 4.1 for accession information. We utilized
sequences from the model plant A. thaliana (ecotype Colombia-0 when applicable)
because it has the most comprehensive genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics
databases for any plant to date (190). Additionally, the sequence requirements,
structural information, and molecular regulation of AtP5SM is currently the best
understood (112).
The RS2Z splice factor family was especially interesting because it is a plantspecific SR protein family with a unique domain architecture (Figure 4.1) and no
predicted homology to mammalian splice factors (189). The two zinc knuckle (ZnK:
CX2CX4HX4C) domains that characterize the RS2Z family have been shown in other
proteins to be important for protein-protein and possible RNA-protein interactions (191).
Zinc knuckles contains zinc-chelating residues that are stabilized in the presence of
zinc, allowing turns in the protein’s structure (192). Notably, TFIIIA protein contains
several zinc finger (C2H2) motifs required for folding and binding to 5S rRNA (119). The
L2 loop of P5SM corresponds to the region of 5S rRNA that is bound by TFIIIA, but not
L5 ribosomal protein (193). However, TFIIIA protein does not bind the P5SM element, at
least not in A. thaliana (112).
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TABLE 4.1: Plant SR proteins used in this chapter.
Sub-family

Name

TAIR
Accession

Q9FYB7
Q8VYA5
F4JHI7

Protein
length
(AA)
284
290
278

(189)
(189, 194–197)
(189)

O22315

303

(189, 198, 199)

Q9XFR5
A2RVS6
O81126
P92964
Q9SEU4
Q9SEE9

268
300
200
264
287
414

(189, 199, 200)
(201)
(189, 202, 203)
(189)
(189)
(200, 204)

UniProtKB
Entry

RS2Z
RS2Z
SF2/ASF

atRSZ32
At3g53500
atRSZ33
At2g37340
atSRp34b
At4g02430
atSRp34
SF2/ASF
At1g02840
/SR1
SF2/ASF
atSR30
At1g09140
SF2/ASF
atSRp34a
At3g49430
9G8
atRSZp22
At4g31580
RS
atRSp31
At3g61860
SCL
atSCL33
At1g55310
SR45
atSR45
At1g16610
*Shorthand: at = Arabidopsis thaliana

Ref

The sequence of the two RS2Z family members, RSZ32 and RSZ33 (Figure
4.2), suggests some structural similarity to human 9G8, but they are not close
homologues (189). RSZ33 protein auto-regulates its own splicing (194), and
presumably this is true for the highly similar RSZ32 as well. The Barta group has found
that constitutive overexpression of RSZ33 is toxic in transgenic A. thaliana plants; the
genome sequence results in sickly transgenic plants and the protein coding sequence
(RSZ33 CDS isoform 1) results in sterile plants (194). Since the endogenous AtP5SM
cassette acts as a “suicide” exon in TFIIIA that results in splice products targeted by
nonsense-mediated decay (112), overexpression of a splice factor that promotes exon
retention of the AtP5SM suicide exon is expected to reduce functional TFIIIA protein
levels. In turn, low TFIIIA levels are predicted to result in reduced recruitment of RNA
Polymerase III (Pol III) to 5S rDNA genes, and chronically low levels of 5S rRNA.
Overexpression of such a splice factor, then, would be predicted to disrupt ribosome
biosynthesis.
Leaf Fluorescence Assay with EGFP-AtP5SM
To quickly screen and easily view phenotypic changes in leaves, we elected to
use the EGFP-AtP5SM reporter gene and the DsRed2 infiltration control used
previously (120). Splicing-regulated green fluorescence from the reporter was
normalized by constitutively expressed red fluorescence. Constructs incorporating the
AtP5SM cassette exhibit some basal reporter fluorescence, presumably because it
cross-interacts with endogenous L5 protein. Thus, we can screen for splice factors that
favor exon retention by observing reduced reporter fluorescence. Although this is an
indirect test that cannot verify protein-RNA interactions, the fluorescence screens are
advantageous as a first test because they are quantifiable in vivo, are faster and less
laborious than protein purifications, and allow us to use full-length proteins which have
reportedly been difficult to purify (189).
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The RS2Z SR Family Proteins, RSZ32 and RSZ33, Are Initial Hits
We used Agrobacterium-mediated infiltrations of N. benthamiana leaf halves to
compare the effect of the SR proteins against firefly luciferase (LUC), a gene which
does not affect AtP5SM splicing. Each leaf had two different samples (with either LUC
or an SR protein) on either leaf half to reduce differences caused by variable infiltration
success among leaves, making the data paired. Differences in green/red fluorescence
ratios between samples were analyzed using Student’s two-tailed, paired t-test. We
tested N-terminal 3x-Myc tagged genomic sequences of RSZ32, RSZ33, and SRp34b.
In case an increase in exon retention would not be noticeably higher than background,
we also competed each SR protein co-expressed against AtL5 to see if the SR proteins
would be able to reduce the effect of AtL5.
Leaf scans showed that RSZ32 and RSZ33 genomic sequences both
significantly reduced EGFP reporter fluorescence with or without co-expression of AtL5,
but SRp34b had no significant effect (Figure 4.3). This suggests that the reduction in
reporter fluorescence is due to specific functions of RSZ32 and RSZ33, and not trivially
due to general pleiotropic effects from over-expression of serine/arginine-rich proteins.
RSZ33 genomic sequence was able to reduce reporter fluorescence induced by +AtL5
to levels comparable with background expression (+LUC) for EGFP-AtP5SM (Figure
4.3d). RSZ32 also had a strong and significant effect (p < 0.01), but the suppression of
the EGFP reporter was not as strong as with RSZ33 (Figure 4.3).
RSZ32 and RSZ33 Coding Sequences Affect the DsRed2 Infiltration Control
In preparation for protein purifications to test RNA-protein interactions in vitro, we
cloned the RSZ32 coding sequence (CDS) from A. thaliana cDNA. We repeated the leaf
infiltration experiment to test the coding sequence in vivo. RSZ32 CDS has a visibly
stronger suppression effect on fluorescence from the EGFP-AtP5SM reporter, but we
were not able to reliably quantify this suppression effect because suppression of
fluorescence from our 35S::DsRed2 normalization control was also observed (Figure
4.4a). Since we are using an intronless coding sequence of DsRed2, the reduced red
fluorescence from our “constitutive” control is likely due to upstream molecular
interactions and not a direct DsRed2-RSZ32 interaction.
One possible explanation for reduced fluorescence of our control is that overexpression of RSZ32 CDS resulted in critically low levels of TFIIIA protein, an already
limiting transcription factor for the recruitment of RNA Polymerase III to 5S rDNA genes
(114). If the pathway to 5S rRNA transcription is disrupted enough, ribosome
biosynthesis will be affected. The reduced DsRed2 expression we observe might be
emblematic of a total reduction in protein expression. We attempted to visualize
differences in 5S rRNA levels by loading total RNA onto an agarose gel, but the 5S
rRNA bands were too weak for quantification (not shown). In the future, these
hypotheses can be tested by RT-PCR to look for changes in TFIIIA splicing and western
blots to look for alterations of TFIIIA protein as well as various housekeeping proteins.
However, with the current data, we cannot rule out that the reduced fluorescence is not
due to pleiotropic effects unrelated to TFIIIA protein levels. We do not think that TFIIIA
pre-mRNA is the only endogenous target of RSZ32.
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Meanwhile, to verify that RSZ32 CDS can have a reduction effect on other
genes, we repeated the leaf scan experiment using reporter pBinAR TFIIIA-M8-EGFP
(112), a mutant construct with AtP5SM in its native context in genomic TFIIIA. The M8
mutant has a truncation in the L2 loop that constitutively disrupts suicide exon definition,
resulting in constitutive splicing to a productive mRNA product and thus constitutive
green fluorescence from the TFIIIA-EGFP fusion protein. RSZ32 CDS reduced
fluorescence from the TFIIIA-M8-EGFP reporter, and suppression of the DsRed2
control was observed here as well (Figure 4.4b). As expected, we saw a similar result
with the EGFP-OsP5SM reporter (Figure 4.4c). RSZ33 CDS had a similar effect on
reporters (Figure 4.4d).
RT-PCR Shows That RSZ32 Promotes AtP5SM Exon Retention
We could not use the leaf scans to infer how RSZ32 CDS affected reporter splice
ratios because RSZ32 CDS had a pleiotropic effects on overall protein expression. Our
initial attempts to express recombinant RSZ32 in E. coli for in vitro RNA-protein binding
assays also proved problematic (not shown). We decided to go ahead and examine the
effects of RSZ32 genomic, wild-type CDS, and mutant CDS constructs on reporter
splicing by RT-PCR. We cloned RSZ32 CDS mutations in conserved residues to look
for changes in AtP5SM splicing. We made three domain mutants, each with two
mutations to conserved residues. The ΔRRM alanine mutant (Y46A/F48A) disrupts
conserved aromatic residues of the Rnp1 sub-domain which have been found to be
important for RNA-protein interactions in RSZp22 (205). The ΔZn1 (C101S/C104S) and
ΔZn2 (C123S/C126S) mutants disrupt the two zinc knuckle domains in RSZ32 by
eliminating the thiol side chains from the first two cysteines in the CX2CX4HX4C zinc
knuckle motif, without drastically altering the polarity or size of the side chains (Figure
4.5a). Genomic RSZ32, wild-type RSZ32 CDS, and mutant RSZ32 CDS constructs
were co-expressed in N. benthamiana with reporter EGFP-AtP5SM.
Genomic RSZ32 shows a modest reduction in SP-I which supports the
hypothesis that RSZ32 is preventing skipping of the suicide exon, but SP-II
accumulation is not clearly noticeable (Figure 4.5b, lanes 4-7). This may be due to the
fact that SP-II mRNA is subject to nonsense-mediated decay, so modest increases in
SP-II may not be visible. Addition of wild-type RSZ32 CDS shows a clear shift in the
reporter splice ratio from SP-I to SP-II, compared to the LUC control which has no effect
on splicing (Figure 4.5b, lanes 8-9). This supports the hypothesis that RSZ32 CDS has
an effect on endogenous TFIIIA splicing and that this may at least partially explain its
pleiotropic effects on overall protein expression (Figure 4.4a). The ΔRRM mutant
samples were ambiguous, with ΔRRM showing an unexpected shift from SP-I to SP-II
as compared to LUC (Figure 4.5b, lanes 10-11), but also a shift to SP-II as compared
to wild-type CDS (Figure 4.5b, lanes 13-14).
RT-PCR results are not yet available for the zinc knuckle mutants. However,
infiltration of the coding sequence and mutants in N. benthamiana leaves showed a mild
chlorosis (yellowing) phenotype resulting from the RSZ32 CDS, ΔRRM, and ΔZn1
constructs, as compared to the LUC control (not shown). This phenotype supports the
hypothesis that general protein expression is being affected by RSZ32. Interestingly, in
the same experiment, the observed chlorosis effect was much weaker for ΔZn2 for all
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biological replicates (not shown). This, coupled with the RT-PCR results for ΔRRM,
suggests that the ΔRRM and ΔZn1 mutants may retain some RSZ32 function, whereas
ΔZn2 may be a less functional mutant. If so, the second zinc knuckle domain may be
more important than the first zinc knuckle domain for RSZ32 interaction with
downstream players. This hypothesis should be examined in the future; there is not
enough evidence at this time to draw strong conclusions.
Screening of Known RSZ33 Interacting Proteins
Meanwhile, because wild-type RSZ32 promoted AtP5SM exon retention (Figure
4.5b), we decided to examine known SR protein binding partners to see if these splice
factors would have similar effects on protein expression. RSZ32 protein is not wellcharacterized, but the Barta group has performed several experiments to characterize
the protein-protein interactions of RSZ33. C-terminal truncated RSZ33 lacking the SPdipeptide repeat domain was shown to interact with A. thaliana splice factors
SRp34/SR1, RSZp21, RSZp22, SCL28, SCL30, SCL33, and SC35 in a yeast-2-hybrid
screens and in vitro binding assays (189). SCL33 was specifically interesting because
its transcriptional activity overlaps with RSZ33’s expression and the proteins bind each
other (189). RSZp21, RSZp22 are notable because they are members of a family
characterized by a single zinc knuckle motif, similar to human 9G8 SR protein (203).
Representative family members were co-infiltrated into N. benthamiana with
EGFP-AtP5SM, DsRed2, as well as +AtL5 for increased signal (Figure 4.6). As
expected, the RSZp22 and SCL33 suppressed fluorescence from EGFP-AtP5SM
(Figure 4.6a). However, SCL33 had a weaker effect, and suppression of the reporter
was only significantly observed with the coding sequence (Figure 4.6df). Neither the
genomic nor the tested coding sequences had an effect on DsRed2, allowing us to
interpret the effects on reporter expression as non-pleiotropic (Figure 4.6).
The negative controls were meant to be known RSZ33 non-interacting proteins,
SRp34b and RSp31. Unexpectedly, RSp31 showed a significant (p < 0.01) albeit
modest suppression of EGFP expression. Previous researchers did not find RSp31 to
interact with RSZ33 either through yeast-2-hybrid screens (with truncated RSZ33ΔSP)
or co-immunoprecipitations from E.coli samples expressing full-length RSZ33 (189). In
the experiments shown here, we utilized full-length splice factors expressed in planta.
RSp31 may interact with RSZ32/RSZ33 in these conditions, or alternatively RSp31 may
suppress EGFP expression indirectly by affecting expression of other splice factors. We
did not observe a suppression of the DsRed2 normalization control with RSp31 (not
quantified, but shown in Figure 4.6e), which suggests that the reduction of reporter
fluorescence is at least somewhat specific and not due to general protein suppression.
Epitope Tag Location Affects the Function of RSZ32 and RSZ33
At this point, we wanted to proceed with protein purification of the SR proteins
expressed in N. benthamiana tissue. With purified protein, we would be able to directly
test RNA-protein binding between AtP5SM and the splice factors in vitro through
various methods, including gel-shift assays or DRaCALA assays or affinity
chromatography. In order to ensure that we recovered full-length protein in our
purifications, we re-cloned the SR protein constructs to remove the N-terminal 3xMyc
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tag and instead have C-terminal FLAG and 3xHA tags. Unfortunately, upon testing the
new tagged splice factors, we discovered that the C-terminal tag disrupted the
previously observed effects on AtP5SM-regulated gene expression (Figure 4.7).
Whereas 3xMyc-RSZ32 genomic sequence reliably reduces fluorescence from EGFPAtP5SM (Figure 4.3, 4.7), RSZ32-3xHA has no significant effect (Figure 4.7b). No
issue was found with the construct’s identity after re-sequencing, and its protein
expression appears to be very robust as visualized by an anti-HA western blot (Figure
4.7c). The same reduced function was seen with the C-terminal FLAG tag (not shown),
suggesting that it is the location and not the sequence composition of the tag that is
important.
Notably, the Barta group was able to see nuclear localization with RSZ33-GFP
fusions, so a C-terminal tag does not affect all functions of the splice factors (189, 196).
We predict that the C-terminal tags disrupt protein-RNA, but not protein-protein
interactions. A recent study reports that one of the two kinases known to phosphorylate
serines in RS domains, CLK1, can efficiently target serines in both RS and SP
dinucleotides (206). All serine/arginine-rich proteins have some SP dinucleotides in their
RS domain, in addition to the RS dinucleotides for which the domain and proteins are
named (206). Both RSZ32 and RSZ33 contain particularly long SP-repeat domains
(189) (Figure 4.1). In human SRSF1 protein, phosphorylation of SP dinucleotides was
found to promote different conformational changes and cooperative binding to the target
RNA, possibly by affecting accessibility to the RRM domain (206). The RRM domain of
RSZp22 can be mutated to disrupt RNA recognition without disrupting protein
nucleotide localization (205), and we think this is true for RSZ33 as well. We speculate
that adding a C-terminal epitope tag may either be preventing accessibility to CLK1 or
disrupting C-terminal conformations important for RNA-binding activity.
Our data taken together, we have identified candidate serine/arginine-rich
proteins that regulate AtP5SM, directly or indirectly, and have predicted other hits
untested here due to time limitations. We have begun characterization of the RSZ32
protein and coding sequence (Figure 4.3, 4.5), previously only identified by
bioinformatics and as part of a larger screen for effects of abscisic acid treatment on
expression SR genes (46, 189). We discovered an effect on overall protein expression
due to RSZ32 CDS and RSZ33 CDS over-expression which was not seen for other SR
protein coding sequences (Figure 4.4, 4.6). We also presented evidence suggesting
that the C-terminal domain is important for RNA target interaction (Figure 4.7).

4.3: Future Directions and Proposed Experiments
Is the Interaction Between the SR Proteins and AtP5SM Direct?
The future direction of this project must now focus on getting direct evidence for
RNA-protein interactions between AtP5SM and the identified SR proteins. The
fluorescence leaf scans with reporter EGFP-AtP5SM and normalization control DsRed2
provided useful information to screen for expression changes in planta, but we cannot
conclude that RSZ33 and related proteins are binding AtP5SM RNA. SR proteins are
known to auto-regulate themselves and other SR proteins (197), so the results of overexpression in planta could be due to SR protein-protein interactions rather than
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interactions with the AtP5SM element. In order to directly assay for RNA-protein
interactions, I propose the following two approaches:
First, we could attempt an affinity purification using biotinylated in vitro
transcribed AtP5SM sequence bound to streptavidin magnetic beads. RNA-binding
proteins from plants have been found with this method before (207). Wild-type A.
thaliana total protein extract would be RNase-treated and incubated with the beads at
room temperature (207), then gently washed several times. AtP5SM-bound protein
could be eluted by washing the column with a solution containing recombinant AtL5
protein expressed in E. coli as previously described (112). Based on the P5SM model,
AtP5SM binds the putative splice factor at the L2 loop, but this interaction is disrupted at
high levels of AtL5 ribosomal protein (112). We are taking advantage of this disruption
to recover non-L5 proteins bound at AtP5SM. To control for unrelated interactions, we
can repeat the experiment using the M8 mutant of AtP5SM (112), containing a
truncated L2 loop that results in constitutive exon skipping, presumably due to loss of
the putative exon-defining protein. The resulting elutions would be compared by mass
spectrometry to find proteins that bind wild-type AtP5SM and not the M8 mutant. The
advantage of such a screen is that it is unbiased and could yield proteins we have not
yet considered. The challenges of such a screen are that the exon-defining protein may
be too low abundant to be detected by mass spectrometry. Splicing-regulating proteins
such as the SR proteins are not highly expressed and previous lab members who
attempted such an unbiased screen could not detect specific interactions (unpublished,
personal communication with Kathrin Leppek). Potentially, incubating the AtP5SMbound beads with A. thaliana nuclear extract instead of total protein could yield better
results; this has worked for mammalian splice factors (208). Protocols for nuclear
extract preparation from plants are available (209).
A second method that is more compatible with low abundant proteins may be to
utilize Differential Radial Capillary Action of Ligand Assay (DRaCALA) to detect RNAprotein interactions between in vitro transcribed AtP5SM and either cell extract from N.
benthamiana infiltrated to over-express different SR proteins or purified SR proteins. A
disadvantage of the DRaCALA method is that it is not unbiased (210); we would need to
select beforehand which proteins will be part of the screen. A strong advantage,
however, is that this method can be used with different concentrations of AtP5SM RNA
and candidate protein, allowing us to measure binding affinity and other kinetics of the
RNA-protein interactions (210). As an initial test, serial dilutions of wild-type N.
benthamiana total protein extract can be blotted onto nitrocellulose membrane to find a
dilution point where DRaCALA no longer shows an interaction between radiolabeled
AtP5SM and endogenous proteins such as NbL5. At this dilution point, total protein
extract from N. benthamiana leaf tissue transiently expressing A. thaliana 3xMyc-SR
proteins can be tested for an interaction with AtP5SM and the M8 mutant negative
control. This procedure allows for higher-throughput testing of candidate A. thaliana
proteins without the need for protein purification. Suggested candidates include: all 19
SR proteins, AtL5 as a positive control, and LUC as a negative control. If background
signal from endogenous N. benthamiana proteins is too high, the SR proteins may be
enriched using the anti-3xMyc antibody. Importantly, recombinant protein from E.coli
may not yield functional protein for RNA-protein binding assays. Post-translational
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phosphorylation of the RS domain have been shown in other SR proteins to be required
for binding target RNA sequences (211).
Are the Pleiotropic Effects from RSZ32 and RSZ33 Due to Reduced TFIIIA Levels?
In addition to finding direct RNA-protein interactions, it is also worth investigating
the reason for reduced DsRed2 expression with RSZ32 CDS and RSZ33 CDS. The
intronless, plant codon-optimized DsRed2 gene is driven by the constitutive 35S
Cauliflower Mosaic Virus promoter in those experiments, yet the RS2Z family splice
factors affect its expression. We speculate that what we are seeing is a loss of total
protein biosynthesis, but this has not yet been proven. Western blotting for TFIIIA
protein, P5SM-regulated EGFP protein, and various housekeeping genes may prove a
reduction of protein. The loading control should be a protein with low turnover whose
levels will not be quickly affected by the expected disruption of ribosomal biosynthesis.
This experiment may require a time course.
Do RSZ32 and RSZ33 Have Distinct Roles?
Finally, although RSZ32 and RSZ33 are highly conserved (75% identity) and
have thus far produced similar results, they may not function in the same way in planta.
Some consideration should be given to expression profile differences between RSZ32
and RSZ33. To our knowledge, RSZ32 expression has not yet been characterized, but
some expression information for RSZ33 is available (189).
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4.4: Figures

FIGURE 4.1. Domain architecture of splice factor proteins used in this study. Serine/arginine-rich
(SR) proteins were cloned out of Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 genomic DNA or cDNA. (a) RS2Z family
characterized by two zinc knuckle domains, no mammalian homologs; (b) SF2/ASF family, characterized
by a true RRM followed by a second pseudo-RRM domain; (c) 9G8 family characterized by a single zinc
knuckle domain; (d) RS family; (e) SCL family; (f) SR45 family.
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Sequence 1: RSZ32
Sequence 2: RSZ33

284 aa
290 aa

RSZ32
RSZ33

MPRYDDRYGNTRLYVGRLSSRTRTRDLERLFSRYGRVRDVDMKRDYAFVEFSDPRDADDA
MPRYDDRYGNTRLYVGRLSSRTRTRDLERLFSRYGRVRDVDMKRDYAFVEFGDPRDADDA
***************************************************.********

60
60

RSZ32
RSZ33

RYYLDGRDFDGSRITVEASRGAPRGSRDNGSRGPPPGSGRCFNCGVDGHWARDCTAGDWK
RHYLDGRDFDGSRITVEFSRGAPRGSRDFDSRGPPPGAGRCFNCGVDGHWARDCTAGDWK
*:*************** ********** .*******:**********************

120
120

RSZ32
RSZ33

NKCYRCGERGHIERNCKNSPSPKKARQGGSYSRSPVKSRSPRRRRSPSRSRSYSRGRSYS
NKCYRCGERGHIERNCKNSP--KKLRRSGSYSRSPVRSRSPRRRRSPSRS--LSRSRSYS
******************** ** *:.********:*************
**.****

160
176

RSZ32
RSZ33

RSRSPVRR-EKSVEDRSRSPKAMERSVSPKGRDQSLSPDR----KVIDASP--------K
RSRSPVRRRERSVEERSRSPKRMDDSLSPRARDRSPVLDDEGSPKIIDGSPPPSPKLQKE
******** *:***:****** *: *:**:.**:*
*
*:**.**
:

227
236

RSZ32
RSZ33

RGSDYDGSPKENGNGRNSASPIVGGGESPVGLNGQDRSPIDDEAELSRPSPKGSESP
VGSDRDGGSPQDNGRNSVVSPVVGAGGDSS---KEDRSPVDDDYEPNRTSPRGSESP
*** **.. ::.. .. .**:**.* ..
:****:**: * .*.**:*****

284
290

FIGURE 4.2. Clustal W multiple sequence alignment between RSZ32 and RSZ33. The proteins are
71.1% identical. The alignment below the sequences marks amino acids as identical (asterisk), similar
(colon), somewhat similar (period) or not similar at all (blank space, yellow highlighting). The RRM domain
is indicated with light blue text; zinc knuckle domains, red text, essential residues underlined; RS domain,
purple text.
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FIGURE 4.3. Small initial screen finds RSZ32 and RSZ33. N. benthamiana leaves were transiently cotransformed with 1:1:1 or 1:1:1:1 mixes of Agrobacterium carrying pBinAR (35S promoter) EGFPAtP5SM, DsRed2, either the indicated SR protein gene (genomic sequence) or control firefly luciferase
(LUC), and AtL5 where indicated. Unless otherwise stated, all serine/arginine-rich splice factors in this
chapter have an N-terminal 3xMyc-tag. (a-c) Representative leaf scans at 3 dpi for EGFP or DsRed2
fluorescence, for +AtL5 leaves. A similar experiment was conducted for leaves without AtL5 co-
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expression, scans not shown. (d) Quantification of leaf scans by Pooja Vijayendra, reanalyzed for
significance and re-graphed by Tania Gonzalez. EGFP fluorescence from the EGFP-AtP5SM reporter
was normalized using DsRed2 to account for differences in Agrobacterium infiltration efficiency between
leaves, and EGFP/DsRed2 ratios for each batch of leaves were then normalized again to the “+LUC”
control to compare effects of co-expression with AtL5, SR protein, and AtL5 + SR protein. Error bars are
standard error of the mean. Significance analyzed with Student’s two-tailed, paired t-test. Significance
markers: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; N.S. = not significant, p > 0.05.

FIGURE 4.4. RSZ32 and RSZ33 coding sequences reduce DsRed2 expression. Representative N.
benthamiana leaf scans 3 dpi showing that DsRed2 fluorescence is reduced by the RS2Z family
members. The DsRed2 gene is driven by the constitutive 35S promoter and is typically used as a
normalization control for fluorescence from the EGFP reporters. (a-c) 3xMyc-RSZ32(CDS), (d) 3xMycRSZ33(CDS). The reporter genes are (a, d) EGFP-AtP5SM; (b) TFIIIA-M8-EGFP, an AtP5SM mutant
from Hammond et al. 2009 which has a truncation in the L2 loop and constitutively skips the P5SM M8
mutant exon; (c) EGFP-OsP5SM, which has a naturally truncated L2 loop. (b, c) Leaf scans by Megan
Dowdle.
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FIGURE 4.5. RSZ32 coding sequence mutations. (a) Domains lengths are drawn to scale relative to
each other. RSZ32 coding sequence (CDS) is 284 amino acids in length. The Rpn1 subdomain of RRM
was mutated Y46A/F48A to disrupt the aromatic rings which are an integral part of binding to nucleic
acids (205). The first zinc knuckle domain (Zn1) was mutated C101S/C104S. The second zinc knuckle
domain (Zn2) was mutated similarly C123S/C126S. These cysteine to serine mutations maintain the polar
characteristic of the residues at those locations, but target the thiol side chains that help characterize the
zinc knuckle domain, mutating the CX2CX4HX4C motif to a SX2SX4HX4C motif. These mutations can
disrupt disulfide bonds potentially necessary for protein-protein or protein-RNA interactions (191).
Mutations were cloned by Megan Dowdle using site-specific mutagenesis. (b) RT-PCR with cDNA
synthesized using iScript RT (BioRad) with oligo(dT) primers. RT-PCR samples from same leaves are
next to each other (-/+ splice factor) for paired comparisons. For some samples, there are two biological
replicates. Primers amplify the splice products of EGFP-AtP5SM. All RSZ32 constructs have an Nterminal 3xMyc tag. No AtL5 was co-expressed for the samples used for RT-PCR. M = 2-log DNA ladder.
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FIGURE 4.6. Different SR proteins tested for effect on EGFP-AtP5SM (all +AtL5). (a-e)
Representative N. benthamiana leaves co-infiltrated with pBinAR EGFP-AtP5SM (reporter gene), DsRed2
(fluorescence control), AtL5, and either firefly luciferase (LUC) or the indicated N-terminal 3xMyc-tagged
SR gene. Leaves were scanned 3 dpi. (a) RSZp22 genomic sequence, (b) RSZp22 coding sequence, (c)
SCL33 genomic sequence, (d) SCL33 coding sequence, (e) RSp31 genomic sequence. Both RSZp22
and SCL33 have previously been shown to interact with RSZ33, whereas RSp31 is not expected to
interact with RSZ33 (189). (f) EGFP/DsRed2 fluorescence ratio for each leaf normalized to the +LUC
+AtL5 sample (“-SR”). Raw data for RSZ32, RSZ33, SRp34b is the same as used for Figure 4.3, but
normalized to the +LUC +AtL5 sample (“-SR”) instead of +LUC –AtL5 samples (omitted here) in order to
allow comparison with other splice factors. Error bars are standard error of the mean. Significance
analyzed with Student’s two-tailed, paired t-test. Significance markers: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p<0.001;
N.S. = not significant, p > 0.05.
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FIGURE 4.7. The position of the epitope tag affects function. (a) N. benthamiana leaves co-infiltrated
as before (with +AtL5), comparing: LUC versus an RSZ32 genomic sequence tagged with an N-terminal
3xMyc tag or a C-terminal 3xHA tag, or a direct comparison between the two tagged constructs. Scanned
3 dpi. (b) Quantified EGFP fluorescence scaled to DsRed2 expression from the same leaf portion, then
normalized to +LUC or, in the direct comparison, to the 3xMyc-tagged construct. Error bars and
significance markers as before. LUC versus 3xMyc-RSZ32 data here is an experimental replicate of data
in Figure 4.2, not repeated data. (c) Anti-HA western blot of LUC (“WT”), RSZ32-3xHA, and RSZ33-3xHA
samples shows protein expression. Significance analyzed with Student’s two-tailed, paired t-test.
Significance markers as before. Leaves were infiltrated by Bao Nguyen and Tania Gonzalez.
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4.5: Materials and Methods
Cloning of Genomic and Coding Sequences from Arabidopsis thaliana
Wild-type Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 ecotype plants were grown to rosette stage
and 1-3 leaves of tissue were collected. Tissue was flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and
pulverized using steel beads with a TissueLyser II, then returned to liquid nitrogen for
further processing. Genomic DNA was extracted using DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN)
and used directly in PCR. RNA was extracted using GeneMATRIX Universal RNA
Purification Kit with RL buffer (CHIMERx), treated with RQ1 DNase (Promega), and
used for cDNA synthesis using oligo(dT) primers and SuperScript III (BioRad). Genomic
sequences were PCR amplified between the ATG start codon and the necessary stop
codon, as defined by the genomic sequences or coding sequences annotated by The
Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) which correspond to the protein sequence of
splice factors used in relevant publications cited in results. Most SR proteins had
multiple isoforms, so identifying the coding sequence that translates to the full-length
protein used in cited literature was important; the UniProt database was useful for this.
Amplified bands corresponding to the expected gene size were gel-extracted using the
QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN), then cloned into pCR2.1 TOPO vector using the
TOPO TA Cloning Kit (Invitrogen) and verified by sequencing.
The pBinAR DsRed2 binary vector (112, 159) was modified by double digesting
with KpnI-HF/BamHI-HF restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs) to cut the vector
between the constitutive 35S cauliflower mosaic promoter and the DsRed2 gene,
preserving both elements. A yeast-optimized 3xMyc tag was ligated into the
KpnI/BamHI site to make pBinAR 35S-KpnI-3xMyc-BamHI-DsRed2-SalI, also called
pBinAR 3xMyc-DsRed2. This vector was utilized as a backbone for the splice factors
unless otherwise noted, resulting in proteins with an N-terminal 3xMyc tag. The pBinAR
3xMyc-DsRed2 vector was digested with BamHI-HF/SalI-HI restriction enzymes and
treated with Calk Intestinal Alkaline Phosphatase (New England Biolabs). The splice
factors were PCR amplified with primers that added BamHI and SalI sites, digested with
BamHI-HF/SalI-HF, and purified with the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) to
remove enzymes. For splice factors that contained an internal SalI site, the insert was
flanked by BamHI and SpeI sites instead, because SpeI and SalI overhangs are
compatible. The digested inserts were ligated into the pBinAR vector using T4 ligase
(New England Biolabs). Ligation products were used to transform competent E. coli
cells, either TOP10 cells (ThermoFisher Scientific) or NEB10-beta cells (New England
Biolabs), and positive transformations were selected using LB agar plates with 50
µg/mL kanamycin. Positive colonies were sequenced again to confirm successful
ligation products.
The SR proteins with C-terminal 3xHA and FLAG tags were cloned using pBinAR
vectors with 3xHA or FLAG tags cloned out of Bs2-3xHA and Bs2-FLAG constructs
from Chapters 2 and 3, also by PCR amplification and restriction digest cloning. The
integrity of the tags was verified by sequencing.
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Cloning of RSZ32 CDS Mutants
Site-specific mutations as described in the results section were achieved using
QuikChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent) and PCR primers
designed as specified in the manual. The QuikChange PCR reaction product was
digested with DpnI to eliminate the E.coli-amplified template vector, leaving only the unmethylated PCR product. One Shot TOP10 Chemically Competent E.coli cells
(ThermoFisher Scientific) were transformed with the DpnI-digested product, and
sequenced through the mutagenesis target to confirm a successful mutation.
Agrobacterium-mediated Leaf Infiltrations of Nicotiana benthamiana
Nicotiana benthamiana plants were grown 3 weeks in a greenhouse (Oxford
Tract Greenhouse Facility), then transferred to an open growth cart under constant light
and ambient temperatures (24-27°C under the lights) for approximately 1 week before
experiments. Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV2260 was electroporated with the
pBinAR binary vectors containing the desired genes of interest, independently. GV2260
with pBinAR vector was selected on LB agar plates with kanamycin (50 µg/mL),
carbenicillin (50 µg/mL), and rifampicin (50 µg/mL). Single colonies were re-streaked
onto a fresh selection plate or LB broth culture for further experiments. GV2260 culture
was pelleted and washed with 0.5X PBS buffer, then normalized to OD 600 = 0.8 as
previously described (120). Normalized Agrobacterium solutions were mixed 1:1:1 or
1:1:1:1 as needed and co-infiltrated into the back of leaves with a 1 mL blunt syringe.
Approximately 2 leaves were infiltrated per plant. Leaves were blotted gently with a
clean kimwipe after infiltration to remove excess Agrobacterium solution and reduce
potential cross-contamination. Plants were left in the growth carts on unwatered plant
trays at room temperature with the lights off overnight, then lights were turned on again
and plants were left at constant light. Plants were watered as needed, 1-3 days postinfiltration (dpi). Tissue was collected 2 dpi for RNA and 3 dpi for protein.
Leaf Fluorescence Scans and Quantification EGFP Induction
N. benthamiana leaves were scanned for fluorescence 3 days post-infiltration
(dpi) using a Typhoon 9410 Variable Mode Imager or Typhoon TRIO+ (Amersham
Biosciences) with the fluorescence setting under normal sensitivity, PMT = 300V,
“pressed sample” mode enabled to flatten the leaves, with excitation/emission filters for
EGFP (488/520 nm) or DsRed2 (532/580 nm). The leaves were placed with the
infiltrated side (the back of the leaves) facing the glass. Raw data from the .gel images
was collected using manufacturer-provided software, ImageQuant as follows: 4 equal
boxes were located on DsRed2-expressing areas on each leaf half for every infiltrated
leaf, avoiding leaf veins and syringe-damaged areas. The DsRed2 boxes were copied
over to the EGFP scan so that each box would be in the same position. “Volume” and
“area” information was exported for boxes from each scan, where here volume accounts
for the quantifying area and pixel strength inside the area. In Microsoft Excel, total
DsRed2 was divided by average DsRed2 for each box. The lowest 15% of
DsRed2/avgDsRed2 was inspected using conditional formatting on Excel. Leaves with
>3 “low” DsRed2 boxes were discarded, and leaves with uneven “low” DsRed2 levels
between leaf halves were discarded. The remaining leaves had EGFP volume divided
by DsRed2 volume to get an EGFP/DsRed2 ratio for each box. The EGFP/DsRed2 ratio
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was averaged for each set of 4 boxes to get the average value of that leaf half. In cases
where leaves were normalized to LUC, the average EGFP/DsRed2 for LUC-infiltrated
leaf halves was used to normalize each individual leaf half. The data was normalized
this way to avoid artificially setting the standard deviation of LUC to zero, as would
occur if each leaf were normalized to its own LUC value.
To analyze whether data sets were significantly different, LUC-normalized
EGFP/DsRed2 values for LUC-expressing or SR protein-expressing leaf halves were
compared using Student’s paired t-test assuming a two-tailed distribution. The resulting
p-values were marked significant (*) if p < 0.05, more significant (**) if p < 0.01, and
most significant (***) if p < 0.001. Error bars on graphs are standard error of the mean
(standard deviation divided by the square root of the sample size n) to account for
different sample sizes.
Claims that SR proteins did not affect DsRed2 are based on the observation that
the lowest 15% of DsRed2 expression among leaf halves was fairly evenly distributed
between -/+ SR samples (not shown, but seen during quantification). Variability between
separate leaves, but not between leaf halves, is a normal and expected quality of the
raw data. It is why we infiltrate leaf halves and normalize reporter green fluorescence by
DsRed2 fluorescence. When attempting to quantify results with RSZ32 CDS and RSZ33
CDS, the lowest DsRed2 expression samples were clearly over-represented in the +SR
leaf halves (not shown).
RNA Extraction and RT-PCR for N. benthamiana Experiments
Leaf tissue was processed for RT-PCR as described in Chapter 2. Briefly, RNA
was extracted from tissue collected 2 dpi using the GeneMATRIX Universal RNA
Purification Kit with RL buffer (CHIMERx). RNA was DNase-treated to remove residual
genomic DNA using RQ1 DNase (Promega), then normalized by concentration and
equal amounts of RNA were used to synthesize cDNA using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit
and the provided oligo(dT) primers (BioRad). The cDNA synthesis reaction was run for
twice the time recommended by the kit (1.5 hours instead of 30-60 minutes) since this
has resulted in increased cDNA synthesis in the past. The iScript reverse transcriptase
enzyme has RNaseH activity, so it degrades an RNA template as soon as it is used to
make a cDNA molecule, making it a useful reverse transcriptase for semi-quantitative
RT-PCR. Amplifying the region outside of the AtP5SM insertion site shows the EGFPAtP5SM splice products. RT-PCR products were run on 1-2% agarose gels.
Protein Extractions and Western blots
See Chapter 2 methods. Briefly: crude protein was extracted, equal volumes
were run on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel, protein was transferred to nitrocellulose
membrane. The membrane blocked with TBS + 5% powdered milk + 0.05% Tween-20
overnight at 4°C. The next day, the membrane was equilibrated to room temperature for
2 hours, blotted with anti-HA HRP-conjugated (3F10) used at 1:1000 dilution in TBS +
0.05% Tween-20 for 1 hour, then washed 4 times with TBST buffer.
Chemiluminescence from the horseradish peroxidase enzyme was assessed using
SuperSignal West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (ThermoFisher Scientific) and film
paper developed in a dark room.
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CHAPTER 5:
Further Engineering of the
HyP5SM system
Abstract
This chapter is a compilation of different projects to advance the utility of P5SMbased splicing regulation. In Section 5.1, we show that AtP5SM is not functional
immediately after two codons (the start codon and a glutamate codon to supply the
required AG dinucleotide) in a vector without a 5’ UTR. In Section 5.2, we show that the
outer splice sites of the EGFP-HyP5SM cassette are recognized in HEK293T cells,
resulting in almost all exon-skipped splice product. We modify the L2 loop with known
human splice factor binding sequences in attempts to recover exon recognition. The
goal is to engineer a suicide exon for gene regulation in mammalian cells. We did not
succeed here, but suggestions for future designs are provided based on the RT-PCR
results.

5.1: Far Upstream Sequence Insertions of P5SM
Challenges For Implementation of Splicing-Based Regulation
Cloning and expression vectors have multi-cloning sites for inserting a gene of
interest, and no location is expected to be better than another. For restriction digestion
and ligation-based cloning, the researcher only typically needs to verify that the
restriction enzymes selected will not cut their gene of interest internally. For
recombination-based cloning, internal cut sites are not generally a concern.
Consequently, if a researcher wants to clone 100 genes into an inducible vector, the
genes can likely be cloned into the same multi-cloning site. This simple insertion site
decision is a key biotechnological benefit of promoter-based regulation.
In contrast, the cloning methods for splicing-based regulation have thus far
required the researcher to select an insertion site in the target gene. This is true not only
for P5SM cassettes, but also for methods that artificially alter splicing by cloning an
aptamer element next to splice sites (110, 111). This internal sequence insertion site is
an additional choice that researchers must make. The sequencing requirement of P5SM
are minimal: it must be cloned after an AG dinucleotide, and the 3’ splice site exon
region should not be the worst match to the consensus plant 3’ splice site (CC following
the intron), but it also is not required to be a good match (12, 120, 179), see Chapter 2
for examples. However, despite the forgiving quality of P5SM likely due to strong
internal splicing enhancers, the fact remains that not all insertions of P5SM into a gene
of interest are guaranteed to function. This is a major drawback of splicing-based
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regulation. This uncertainly may cause researchers to hesitate about using P5SM
cassettes for their own projects.
To address these concerns, we chose to investigate the possibility of a very far 5’
insertion of P5SM. Essentially, we wanted to see if we could turn P5SM into an Nterminal tag that could be cloned into any currently-existing binary vector for plant
expression. This approach would allow for an almost “traceless” N-terminal tag, a P5SM
cassette which acts as a suicide exon unless P5SM skipping is induced by coexpressing L5 ribosomal protein. The resulting protein product of interest would either
not be tagged, or would have a maximum of two amino acids. We used Arabidopsis
thaliana P5SM (AtP5SM) because it is the model previously used to determine the
P5SM insertion site requirements (120). We expect results to be applicable to Hybrid
P5SM (HyP5SM) as well since both cassettes contain the same A. thaliana 5’ and 3’
introns (120).
Results
We designed an Enhanced Green Fluorescence Protein (EGFP) reporter
constructs with the minimum sequence required for AtP5SM insertion (Figure 5.1.1a).
Conceptually, we need a methionine codon (start codon) followed by a glutamate,
lysine, or glutamine codon (GAG, AAG, or CAG, respectively) supplying the required
AG dinucleotide 5’ splice site sequence before the intron. The 3’ splice site sequence
can be variable. However, to eliminate another choice that researchers would have to
make, we considered a “MER” tag. The initial ME codons (AUGGAG) are expected to
have a positive effect on translation initiation. The G base in the +4 position (where the
A of the AUG methionine codon is +1) makes the methionine a stronger start codon
because it conforms to Kozak consensus sequence for plants (212). The arginine codon
was chosen because the AtP5SM cassette in its endogenous Transcription Factor IIIA
(TFIIIA) gene is flanked by GAG/AGA (E/R) codons (112).
Fortuitously, the second amino acid of EGFP is naturally a valine, and the GTN
valine codons match the consensus 3’ sequence after introns in plants (12). This
allowed us to try a “ME” tag as a first attempt, which would produce EGFP protein with a
single glutamate addition after its start codon (Figure 5.1.1b). We also tested a “MEM”
tag, where the AtP5SM cassette is flanked by GAG/AUG (E/M) codons preceding the
EGFP reporter. The “MEM” tag allows us to test for potential translation reinitiation after
the AtP5SM cassette.
N. benthamiana leaves were transiently co-infiltrated with the EGFP reporter,
DsRed2 (infiltration control), and either firefly luciferase (LUC, does not affect splicing)
or AtL5 (promotes AtP5SM exon skipping). The “ME” and “MEM” tagged EGFP
constructs were tested along with the original EGFP-AtP5SM construct which lacks an
N-terminal tag. Fluorescence scans show induced protein expression only for the
original construct (Figure 5.1.2). Neither the “ME” nor the “MEM” tagged EGFP
reporters showed a difference between the LUC and AtL5 leaf halves for any biological
replicate (n = 4, Figure 5.1.2).
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Discussion and Future Directions
In retrospect, this negative result is not surprising. The constructs were cloned
into the regular KpnI/SalI restriction sites of the pBinAR vector used previously (112).
Transcription is driven by a constitutive 35S promoter very close to the KpnI site. It is
likely that the ME and MEM tags failed because there was simply not enough upstream
sequence to be recognized as a first exon in front of the AtP5SM cassette. This was a
design flaw on our part, but the solution is clear: we need more upstream sequence.
These constructs had another flaw which we did not consider upon initial design.
Recombinant proteins with a glutamate as the second amino acid have been observed
to have reduced stability and a shorter half-lives in cells due to what is called the “N-end
rule pathway” (213–215). The ubiquitin-proteosome pathway targets proteins for
degradation at different rates, and one variable that affects protein turnover is the
second amino acid of a peptide (214). Glutamate is considered a secondary
destabilizing amino acid and it has been shown to result in increased proteasometargeting of proteins when used as an N-terminal tag in A. thaliana (215). We did not
have a ME-EGFP control without AtP5SM cassette to see if the loss of green
fluorescence could be explained by this E-tag effect. However, the N-end rule pathway
is expected to reduce green fluorescence, but not eliminate it all together (215). We
think the mis-splicing hypothesis is a more likely reason for loss of functional EGFP.
In the future, we recommend testing P5SM cassettes cloned into 5’UTR
sequences. A literature search did not yield obvious candidates for model 5’UTRs in
plants, so this would require screening various 5’UTRs for one that spliced correctly and
expressed well in leaf tissue for transient transformations, at least. If an N-terminal
peptide tag is desired instead of a 5’UTR, care should be taken to choose a sufficiently
long sequence for proper exon recognition. The smallest exon known in plants is the
potato invertase mini-exon 2 (9 nt), but exons this short are very rare (216). Since
P5SM originally comes from the TFIIIA gene, its 5’UTR may be a fitting first candidate.

5.2: Re-Engineering HyP5SM for Splicing Regulation in Mammalian
Cells
Introduction
After the success of using Hybrid Plant 5S rRNA Mimic (HyP5SM) exon to
regulate severe plant immune phenotypes (Chapters 2 and 3), we wondered if such a
strategy would be applicable in mammalian cells. To our knowledge, there are no
engineered HyP5SM-like exons for gene regulation in mammalian cells. However, just
as in plants, mammalian cells also naturally couple alternative splicing and nonsense
mediated decay to regulate gene expression using endogenous “suicide exons” or
“poison exons” (90). This strategy is called Regulated Unproductive Splicing and
Translation (RUST). Although many transcripts are known to have splice products that
are non-productive due to nonsense-mediated decay (90, 91, 116), the obstacles to
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implementing any such suicide exons as tools for genetically-encoded artificial or
orthogonal gene regulation are not trivial.
First, the alternatively spliced sequence must be modular, i.e. able to be moved
as one piece into new sequence contexts and still maintain its function. For this
property, individual introns or cassette exons (with their flanking introns included) are
ideal candidates. The success of AtP5SM and HyP5SM owes a lot to its minimal
sequence requirements; it can be cloned after an AG dinucleotide in a gene of interest
and will almost surely work (120, 179). We have only found two exceptions where this
did not work: once, when the 3’ sequence context was as far away as possible from the
consensus 3’ splice site (179) albeit even this poor context has worked for other genes
(120), and then in the ME-tag case described in Section 5.1 where we hypothesize
there was not enough upstream sequence for a first exon before the P5SM 5’ intron.
Except for these two extreme cases, AtP5SM and HyP5SM have proven to be very
modular cassette exons.
Second, the splice sites must be recognized strongly enough in the new context
that only the inserted sequence is subject to splicing. If inserting a foreign sequence
results in splicing upstream or downstream such that the gene of interest is internally
truncated, that foreign sequence is an unreliable and inconvenient method of gene
regulation. Sequences that splice using alternative 5’ or 3’ splice sites may be more
context-dependent and are not likely to be modular enough.
Third, the default splice ratio should be shifted far toward the non-productive
(NMD-targeted) splice product. The more the non-productive splice product is favored,
the more stringent the regulation of the gene of interest will be. The modifications from
OsP5SM to HyP5SM show that a spliced element may be rationally designed to
strongly improve preference for the non-productive splicing route, even if the starting
cassette exon favors the productive splice product (120).
Finally, there should be an easy and reliable researcher-manipulatable way of
switching splice product ratios from the non-productive to the productive splice product,
such that gene expression can be intentionally induced. This last point, in particular, is
difficult to achieve. The splicing fields is replete with transcriptional profiling papers
describing changes in splicing due to gradual and not naturally binary environmental
factors such as drought, heat stress, starvation, and so forth (45, 217, 218). This makes
sense from a biological systems viewpoint; endogenously, RUST-regulated genes are
likely responding to dynamic and small changes inside cells, and subtle expression
changes from many sources can lead to significant phenotype alterations. P5SM is also
endogenously part of a feedback loop that responds to gradual increases in unbound L5
ribosomal protein (112). For lab-controlled gene regulation purposes, we can coexpress or induce L5 ribosomal protein to high levels to make a pseudo-binary P5SM
response. With AtP5SM, the induced gene expression is up to 7-fold when constitutive
AtL5 is co-expression (120). With HyP5SM, induced expression is almost 100-fold when
constitutive OsL5 is co-expressed (120). The order of magnitude difference in induction
levels between AtP5SM- and HyP5SM-regulated genes in Nicotiana benthamiana is
because HyP5SM was rationally designed to be a more binary splicing system.
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Results and Discussion
EGFP-HyP5SM splices to SP-I in HEK293T cells
Since HyP5SM in plants has all the desired characteristics of an alternatively
spliced sequence suitable for stringent gene regulation, we wanted to see if it would be
feasible to use it as a starting point for an engineered splicing cassette for mammalian
cells. To determine if the plant introns would be properly recognized by mammalian
cells, pcDNA3.1(+) EGFP-HyP5SM was transfected into HEK293T cells using
lipofectamine. Mammalian and plant introns have slightly different consensus
sequences for the splice sites and especially for the branch site, but cross-kingdom
splicing fidelity has been reported previously (12). RNA was extracted and used for RTPCR to look at EGFP-HyP5SM splice products. The agarose gel showed a single
specific band at the expected size for exon-skipped SP-I, and sequencing confirmed
that the plant splice sites were correctly identified and used by HEK293T cells (Figure
5.2.1). This result demonstrates that the productive splice product can be recovered
from HEK293T cells expressing EGFP-HyP5SM. We proceeded to investigate what
might be affecting HyP5SM splicing in HEK293T cells.
Human L5 ribosomal protein does not promote HyP5SM exon skipping in plants
HyP5SM is correctly spliced out, but does not act as a suicide exon in
mammalian cells. Although SP-I is undesirable as the major splice product, previous
engineering from AtP5SM to OsP5SM to HyP5SM has shown that SP-I levels may be
reduced. In N. benthamiana leaves, AtP5SM shows moderate levels of SP-I by RTPCR, even without co-expression of AtL5 protein (120). This background level of SP-I is
hypothesized to be due to endogenous N. benthamiana L5 ribosomal protein interacting
with AtP5SM, since both sequences come from dicot plants. To overcome this issue, a
hybrid sequence was engineered using portions of the AtP5SM cassette and the more
distantly related Oryza sativa (rice) P5SM. The resulting HyP5SM responds only to
monocot OsL5 and shows reduced background SP-I in N. benthamiana, supporting the
hypothesis that endogenous L5 ribosomal protein was an issue with AtP5SM (120).
Since HyP5SM appears to splice completely to SP-I in HEK293T, we hypothesize that
this is due to loss of an exon-defining splice product present in plants, but not in human
cells (Figure 5.2.1). An alternative hypothesis is that human L5 ribosomal protein
interacts with HyP5SM and actively promotes SP-I. In order to rule out this possibility,
we tested to see if HsL5 would promote expression from EGFP-HyP5SM in our usual
plant system. We graciously obtained the coding sequence for HsL5 from Kathleen
Collin’s group, sequence verified it, and cloned it into the binary expression vector,
pBinAR, for Agrobacterium-mediated infiltration and constitutive expression in plants. N.
benthamiana leaves were co-infiltrated with pBinAR EGFP-HyP5SM (splicing reporter),
pBinAR DsRed2 (infiltration control), and either pBinAR firefly luciferase (LUC, does not
affect splicing) or pBinAR OsL5 (promotes SP-I) or pBinAR HsL5. Plants were left under
constant light for 3 days post-infiltration (dpi) to accumulate maximum protein levels as
per the usual protocol (112). Leaves were scanned for EGFP fluorescence (ex/em:
488/520 nm) and DsRed2 fluorescence (ex/em: 532/580 nm). Leaf halves with HsL5
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showed fluorescence similar to that seen in the leaf halves with LUC (Figure 5.2.2).
Human L5 ribosomal protein does not appear to actively promote HyP5SM exon
skipping or gene expression from HyP5SM-regulated genes. We proceeded with the
hypothesis that HEK293T lacks the necessary splice factor for exon definition.
Co-expression of RSZ32 does not promote HyP5SM exon retention in HEK293T
The members of the plant-specific RS2Z sub-family of serine/arginine-rich (SR)
proteins, RSZ32 and RSZ33, are candidates for the putative splice factor that promotes
AtP5SM and HyP5SM exon retention in dicot plants (Chapter 4). We hypothesized that
they might be the missing factors in HEK293T cells. The inner splice sites of the
HyP5SM cassette, the 5’intron/exon and exon/3’intron junctions, might not be
recognized strongly enough in HEK293T cells for HyP5SM exon definition. Exogenous
SR proteins that promote exon definition in their native organisms have previously been
found to promote splicing of weak introns in unicellular organisms lacking alternative
splicing (20). With this in mind, pcDNA3.1(+) RSZ32 coding sequence (CDS) was cotransfected with pcDNA3.1(+) EGFP-HyP5SM in HEK293T cells. After a day,
transfected cells were examined under a microscope for EGFP expression and then
collected for RNA extraction and RT-PCR analysis. Cells expressed EGFP fluorescence
and no difference was observed (Figure 5.2.3c). After extracting RNA and verifying
splicing by RT-PCR, a faint band at the expected size for SP-II was observed. This was
unexpected since a previous pilot experiment had not shown any SP-II (Figure 5.2.1).
We attempted to extract the band from the gel for sequence verification, but it was too
faint to recover.
The amplified bands in the RT-PCR did not show a clear difference in splice
ratios or the predicted SP-II product with RSZ32 as compared to empty vector (Figure
5.2.3ab), supporting the observations with the fluorescence microscope. This result can
be explained various ways: RSZ32 contains a domain architecture not found in
mammalian splice factors and the protein may not be stable outside of plant cells. The
Barta lab which discovered RSZ32 and RSZ33 has reported difficulties expressing fulllength recombinant RSZ33 in E.coli and yeast (189), and presumably stability could be
an issue for RSZ32 in HEK293T cells as well. RSZ32 and RSZ33 share 71% identity
and likely have related functions and interactions. RSZ33 is known to interact with other
plant-specific splice factors such as the SCL sub-family of SR proteins (189), and none
of these proteins are available in HEK293T cells either. We decided not to attempt to
reconstitute the RSZ32 or RSZ33 protein complexes in human cells. Exogenous
expression of foreign splice factors would surely have many pleiotropic effects, so we
sought a different solution to recover HyP5SM exon definition.
Selection of SR protein-binding sequences for rational design of mammalian HyP5SM
Based on both our model of HyP5SM exon retention (Figure 5.2.1) and the
diverse sequence and length of the L2 loop in P5SM structures between plants (112), it
is worth considering that the factor(s) that promote P5SM exon retention may vary
between monocots and dicots and other plants. The P2 stem structure below the L2
loop has nucleotides conserved with >97% identity among plants (112). The P2 stem
structure is required for interaction of L5 ribosomal protein with both P5SM RNA and
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eukaryotic 5S rRNA, but the L2 loop is not required for L5 ribosomal protein binding
(112, 193). Monocot OsP5SM lacks the purine-rich sequence required for exon
retention of dicot AtP5SM, yet it still appears to function similarly as a suicide exon. If
the splice factors responsible for exon definition of the otherwise highly conserved
P5SM structure may vary and bind diverse L2 loops, then we propose that altering the
L2 loop to contain motifs known to bind mammalian splice factors may be a way to
recover SP-II as the primary splice product in HEK293T cells. The rational design of
HyP5SM is precedent suggesting that this strategy may work.
We began with targeted bioinformatics and database searches to compile
information about individual mammalian splice factors. We narrowed our list of target
mammalian SR proteins to those highly associated with alternative splicing and splice
site selection, and discarded SR proteins best known for other regulatory functions such
as transcription regulation. We searched the scientific literature for RNA motifs
empirically found to bind these mammalian splice factors through such techniques as
Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) and UVcrosslinking experiments (Table 5.2.1). We proceeded to search the literature for
examples of motifs that were tested in vitro using splicing-competent cell extracts and
that were found to promote splice factor recruitment, intron excision, and other changes
in splicing. Motifs verified in vivo were highly desired, but not found. Notably, previous
researchers have observed that the consensus sequence itself is sometimes not the
best sequence to recruit SR proteins (55). This may be due to an averaging effect of the
consensus that masks important nucleotide pairings present in various individual high
binding affinity sequences. For consensus sequences listed in Table 5.2.1, we looked
for the best “hits” in the original source articles and selected those sequences when
available. In cases where top hits were very similar to each other, we chose a top hit
and then another hit that was less similar. We did not know which loop modification, if
any, might work best in our P5SM structure context, so we wanted some sequence
diversity in our initial experiments. Table 5.2.2 shows the selected motifs.
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TABLE 5.2.1: Binding Motifs for Selected Mammalian Splice Factors.
SR protein

ASF/SF2

SC35

9G8

SRp55/B52

SRp40

Binding

Method

Ref

RGAAGAAC

SELEX

(219)

AGGACRRAGC

SELEX

(219)

SRSASGA

Functional SELEX

(220)

UGRWG

CLIP

(221)

AGSAGAGUA

SELEX

(219)

GUUCGAGUA

SELEX

(219)

GRYYcSYR

Functional SELEX

(55)

UGUUCSAGWU

SELEX

(222)

GWUWCCUGCUA

SELEX

(222)

GGGUAUGCUG

SELEX

(222)

GAGCAGUAGKS

SELEX

(222)

AGGAGAU

SELEX

(222)

UGCNGYY

Functional SELEX

(208)

UCAACA

UV cross-linking

(223)

ACGAGAGAY

SELEX

(222)

GGACGACGAG

Functional SELEX

(208)

USCGKM

Functional SELEX

(220)

UCAACCAGGCGAC

SELEX

(224)

GAGCAGUCGGCUC

SELEX

(211)

ACDGS
Functional SELEX
(220)
N: any; R: purine (A/G); Y: pyrimidine (T/C); D: A, G, or U; K: U or G; M: A or C; S: G or C; W: A or U
*Table modified from Long and Caceres review (185).

Selected sequences inserted into the L2 loop of OsP5SM
Fortuitously, the L2 loop of OsP5SM was found to closely match one of the
SELEX consensus sequences for ASF/SF2 protein: RGAAGAAC, where R = A or G
(219). A sequence matching the consensus, AGAAGAAC, requires adding only one
nucleotide (bolded and underlined) to the OsP5SM L2 loop. This observation implicates
the ASF/SF2 sub-family of plant SR proteins as potential regulators of OsP5SM splicing
in its endogenous organism, Oryza sativa (rice). We decided to add pcDNA3.1(+)
EGFP-OsP5SM to our screen. The additional +1 nt insertion was also generated to
match the RGAAGAAC consensus and called Hy-ASFv1; another mutant to match the
SRSASGA consensus was called Hy-ASFv2 (Table 5.2.1, Figure 5.2.4). The selected
sequences were cloned by performing site-specific mutagenesis PCR using OsP5SM
as a template (same backbone as HyP5SM).
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To further target ASF/SF2, we followed the example of Take and Manley and
used three copies of octamer AGAAGAAC (“A3” motif), which together have been
shown to function as a splicing enhancer (219). This octamer binding site for ASF/SF2
was found using SELEX, then tested for function in vitro by placing 80 nt downstream of
the second intron of α-globin (219). This intron is normally poorly spliced out due to
weak splice sites, by the A3 motif enhanced splicing in vitro in an ASF/SF2-dependent
manner. The A3 insertion adds +60 nt to the L2 loop of OsP5SM, now called HyP5SMA3. This insertion is the largest of the L2 loop modifications, so we were especially
concerned that it might affect the integrity of the P5SM RNA structure. Using the Mfold
server to computationally predict RNA structure of the entire HyP5SM-A3 exon
sequence, the highest scoring structures all predicted that the P2 stem which holds the
L2 loop will still form (Figure 5.2.5). Significantly, the AA dinucleotide bulge in the P2
loop is preserved in the top five predicted structure models (Figure 5.2.5). An A(A|U)
dinucleotide bulge is highly conserved across P5SM structures in plants (present as AA
>90%, sometimes AU). The 5S rRNA structure also has a highly conserved dinucleotide
bulge in the equivalent Helix III stem, present as CA in A. thaliana and as AA in
Xenopus laevis (112, 225). This small bulge is essential for L5-5S rRNA and L5-P5SM
binding and is thought to be the initial contact point between L5 ribosomal protein and
5S rRNA, and presumably this is true for P5SM as well (112, 225, 226). For inducible
gene expression purposes in the future, it is desirably to maintain the ability for
HyP5SM-A3 to interact with L5 ribosomal protein. Since the RNA structure prediction
program estimates that the essential dinucleotide bulge and other important structural
components of P5SM will remain intact, the three octamers of A3 and spacer regions
(+60 nt total) were cloned into the L2 loop of OsP5SM using extension PCR.
In order to target SC35 protein, the Krainer group’s D2 motif was cloned into the
OsP5SM L2 loop (+20 nt) to generate HyP5SM-D2 (Figure 5.2.4). The D2 motif is a
specific exonic splicing enhancer (ESE) sequence, one of the highest scoring
sequences in the functional SELEX experiment that produced the GRYYcSYR octamer
consensus for SC35 protein binding (55). It is notable because it was tested in two
different contexts and found to promote exon skipping in vitro for both, making it more
likely that it may function for HyP5SM-D2 as well. Although not as large as the A3
sequence, the D2 motif expands the L2 loop by a considerable 20 nt. Mfold analysis to
predict RNA structure for HyP5SM-D2 estimates that the P2 stem will form properly in
this HyP5SM variant as well (not shown).
Finally, to target the 9G8 protein, a zinc knuckle-containing SR protein like
RSZp22 in plants (shown to alter HyP5SM-regulated splicing in Chapter 4), we utilized
the 6-18 and 6-24 motifs identified through SELEX by Schaal and Maniatis (208). These
motifs add 18 nt and 19 nt, respectively, and Mfold again predicts that neither will affect
the integrity of the P2 stem (not shown). Both motifs were tested functionally by cloning
them downstream of the model splicing reporter Drosophila dsx, a substrate with weak
splice sites that requires an enhancer to splice. The 6-18 sequence required 9G8
protein to splice, whereas both 9G8 and SC35 could promote splicing with the 6-24
sequence (208).
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TABLE 5.2.2: Modified OsP5SM L2 loop sequences.
Name

Motif

L2 loop

Target Splice
Factor(s)

Δnt

Ref

HyP5SM [top]
OsP5SM1 [bottom]

Mutated to
resemble
AtP5SM loop

…UCCCAaagaGAGAACU…
…UCCCA----GAGAACU…

?

+4

(120)

OsP5SM1

-

…UCCCAGAGAACU…

Unsure, but
similar to
ASF/SF2 motif

+0

(120)

Hy-ASFv1

RGAAGAAC

…UCCCAGAaGAACU…

ASF/SF2
(SELEX)

+1

(219)

Hy-ASFv2

SRSASGA

…UCCgAGAcGAACU…

ASF/SF2
(SELEX)

+1

(220)

HyP5SM-A3

A3 motif
(AGAAGAAC
octamer and
spacers)

ASF/SF2
(Functional)

+60

(219)

HyP5SM-D2

D2 motif
(GRYYcSYR
consensus)

Hy-6-24

6-24 motif

Hy-6-18

6-18 motif

…UCCCAGA au ucu cgac
agaagaac ucu cgac
agaagaac ucu cgac
agaagaac ucgagucuaga
GAACU…
…UCCCA
ggggacauacucggccgcag
GAGAACU…
…UCCCA
uuugcggucuccggccucc--CU…

SC35
(Functional)

+20

(55)

SC35 and 9G8
(Functional)

+19

(208)

…UCCgAcgccauggacgac
GAGAACU…

9G8
(Functional)

+18

(208)

*Loop sequence lengths are 8 to 60 nt. Red text is change from OsP5SM. Bold and underlined text is
region that matches the motif or previously tested sequence.

Splicing from new HyP5SM variants shows some exon retention
HEK293T cells were transfected with constitutive expression vector pcDNA3.1(+)
carrying the indicated HyP5SM variants. After incubating overnight, cells were collected
for RNA extract, DNase treatment, cDNA synthesis (with oligo dT primers) and RTPCR. An initial RT-PCR with primers annealing about 100 bp outside the splice sites
(such that SP-I is 200 bp) showed no noticeable SP-II amplification (Figure 5.2.6a).
However, repeating the RT-PCR with SP-II specific primers showed SP-II product for
most of the HyP5SM variants (Figure 5.2.6bc). With primers specific for SP-II, we were
able to visualize some SP-II product even from the original EGFP-HyP5SM. The best
amplification of SP-II came from EGFP-HyP5SM-A3, the one variant with three copies
of a consensus sequence. The bands from EGFP-HyP5SM-D2 are also very good, as
expected from a top result from a functional SELEX screen. The 6-24 bands appear
weaker. Overall, these are good results that indicate that the splice ratios may be
altered using SR protein binding sequences inserted into the L2 loop. Although none of
the tested samples indicates that we successfully engineered a suicide exon — as
would be indicated by a major splice product of SP-II – the results are not completely
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negative. This is promising for a first attempt and suggests that HyP5SM may yet be
able to be engineered for use in mammalian cells. Notably, the RT-PCR using primers
to amplify all splice products shows a specific band around 500 bp which could
correspond to splice products retaining the 5’ intron and exon (478 bp for HyP5SM) or
the exon and 3’ intron (530 bp for HyP5SM) (Figure 5.2.6c). The presence of this band
may indicate that one of the inner splice site junctions between the introns and the
HyP5SM exon variants is not efficiently targeted in HEK293T cells. These intronretaining splice products are visible in plant samples as well (see Chapter 2), but they
are never stronger than SP-I or SP-II in properly splicing samples.
Intron strength analysis
The A. thaliana-derived introns in EGFP-HyP5SM were scanned for predicted
human branch sites using the SVM-BPfinder tool for mammalian U2 branch point
prediction, set to Homo sapien. The server is hosted by Universitat Pompeu Febra,
Barcelona at:
< http://regulatorygenomics.upf.edu/Software/SVM_BP/>
Both the 3’ and 5’ introns had at least three segments matching the human
branch site consensus sequence >75% (see bolded black text in Figure 5.2.7). The
sequence of the introns was also scanned manually for pyrimidine-rich (Y-rich)
segments which are a characteristic of mammalian intron branch sites, differing slightly
from the plant preference for AU-rich segments in introns (12). The entire 5’ intron (150
bp) contains 57 U (38%) and 21 C (24%), together 52% Y-rich. The entire 3’ intron (98
bp) is composed of 48 U (48.98%) and 16 C (16.33%), together 65.31% Y-rich.
Additionally, the 3’ intron had longer clusters of Y-rich segments, reaching 79% in some
cases. The 5’ intron had shorter Y-rich segments spaced around the intron. By this
analysis, the 3’ intron is predicted to be a stronger intron for mammalian cells. The 5’
intron is relatively lacking in pyrimidine content and lengthy Y-rich segments. Based on
this information, we predict that the potential intron-retaining product present in the RTPCRs (Figure 5.2.6) is a splice product retaining both the 5’ intron and the HyP5SM
exon variants. This splice product is expected to be non-functional because the coding
sequence would still be interrupted by the 3’ intron, resulting in premature termination
codons and mRNA targeted by nonsense-mediated decay.
Future directions
Based on the RT-PCR with primers specific for SP-II, it appears that the A3 motif
worked best from all the HyP5SM variants (Figure 5.2.6b). When designing the first
batch of variants, we were concerned about adding large sequences to the L2 loop. We
did not want to disrupt the structured P5SM RNA element. However, it appears from
Mfold predictions and the RT-PCR that this concern was not warranted. In the future,
we recommend that the next batch of HyP5SM variants for testing in mammalian cells
have duplicate or triplicate consensus sequences separated by spacers as done for the
A3 motif (Figure 5.2.5). The longer length of the L2 loop (“loop” used here casually for
lack of empirical structure information) may be beneficial specifically because it has
more consensus binding sequence copies or, in the case of HyP5SM-D2 which only
had one consensus sequence, the longer (>8 nt) consensus binding sequences may
improve affinity.
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In the future, splicing to the SP-II product may be improved by modifying or
replacing the A. thaliana 5’ intron which is a component of all HyP5SM variant cassettes
tested here, including the original HyP5SM and OsP5SM cassettes. The plant 5’ intron
is enriched for uracils, but not for cytosines, reducing its total pyrimidine content. This
can be remedied by utilizing a 5’ mammalian intron instead.
Finally, it is unclear how much the lack of apparent SP-II in RT-PCR gels is due
to production rates (no enough splicing to SP-II) or degradation rates (nonsensemediated decay). Plants are predicted to have less efficient nonsense-mediated decay
targeting than mammalian cells and intron-retaining splice products are more common
in RT-PCRs with plant samples (197). In order to better visualize the transcribed splice
ratios and assess which HyP5SM variant may be resulting in more SP-II, we propose
repeating the transfection experiments and RT-PCR under reduced nonsense-mediated
decay conditions. This can be done in HeLa cells transfected to express shRNAs that
target Upf1 protein, an essential protein in the nonsense-mediated decay complex. This
Upf1 knockdown will make it easier to screen for constructs that splice to SP-II in the
future. The goal is to design a construct that acts as a suicide exon by default, resulting
in low background expression of the gene of interest, but which can be inducibly
skipped to recover protein expression. In plants, this is achieved with the HyP5SM
suicide exon and induced skipping of HyP5SM by co-expression with OsL5. In
mammalian cells, HyP5SM has some promising initial results, but requires additional
engineering to become a mammalian suicide exon. If this is achieved, we predict that
expression can be recovered with OsL5 due to the strong binding affinity between the
OsP5SM RNA backbone structure and OsL5 ribosomal protein. Based on previous
binding research between L5 ribosomal protein and 5S rRNA (193), OsL5 is not
expected to require additional co-factors in mammalian cells.
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5.3: Figures

FIGURE 5.1.1. Constructs to test far upstream insertion of AtP5SM cassette. These constructs were
designed to test the possibility of making AtP5SM act as an N-terminal tag. Green circles are start
codons. Red octagons indicate the premature stop codon in the AtP5SM exon. Splicing products
decisions are noted by red lines (for SP-II) and green lines (for SP-I). (a) MER tag would be used for other
genes, (b) ME tag for EGFP, (c) MEM tag. Tania Gonzalez cloned constructs for testing.

FIGURE 5.1.2. Leaf scans show no EGFP expression from far upstream constructs. N. benthamiana
leaves scanned 3 dpi for EGFP and DsRed2 fluorescence. (a) ME-EGFP-AtP5SM, (b) MEM-EGFPAtP5SM, (c) Original EGFP-AtP5SM as control. Malathy Sridhar performed experiment.
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FIGURE 5.2.1. HyP5SM exon definition and alternative splicing in plants and mammalian cells. (ac) Models for HyP5SM regulation and expected major splice products. (a) In dicot plants such as N.
benthamiana and A. thaliana, SP-II is the major default splice product. (b) Upon co-expression of OsL5,
the splicing shifts to favor SP-I, presumably through a displacement model. (c, d) In HEK293T cells, SP-I
is the major splice product, presumably due to absence of the putative splice factor (SF) in plants. This
model also explains why induction of strong transcription from HyP5SM-regulated genes in plants results
in SP-I in the absence of OsL5 (see Chapters 2). (d) RT-PCR to see the splice products from HEK293T
cells transfected with pcDNA3.1(+) EGFP-HyP5SM or empty vector. No OsL5 is present. Only one splice
product was detected. Gel extraction and sequencing confirms that it is SP-I. (e) Sequence around the
E/R codons (GAG/AGA) in EGFP where the HyP5SM cassette was inserted. The SP-I product joins the
GAG and AGA codons together again, resulting in recovery of the EGFP coding sequence.
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FIGURE 5.2.2. Human L5 ribosomal protein does not promote expression from EGFP-HyP5SM in
plants. N. benthamiana leaves transiently transformed by Agrobacterium-mediated infiltration with
pBinAR EGFP-HyP5SM, DsRed2, and either firefly luciferase (LUC) or a coding sequence of L5
ribosomal protein from rice (OsL5) or humans (HsL5). (a) Comparison of HsL5 versus positive control
OsL5 on different leaf halves. (b) Comparison of HsL5 versus negative control LUC on different leaf
halves. Leaves were scanned together at 3 dpi for EGFP (488/520) and DsRed2 (532/580) fluorescence.
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FIGURE 5.2.3. RSZ32 has no effect on EGFP-HyP5SM in HEK293T, compared to empty vector. (a)
RT-PCR for EGFP-HyP5SM splice products. HEK293T cells were co-transfected with pcDNA3.1(+)
EGFP-HyP5SM and either pcDNA3.1(+) RSZ32 CDS or pcDNA3.1(+) empty vector. (b) Same RT-PCR
and higher exposure shows faint SP-II band indicating that there is some amount of exon retention in
HEK293T cells. (c) Microscope image at 20X magnification for bright field and EGFP fluorescence.
HEK293T cells were co-transfected as in (a).
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FIGURE 5.2.4. L2 Loop Modifications of Various Sizes. OsP5SM is used as a structural backbone for
all modifications shown here. (a) The original Hybrid P5SM (HyP5SM) is a modification of the OsP5SM
structure (+4 nt in blue). (b) The L2 loop of OsP5SM is already similar to some various consensus binding
sequences for ASF/SF2 protein, and point mutations (red text) were sufficient to conform to the
consensus. (c) HyP5SM-D2 has a considerably larger insertion (red text). The D2 motif sequence is
predicted to bind SC35 protein. (d) Insertion of another functional sequence. The 6-18 motif is predicted
to bind 9G8 protein, a zinc knuckle-containing SR protein.
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FIGURE 5.2.5. Predicted HyP5SM-A3 structure preserves P2 stem and essential dinucleotide
bulge. The longest insertion into the L2 loop is the +60nt addition of Tacke and Manley’s A3 sequence
shown previously to function as a splicing enhancer targeted by AFS/SF2 protein (219). The sequence
was strategically inserted into a location of the L2 loop that minimized the size of the insert (red text). The
entire HyP5SM-A3 exon (including sequence flanking the structured region) was input into Mfold to
analyze predicted structures. The top predicted structures all preserve the base of the original L2 loop
and the P2 stem (blue text), including the critical AA dinucleotide bulge (blue arrow). Shown here is the
P2 stem and modified L2 loop in the top predicted structure. The OsP5SM backbone structure is
supported by in-line proving analysis in previous research and the figure is a modified version based on
that structure (112).
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FIGURE 5.2.6. RT-PCR shows improved exon retention. HEK293T cells were transfected with
pcDNA3.1(+) vector carrying the indicated EGFP-HyP5SM-variant. (a) RT-PCR using primers outside the
splice sites primarily finds SP-I. Some samples appear weaker than others. This might be due to
degradation issues in the samples, so bands should not be compared quantitatively. (b) RT-PCR with
different biological replicates. Using SP-II specific primers successfully amplifies exon-retaining SP-II (red
circle on right of band indicates expected size). For some samples, such as HyP5SM-A3 and HyP5SMD2, the SP-II band is very apparent. For some genes, there are biological replicates (indicated with “rep”).
(c) More samples, with both primer sets. Yellow circle on right side of bands indicates expected SP-I size.
SP-II specific RT-PCR samples are repeated from (b). Note non-specific bands from empty vector.
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FIGURE 5.2.7. Arabidopsis intron branch site strength analysis. The DNA amplified from the RT-PCR
primer set for all splice products from EGFP-HyP5SM (EGFP in green text), 628 bp for pre-mRNA. Full
sequence lines account for 100 bp. The HyP5SM 5’ intron and 3’ intron are 98 bp and 150 bp,
respectively (black text). The HyP5SM exon (pink text) is 180 bp. Predicted human branch sites in introns
are indicated in black bold text. Regions of enriched for pyrimidines (a characteristic of branch sites) are
labeled as Y-rich, with % pyrimidine content and segment length noted. The 3’ intron has more Y-rich
segments than the 5’ intron, and they are less interrupted.
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5.4: Materials and Methods
Site-Specific Mutagenesis for Modified HyP5SMs for Mammalian Expression
Primer pairs were designed according to the guidelines of the QuikChange
manual (Invitrogen). PCR reactions of 60 µL volume were set up using PfuTurbo DNA
Polymerase AD with 1X of the supplied stock 10X Cloned Pfu Reaction Buffer AD, plus
the QuikSolution from the QuikChange Lightning Kit (Invitrogen). Reactions were set up
in duplicate with 0% or 4.2% DMSO because the P5SM element is highly structured and
was expected to cause problems. Primers were added in 0.3 µM final concentration.
The reactions contained 100 ng of pcDNA3.1(+) OsP5SM as template. Reactions were
found to work best with an extension time of 1 min/kb, rounded up, and a lower
temperature PCR program: 95°C 2m initial melting, 18 cycles of (95°C 20s, 55°C 30s,
68°C 7m), 68°C 15m final extension, 4°C hold.
The segment with longer insertions (>4 bp) were cloned using extension PCR,
with two primers adding the overhang and amplifying away from the L2 loop, then joined
together in a 2-piece-ligation PCR. See Chapter 2.6 for detailed advice for joining large
pieces together by PCR.
Cloning Vectors for Expression in HEK293T
The pcDNA3.1(+) vector used here drives gene transcription using the human
cytomegalovirus immediate-early gene (CMV) promoter. EGFP-HyP5SM variants and
RSZ32 CDS were cloned into the vector’s multi-cloning site using restriction digestion
and ligation. To ensure strong transcription, a Kozak consensus sequence for mammals
was cloned upstream of the start codon for each construct. Ligation products were used
to transform chemically competent TOP10 E.coli, selected on LB agar with 50 µg/mL
carbenicillin. Positive colonies were cultured, miniprepped (with QIAGEN kit), and sent
for sequencing to verify identity. Minipreps were eluted in sterile water for transfection
into HEK293T cells.
HEK293T Transfections
HEK293T cells were cultured in a UC Berkeley BSL-2 facility under sterile
conditions. They were grown with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) high
glucose, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone Fetal Bovine Serum from
Thermo Fisher Scientific) and pyruvate (Gibco, CAT # 11995-065). The incubator was
set to 37°C and with 5% CO2 to maintain physiological pH. The cell media was prewarmed to 37°C for 30 min before it was added to cells, to avoid temperature shock.
Cells were maintained by replacing growth media and diluting concentration as needed.
Every 2-3 days once ~90% confluency was reached: media was removed, cells were
washed with 1X PBS buffer (, cells were treated with trypsin solution to detach
(incubated in 37°C for 4-5 minutes), the trypsin solution was removed, and fresh growth
media was added. Cells were split 1:6 and immediately plated onto clean petri dishes
after contact with fresh media (because they begin to attach again).
A day before transfections, cells were split again 1:5. On the day of transfection,
cells had reached ~65-70% confluency. Cell viability was accessed using a small aliquot
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of freshly trypsinized and resuspended cells (100 µL) stained with Trypan blue dye (100
µL) and counted under a Haemocytometer. A minimum of 2 quadrants were counted,
where 1 live cell (not blue stained) per quadrant represents 1 x 10 4 cells/mL in the
stock. Since cells were diluted 1:2 with Trypan blue, here 2 live cells (not blue stained)
represents 1 x 104 cells/mL in the original undiluted stock of resuspended cells. Based
on this calculated live cell concentration, 2.13 x 106 cells were added per 60 mm petri
dish, or 4.5 x 105 cells were added per well in a 12-well plate.
DNA for transfection was purified with QIAGEN’s miniprep spin column kit, eluted
with sterile water. Plasmid concentrations were normalized to facilitate transfections.
Cells were transfected or co-transfected with maximum 1 µg vector DNA using
OPTI-MEM (REF # 31985-062, Gibco by Life Technologies) and Lipofectamine 2000
(REF # 11668-027, Invitrogen) following the suggested protocol.
Sequencing Splice Products from HEK293T
Splice products were sequence verified by running RT-PCR product on an
agarose gel and extracting the desired band for purification by QIAquick Gel Extraction
Kit (QIAGEN). The purified oligo was inserted into pCR2.1-TOPO vector following the
TOPA TA Cloning Manual (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and vectors in positive E.coli
colonies were sequenced following standard practices.
RNA Extraction and RT-PCR
Prior to RNA isolation, media was removed and cells were washed with 1X PBS
buffer. A volume of 1 mL TRIzol Reagent (REF # 15596-026, Ambion by Life
Technologies) was added per well in 12-well plates. RNA was isolated using TRIzol,
following the reagent protocol supplied by Ambion. RNA was DNase-treated with RQ1
(Promega) and cDNA was synthesized using oligo(dT) primers and AMV Reverse
Transcriptase (New England Biolabs). RT-PCR was performed using primers binding
EGFP at sites ~10 bp outside the EGFP-HyP5SM splice sites (for SP-I size of 200 bp)
or with a primer set made specific for SP-II by amplifying over the HyP5SM exon
junctions with EGFP. RT-PCR was run with Taq DNA Polymerase with ThermoPol
buffer (New England Biolabs).
Microscopy
HEK293T were visualized on an inverted microscope (AxioObserver) in the UC
Berkeley Molecular Imaging Center. The multi-D acquire setting was set for DAPI and
GFP, and the field of focus was previewed using for BrightField (BF) to select areas
with cells. Exposure settings: GFP: 0.020 sec exposure; BF: 20 msec exposure.
RNA Structure Prediction
RNA sequence was input into the Mfold web server hosted by the RNA Institute
(227). The temperature was set to 37°C and other settings were left as default. Mfold
URL: <http://unafold.rna.albany.edu/?q=mfold>
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Appendix
TABLE A1: Primers used for cloning and analysis in Chapters 2 and 3.
Sequence Legend:
lowercase bold = restriction enzyme (RE) site
lowercase & not bold = random nucleotides for efficient RE digest or
overlapping sequence for infusion cloning
lowercase with gray highlight = att site for BP recombination reaction
UPPERCASE = primer sequence
UPPERCASE UNDERLINE = point mutation
UPPERCASE BOLD ITALIC = overlap with HyP5SM
F = forward primer; R = reverse primer
NAME
EXPERIMENT; 5’3’ SEQUENCE
SITE
>>> RT-PCR analysis of splice products. Primers are to amplify all splice products unless
otherwise specified.
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/V)
TLG36
CGGAAAACTCGCTGGCGTCCA
F
TLG58
TGCGAATCACCAACGGCATTTCAC
R
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/V), SP-I specific
TLG83
ACGTCGAGGTAAGTTCCGATGG
F
TLG84
AGCATCTGCTCCACACCG
R
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/P)
TLG26
AGACCCTGCAAGGCAAG
F
TLG57
TGCGACCTTGTTGTGCATCGATCA
R
ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (E128)
GL35
GAACGGGATGATTTGATTGGCGAG
F
TLG81
ACTGCTTCCTCCAATCGGTGC
R
ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (E168)
TLG82
CACTAGGCTAGTAACAACCTATTCGG
F
GL36
GGGTGCGAAAAAGTCAACATCGTG
R
>>> Other RT-PCR primers for A. thaliana samples
RPP1 (WsB allele specific, amplifies coding sequence and
intron-retaining product)
TLG155
GCTCTACATGAGAGACTGCAAGG
F
TLG156
GCGTTTCCAAAAGAGGGAAGC
R
Bs2 resistance gene
TLG191
GATTGTCGGGATGGGAGGCA
F
TLG192
ACGCCATCCCACACTTCACA
R
EF1alpha housekeeping gene from A. thaliana
MS62
GCTCTATGGAAGTTCGAGACC
F
MS63
GTGTGGCAATCGAGAACTGG
R
OsL5 full-length
attactcgagATGGGAGGGTTTGTCAAGACCC
TLG47
F XhoI
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tatgctactagtTCACTCATCATCCTCTTCCTCGTC
R SpeI
OsL5 internal product, for nested PCR
TLG86
CTCACGCTCCGTGGTTTGGACCAGG
F
TLG87
CTCAGGTTCCTCCTCCGCCATAGACC
R
>>> Other RT-PCR primers for N. benthamiana samples
OsL5 internal product optimized for specificity
TLG88
ACCGTGTCTTTGGTGCCCTCAAG
F
TLG87
CTCAGGTTCCTCCTCCGCCATAGACC
R
>>> Extension primers to insert HyP5SM cassette into avrBs2-HA at E/V codon site
(GAA/GTC  GAG/GTA). E=E308.
ATGGTTTTCACTCTTTTGGTGTGTAGGTAAGTTCCGATGG
TLG43
CGTGCCGGTGTT
F
CTCATGACAAGAGGATGCATAAATCTACCTCGAC
TLG44
GTCCAGCTCCAGATTGCGGTA
R
>>> Extension primers to insert HyP5SM cassette into avrBs2-HA at E/P codon site
(GAG/CCGGAG/CCA). E=E123.
TLG32
CACTCTTTTGGTGTGTAGCCAGTGTATCTGGATACCGCC
F
GACAAGAGGATGCATAAATCTACCTCCAGTGTGCCGGCA
TLG33
GCAA
R
GCTGCCGGCACACTGGAGGTAGATTTATGCATCCTCTTGT
TLG34
C
F
CGGTATCCAGATACACTGGCTACACACCAAAAGAGTGAA
TLG35
AACC
R
>>> Extension primers to insert HyP5SM cassette into ATR1Δ51-FLAG at E128 codon site
(E/A; GAA/GCTGAG/GCT)
GL31
CACTCTTTTGGTGTGTAGGCTCTCGCCACTAGGCTAG
F
GACAAGAGGATGCATAAATCTACCTCATCATAGGTATCAT
GL30
GGAGTGG
R
>>> Extension primers to insert HyP5SM cassette into ATR1Δ51-FLAG at E168 codon site
(E/A; GAA/GCAGAG/GCA)
GL33
CACTCTTTTGGTGTGTAGGCAGTGGCATCACTATGGAA
F
GACAAGAGGATGCATAAATCTACCTCCTCCAATCGGTGC
GL32B
G
R
>>> Primers to amplify the full-length HyP5SM cassette, including introns, for use in 3-pieceligation PCR, previously published (120)
DNA37
GTAGATTTATGCATCCTCTTGTCATGAG
F
DNA38
CTACACACCAAAAGAGTGAAAACCAT
R
>>> Cloning into pTA7001 (into the XhoI/SpeI site), XbaI ends are compatible with SpeI ends
avrBs2-HA; avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/P and E/V)
ttactcgagATGCGTATCGGTCCTCTGCAACCTTC
TLG45
F XhoI
catttctagaCTACGCATAGTCAGGAACATCGTATGGGTAATCC R XbaI
TLG46
ATR1Δ51-FLAG; ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (E128 and E168)
ttactcgagATGGCGCAGACAGCTC
GL28
F XhoI
catttctagaTTAGCCTTTGTCGTCATCG
GL29
R XbaI
OsL5
attactcgagATGGGAGGGTTTGTCAAGACCC
TLG47
F XhoI
tatgctactagtTCACTCATCATCCTCTTCCTCGTC
TLG52
R SpeI
OsL5-6xHis
attactcgagATGGGAGGGTTTGTCAAGACCC
TLG47
F XhoI
cagtgactagtTCAGTGGTGATGATGGTGATGA
TLG80
R SpeI
>>> Cloning into pBinAR (into the KpnI/SalI site)
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA (E/P and E/V)
ttaggtaccATGCGTATCGGTCCTCTGCAACCTTC
TLG53
F KpnI
cattgtcgacCTACGCATAGTCAGGAACATCGTATGGGTA
TLG54
R SalI
TLG52
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Primers to make OsL5-6xHis from OsL5 template
attaggtaccATGGGAGGGTTTGTCAAGACCC
cttgtcgacTCAGTGGTGATGATGGTGATGACCGGATCCCTCA
TLG65
TCATCCTCTTCCTCGTC
>>> Sequencing primers
pTA7001
TLG39
AACGACGGCCAGTGAATTCTCGAAG
pBinAR
BinFor
CTATCCTTCGCAAGACCCTTCCTCTATA
BinRev
AATATCATGCGATCATAGGCGTCT
TLG51

F
R

KpnI
SalI

F
F
R

TABLE A2: Primers used to generate multi-gene pTKan plasmids in Chapter 3.
Color coding is as in Table A1.
NAME
YL1
YL2
YL3
YL4
YL5
YL6
YL7
YL8
YL9
YL10
YL11
YL12
YL13
YL14
YL15
YL16
YL17
YL14
YL18
YL19
YL20
YL21

PLASMID PORTION; OLIGO IN 5’3’ SEQUENCE
CaMV 35S promoter
CATGGAGTCAAAGATTCAAAT
CCCGcctaggAGTCCCCCGTGTTCTCTCCAA
pNOS-DsRed2-tNOS
ggggatcctctagagGATACATGAGAATTAAGGGAG
tccgcggacgtcccgggcccGAGCTTGCATGCCGGTCG
GVG-tRbcsE9
acgggggactcctagctcgagcctaggATGAAGCTACTGTCTTCTAT
CG
gagggctgtcacccgAGTGTTTTACTCCTCATATTAACTTCGG
p6xUAS promoter
gaggagtaaaacactCGGGTGACAGCCCTC
acaggctagccctaggCAGCGTGTCCTCTCCAAATG
OsL5-6xHis
acaagtttgtacaaaaaagcaggcttcATGGGAGGGTTTGTCAAGAC
acaactttgtatagaaaagttgggtgTCAGTGGTGATGATGGTGATG
ATR1Δ51-HyP5SM-FLAG (E168)
acaactttgtataataaagttggcATGGCGCAGACAGCTC
accactttgtacaagaaagctgggtcTTAGCCTTTGTCGTCATCGTC
AmpR for insertion alone
cccgggtaccaagctAATTCTTGAAGACGAAAGGG
tagactcgagaagcttTACCAATGCTTAATCAGTGA
p35S-Bs2-3xFlag-tNOS for insertion with AmpR
cccgggtaccaagctCATGGAGTCAAAGATTCAAATAG
ccctttcgtcttcaagaattGATCTAGTAACATAGATGACACC
AmpR for insertion with p35S-Bs2-3xFlag-tNOS
ctatgttactagatcAATTCTTGAAGACGAAAGGG
tagactcgagaagcttTACCAATGCTTAATCAGTGA
avrBs2-HyP5SM-HA
acaactttgtataataaagttggcATGCGTATCGGTCCTCTGC
accactttgtacaagaaagctgggtaCTACGCATAGTCAGGAACATCG
eGFP-HyP5SM
acaactttgtataataaagttggcATGTCTAGAGTGAGCAAGGGC
accactttgtacaagaaagctgggtaCTTGT ACAGCT CGTCC ATGCC
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SITE
F
R

AvrII

F
R

ApaI

F
R

XhoI
AvrII

F
R

AvrII

F
R

attB1
attB4

F
R

attB3
attB2

F
R

HindIII

F
R
F
R

HindIII

F
R

attB3
attB2

F
R

attB3
attB2

